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ABSTRACT

The work presented reviews the theory of the progressively fracturing 
solid which describes the behaviour of an ideal material that fractures in a stable 
fashion with consequential stiffness loss.

In order to develop the original theory, physical models have been used 
by previous researchers. These models simulate the response of a progressively 
fracturing solid to loading. The adoption of these models enables tests to be 
performed computationally rather than physically. Similar models are used in the 
present work. Several tests on a "network model", a planar frame of pin—jointed 
bar elements having different lengths and material properties, are performed. 
Computer analysis allows the model to be tested under various loading conditions 
of controlled deformations, temperature, lack of fit,..., or a combination of these. 
Results of these tests are discussed and compared qualitatively to those of 
physical materials.

In order to extend the theory into the time domain, additional 
assumptions on the material behaviour were required. These assumptions are 
discussed, and a general multi—dimensional continuum theory is developed to 
describe the behaviour of an ideal time—dependent progressively fracturing solid.

Both a "network model" and a "fibre bundle model", a system of 
parallel elastic fibres having different strengths, are used to describe the 
behaviour of solids that exhibit time—dependent fracture. Computer programs are 
used to describe the response of the models to loading under various strain rates 
and to conditions of constant stress and strain. Stability under such conditions is 
considered.

Results of the tests illustrate the models' potential in describing aspects 
of material behaviour related to time, history, and rate dependence.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1—1 Introduction

The response of materials to applied forces and displacements is of 
prime concern to engineers. An understanding of the mechanical behaviour of 
engineering materials under loads is necessary if structures are to be analysed 
properly and designed safely and economically.

Several approaches have been used to describe the behaviour of 
materials such as concrete and rocks. On one hand, development of particular 
rules of material behaviour based on experimental results of testing under 
specified conditions has been found to be extremely useful. This empirical 
approach is practical but lacks generality. In particular, there is no basis for the 
application of such rules to circumstances other than those covered by the 
original tests. On the other hand, general theories that describe the behaviour of 
materials under various loading conditions are sought. These theories describe the 
behaviour of ideal rather than real physical materials. The behaviour of an ideal 
material follows from a set of initially assumed postulates, rendering the analysis 
of the behaviour analytically possible. The applicability of such theories to 
physical materials is dependent on how closely the ideal material resembles a real 
one. The more general the theory is, the more complex it becomes.

The recent advances in numerical and computational techniques have 
made analysis using complicated theories possible.

These two extremes in approaches do not exclude each other. When a 
test is performed, it is useful to know the basic laws of mechanics governing 
material behaviour so that the experimental setup and data analysis are done 
properly with a minimum number of variables. Also, in choosing the postulates to 
define the behaviour of an ideal material, knowledge of actual material behaviour 
is essential. Moreover, the application of a general theory to real problems 
requires assigning numerical values to some parameters. This can only be 
achieved by the quantitative comparison to experimental results.
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1—2 Aims and scope of the work

The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to explore further the 
behaviour of a class of ideal materials termed progressively fracturing solids. 
Upon loading such a solid, its stiffness is reduced due to stable progressive 
fracture. The solid is always in a linear elastic state in the sense that, upon 
unloading, the stress and strain are linearly related with a constant stiffness, the 
value of which depends on the extent of damage inflicted on the solid prior to 
unloading. This progressively fracturing solid has the property that it may 
always be returned to a state of zero stress and zero strain upon unloading. A 
theory for the time—independent behaviour of this class of materials was 
originally developed by Dougill [1—6].

There is no real physical material that behaves exactly like the ideal 
progressively fracturing solid described above. Similarly, there is no physical 
material that behaves exactly like any other ideal solid described by alternative 
continuum theories. Nevertheless, an ideal progressively fracturing solid exhibits 
some modes of behaviour that are common in engineering materials such as rocks, 
concrete, and overconsolidated clays.

Cracks induced in concrete—like solids upon loading result in 
degradation of material stiffness. Strain softening is observed in these materials 
under strain controlled testing. Thus, the above theory can be (and has been) 
used alone or in conjunction with other theories (such as plasticity theories) to 
describe a more general behaviour of concrete—like materials.

Materials such as concrete and rocks are time—dependent and also are 
affected by internal stressing due to thermal and other induced deformations. 
This, therefore, provides the motivation to attempt to extend the theory of the 
progressively fracturing solids to include a description of time and rate 
dependence and to study the behaviour of such solids under conditions of 
internally induced stresses.

Accordingly, the aims of the work were to
(i) explore further the behaviour of a time—independent progressively 

fracturing solid,
(ii) develop a general multi—dimensional time—dependent progressively 

fracturing solids theory that describes the behaviour of a class of ideal solids,
(iii) study the response to loading of some ideal model materials that 

fail progressively under loads,
-1 6 -



(iv) and study the scope of application of such theory by a qualitative 
comparison with the behaviour of real materials.

Further work is done in this thesis on the time—independent 
progressively fracturing solids theory to study the behaviour of such solids under 
a variety of loading. The behaviour of such a solid under loading conditions other 
than controlled deformations, which was studied by earlier researchers, is looked 
upon.

Attention is then focused on the exploration of the behaviour of such a 
solid when time induced damage is superimposed on fracture inflicted by loading. 
An extension of the above theory to include the time domain is sought. This 
general theory reduces to the already established time—independent theory under 
certain loading conditions.

The theory, together with the results of tests performed on model 
materials, will present a basic step towards a more profound understanding of the 
behaviour of an ideal progressively fracturing solid. Thus, more complex 
situations of physical materials' behaviour, incorporating both progressive 
fracture and load history dependence, can be analysed and simulated by the use 
of this theory in conjunction with other established theories.
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1—3 Contents of the thesis

This section describes briefly the contents of the remaining chapters of 
the thesis.

Chapter II describes the time—independent behaviour of concrete and 
rock—like materials under loading as observed from experimentally controlled 
tests. A review of some aspects of concrete behaviour in response to loading is 
presented.

An explanation of some modes of behaviour that concrete—like 
materials exhibit, which cannot normally be explained by the traditional 
theories, is presented from the fracture and damage mechanics points of view.

This chapter also includes a literature review of the theoretical and 
experimental work that has lead to the formulation of the time—independent 
progressively fracturing solids theory. A summary of the theory is then presented.

In order to develop this theory, ideal model materials, the behaviour of 
which describes the response to loading of a progressively fracturing solid, have 
been used earlier. Some of these models are discussed in this chapter and a 
general approach to their analysis is mentioned.

In chapter III attention is focused on the rate and load history 
sensitivity of concrete—like materials and the effects of such variables on their 
behaviour. Some experimental results showing the behaviour under varying strain 
rates is presented. Also a description of concrete behaviour under creep and 
relaxation experimental tests is given.

A summary of some of the theoretical work done in simulating concrete 
behaviour with regard to strain rate sensitivity is presented. This is followed by a 
review of some theories that incorporate viscosity to provide time-dependent 
behaviour under loading conditions such as creep and relaxation.

In chapter IV the effects of progressive degradation are studied using a 
structural model comprising discrete brittle elements. A "network model" is 
introduced and is tested under various loading conditions of controlled 
deformations simulating uniaxial tensile tests, controlled deformations with an 
initial lack of fit, increasing temperature or equivalently increasing the lack of fit, 
and controlled deformations on initially damaged networks. Tests demonstrating
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the path dependence of the network model are also presented.

Results from an analytical study of fibrous systems (elastic fibres in 
series or in parallel) under increasing temperature are discussed in conjunction 
with those obtained for the network model.

A theoretical development of a time—dependent progressively fracturing 
solids theory is presented in chapter V. The basic requirements behind this 
theory, as well as the time—independent simplification, are the convexity of the 
fracture surface defined in strain space and the normality of the defined fracture 
stress decrement to this fracture surface. These two criteria are discussed in 
detail and found to be valid for the model if certain assumptions are followed.

Based on the normality and convexity criteria, a general 
multi-dimensional time-dependent theory is devised and then simplified to give 
a revised model suitable for analysis.

The remaining chapters are dedicated to study the behaviour of some 
model materials that exhibit time—dependent progressive fracture. The effects of 
time-dependent degradation are studied using the "network model" (extended to 
incorporate time effects). Tests on a continuum time—dependent fracturing 
model, termed the "fibre bundle model", are also performed. The results of these 
tests are discussed and compared qualitatively to those of physical materials.

Refinements to the theory and its applications, so that the behaviour 
attained becomes more realistic, are discussed. Possible linkage of the theory to 
already existing theories is discussed so that a more general description of 
material behaviour becomes possible.
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CHAPTER II

TIME-INDEPENDENT PROGRESSIVELY FRACTURING SOLIDS

2—1 The mechanical behaviour of some engineering materials

Until comparatively recently, strain softening and material degradation 
were excluded from theoretical models of material behaviour. Accordingly, 
additional theories were necessary to deal with a class of materials exhibiting 
these phenomena. This group of materials includes concrete, rocks, 
over—consolidated clays, and some fibre composites. These materials exhibit 
strain softening under strain controlled testing conditions. Deformation of such 
solids is accompanied by the formation and grouping of cracks resulting in the 
reduction of stiffness. They have the ability to undergo large deformations 
without total failure and can sustain relatively large strains at a fraction of their 
maximum attainable stress.

Progressive failure is observed in carbon/epoxy laminates [7]. Failure of 
a layer does not necessarily result in the complete failure of the entire laminate. 
Upon loading, cracks occur in different plies. This results in the reduction of the 
stiffness of individual plies, the overall laminate stiffness, and in progressive 
failure accompanied by softening of the stress—strain response of the laminate 
[7,8]-

Under imposed deformations, rocks tend to crack. Initially, cracks are 
of a small scale. With increasing imposed deformations, larger cracks are formed. 
This process results in progressive failure of rocks with consequential strain 
softening and loss of stiffness. Figure 2.1(a,b) depicts the above modes of 
behaviour in granite [9]. Similar results were observed for other types of rocks. 
Tests on sandstone [10], basalt, and cemented fill [11], show similar mechanical 
behaviour.

Strain softening is observed in some clays. These clays tend to sustain 
large strains at stress levels below the peak stress after this peak stress is 
attained. It was argued [12] that this behaviour is the result of progressive failure 
of bonds between clay particles. As over-consolidated clays are strained, they 
build up an increasing resistance up to a certain limit. Beyond this limit there is 
a decrease in the resistance with increasing strain. This mode of strain softening 
eventually reaches a level of residual strength which is maintained by the clay. 
Fissured or jointed clays have potential points of stress concentration. Strength
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at an imperfection is normally low. Thus if the peak strength is reached at a 
certain point in the clay, consequential loss of strength is observed. This in turn 
passes the stress to other points which in turn may soften, resulting in 
progressive failure down to a residual stress value. Tests on samples of Kaolin 
clay have shown strain softening behaviour [13] (figure 2.2(a)). Recent tests [14] 
showed that sand in direct shear exhibits reduction of strength in the post peak 
portion of it stress—strain curve (figure 2.2(b)). Interesting results have been 
obtained from delicate testing on some lunar sand [15]. Figure 2.3 shows some of 
these results. Similar modes of softening behaviour on other types of clays were 
also observed [16,17].

Stable direct tensile tests performed on concrete have shown that strain 
softening occurs [18]. This phenomenon has also been detected for concrete and 
microconcrete tested in controlled compression [18]. Results of tensile testing on 
concrete [19] (figure 2.4 — 2.5) show the post peak strain softening behaviour and 
the subsequent reduction of the elasticity modulus with deformation. Concrete 
was found to undergo large deformations without total failure at stress levels 
lower than the maximum stress. Progressive damage was observed in concrete in 
uniaxial compression tests [20,21]. Specimens were subjected to a series of cycles 
of loading and unloading (increasing and decreasing strains) and were found to 
fail progressively with strain softening and the resulting decrease of unloading 
moduli (figure 2.6). Progressive reduction in the initial elastic moduli (tangents 
to the loading portions of loading—unloading cycles), with increasing the 
maximum applied strain, was reported. Reduction of these moduli varies 
considerably in the region of the stress strain curve following the peak stress, but 
is always apparent in all regions of the curve (figure 2.6).

Interesting tests have been performed to examine the post peak cyclic 
behaviour of concrete in uniaxial tensile conditions [22]. Figure 2.7 depicts the 
results of these tests showing the post peak behaviour of concrete following 
monotonic tensile loading, cyclic tensile loading and alternating loading. The 
progressive post—peak failure of concrete and the reduction of its stiffness with 
increasing applied maximum stress are observed. Similar results were obtained 
recently [23] from tests performed on concrete, mortar, and cement paste, in 
direct tension. Strain softening and stiffness loss were also apparent for cement 
paste and mortar under uniaxial compression as well as for steel fibre reinforced 
concrete [24,25].

It should be noted that the above mentioned modes of behaviour are 
localized. Figure 2.8 shows the load of deflection curves of samples of concrete
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specimens with waisted profiles tested in uniaxial tension [26]. It shows an initial 
linear behaviour up to peak stress followed by a sharp decrease of stress as a 
result of softening with a highly localized response. Deformations on one surface 
of the specimen were measured to give displacement contours which in turn are 
interpreted to give local strains. The results in figure 2.9, with contours of direct 
strain in the direction of the applied load, show the regions of high strain 
intensity.

At early stages of loading, several regions of high strain intensity may 
be detected showing that damage is of a contained distributed nature. At later 
stages, damage becomes localized and these regions cluster in a narrow band. 
This results in the occurrence of all deformations in this band with the rest of the 
specimen being unloaded. This localization was initiated even before the peak 
stress was attained.
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2—2 Modelling of some engineering materials

In this section attention is turned to some material models that have 
been developed and used for the simulation of the behaviour of concrete—like 
materials.

Continuum theories, describing the behaviour of some ideal materials, 
have been used in modelling the response of real materials by averaging 
microscopic quantities over a representative volume with macroscopic 
dimensions. In other words, homogenization of a heterogeneous solid is an 
essential feature of any continuum description.

Elastic models describe the material behaviour by assuming that the 
work done upon loading depends only on the initial and final states of the 
material. In its simplest form, linear elasticity, stress and strain are related by a 
constant modulus.

The theory of elasticity describes deformations that are path 
independent and fully recoverable. This behaviour may apply to concrete and 
rocks at low strains but not near failure.

Idealizations of material behaviour, based on plasticity assumptions 
have been used. Materials are assumed to achieve irrecoverable time-independent 
strains at a constant or increasing stress (perfect or hardening plasticity). The 
material is thus path dependent and can be described by relations between 
increments of stress and strain (incremental theories). Alternatively, in flow 
theories, total stress and strain are used during loading with linear elastic 
unloading.

Both elasticity and plasticity based theories are generally inadequate in 
describing softening behaviour observed in some engineering materials. Recent 
work has been directed towards a revision of some of the basic concepts of 
plasticity, originally developed for metals, so that applicability to soils, rocks, 
granular earth materials, and concrete becomes possible.

Incremental elasto—plastic relations, in which changing elastic moduli 
with plastic deformations are allowed for, were studied [27]. By adopting a 
stability criteria other than that of Drucker [28] and assuming, according to Hill 
[29], that the second order work performed along any proportional path is 
non—negative for all strain increments, possibilities of the existence and
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uniqueness of strain softening emerge. This continuum model [27] was based on 
the following assumptions:

(a ) The plastic strain rate vector has a direction different from the 
outward normal to the yield surface in the stress space, and is related to the 
plastic dilatancy.

(b) The elastic moduli, followed upon unloading, change as plastic 
deformations develop. Irreversible strains include those due to moduli changes.

(c ) The yield surface has the ability to expand, contract, or remain 
unaltered upon an increment of stress causing yield. This allows the model to 
cater for hardening, softening, or perfect plasticity.

The traditional formulation of plasticity theories employs yield surfaces 
in stress space, in conjunction with loading criteria which involve the increments 
of stress. Il’ushin [30,31] suggested the use of strain space. This is valid for the 
full range of elastic—plastic deformations (in particular perfectly plastic 
behaviour, and strain softening).

Casey and Naghdi [32], used both strain and stress spaces together. The 
yield surface in strain space, defined as the states of strain that will initiate yield 
for given values of plastic strains and hardening parameters, always moves 
outward during loading. On the other hand, the yield surface in stress space, 
defined as the states of stress corresponding to strain states that will initiate 
yield for given fixed values of plastic strains and hardening parameters, may be 
moving outwards, inwards, or may be stationary as a result of the material 
exhibiting hardening, softening, or perfectly plastic behaviour. These three types 
of behaviour may thus be defined by a dimensionless quotient of derivatives 
deduced from the loading functions in both spaces. This quotient measures the 
ratio of the outward velocities with which the yield surfaces in the two spaces 
move during loading.

Reference [33] presents a review of soil and rock modelling based on the 
concept of plasticity and its variations.

From the continuum mechanics point of view, one particularly 
important feature of strain softening is that of instability [34—37]. Bazant [34] 
argues that strain softening in a continuum causes instability. In a real physical 
material, small strain softening regions, whose size is greater than a lower limit
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dictated by the material itself, absorb strain energy stored in the material 
structure. Ductility is thus determined from stability conditions by introducing 
the effects of size, heterogeneity, and stored energy into the stability analysis. If 
these are taken into account, then instability or failure on the strain softening 
branch of the stress—strain curve occurs only when the downward slope reaches a 
certain critical value. Stability in the strain softening portion of the stress strain 
curve is further increased by using stiff elastic rods in parallel with test specimens 
and by taking into account the reduction of the unloading stiffness modulus with 
increasing deformations [34,35]. Stress-displacement rather than stress—strain 
analysis of a continuum with size effects taken into account was found to be more 
plausible [37]. This is similar to the analysis of crack growth in the material 
rather than defining a region of high strains. In addition to the mechanical 
stability criteria normally used, similar arguments follow if thermodynamic 
stability is studied in conjunction with mechanical stability [38].

Damage theories have been used to describe fracture in engineering 
materials. Two different approaches are normally followed. In the first one, 
fracture is based on the growth and propagation of a single crack (Griffith's 
theory), thus there is the disadvantage of initially having to assume the existence 
of a crack. Energy put into the material during crack growth is considered to be 
partly stored as strain energy and partly absorbed to cause crack propagation 
[40].

Alternatively, damage may be considered to be distributed over a 
volume of the material and thus can be measured by some internal variables that 
affect the response to loading (Kachanov [41]). A limited review of some of these 
theories can be found in reference [42]. This idea of uniformly distributed damage 
over a volume of the material allows the definition of an effective cross-sectional 
area, A , for a damaged material [41]. This area is equal to the original area, A ,e o
for an undamaged state of the material and reduces with increasing damage. 
Assuming that at complete failure A becomes zero, then a damage variable De
can be defined to measure this load bearing area (or the increase in the relative 
void area or crack intensity) such that

D = 0 for A = Ae o
and (2.2.1)

D = 1 for A = 0e
This approach suggests the definition of a pseudo stress or effective stress [41,43]. 
This stress is associated with the effective area determined by the distribution of
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cracks over a volume of the material. The actual stress of the material can be 
determined from the effective stress by 'â  assuming a damage evolution law /  
incorporating the damage variable D [41,43,44].

Krajcinovic [42,45-47] presented a general theory for the description of 
damaging materials. According to this theory, these solids will exhibit damage 
when loaded, but remain unchanged (in the sense of internal damage variables) 
upon unloading. Total free energy for the solid is considered to be a scalar 
function of a damage vector as well as the strain tensor. Through this energy 
function stress increments wall result for a change of strain, damage, or both. The 
damage is described as a function of a void density vector, which in turn is 
defined by means of a damage law defining a surface in strain space which divides 
states of strain between those that will and will not cause damage. A very similar 
model is given in [48].

Theories based on the assumption of uniformly distributed damage 
have the disadvantage of excluding any description of localization observed in 
real material fracture. On the other hand, their formulation does not require the 
initial assumption of the existence of a crack.

For heterogeneous materials, fracture may be considered as a general 
process because the material may contain cracks, or even potential fracture sites, 
that propagate at different rates. At high levels of imposed deformations, fracture 
becomes contained in localized zones. The disadvantage of having to assume the 
existence and/or distribution of cracks, in fracture and damage based theories, 
motivates the attempt to describe materials as a continuum. In a continuum 
approach, constitutive relations are described at a point or a volume small 
enough to be taken as a point. Thus the detailed structure of the material and 
any discontinuities in the displacement field, over that volume, can be ignored. 
This concept lies behind the formulation of all continuum theories. The theory of 
progressively fracturing solids follows this continuum approach and is presented 
in the next section.
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2—3 The theory of progressively fracturing solids

Strain softening may be assumed to be a result of progressive fracture, 
accompanied by stiffness degradation, at a point in a continuum. The behaviour 
of a material volume, comprising progressively fracturing material points, will 
contain, under loads, failure- points (or failure sites) that are distributed or 
localized in a small region. Failure at a point is considered to occur when the 
stiffness, at that point, degrades completely to zero. A failed point or group of 
points resembles a crack in a real material.

The idea of considering an ideal heterogeneous model material that fails 
progressively originated from work done on mathematical modelling for the 
failure of cement paste and mortar (Dougill [49,50]). The work was based on an 
assumed distribution of the micro—stress components. The manner in which 
failure occurs is by progressive propagation of fracture or yield at the microscopic 
level. Some statistical rules of stress redistribution at the microscopic scale were 
used. Stability of the behaviour was found to be dependent on the energy 
required to fracture the material after the peak stress. Fracture propagation 
occurs in a more stable fashion for higher values of this energy.

Later, some physical tests on concrete [20,21] proved to be highly 
supportive of the idea that softening behaviour in concrete is accompanied by a 
degradation of stiffness (also observed in other tests, section 2.1). Spooner and 
Dougill [21] focused their concern on energy considerations during compressive 
loading of concrete. They observed that during first loading on concrete, damage 
is initiated and energy is released by fracture. During unloading and reloading 
fracture process ceases and no damage is inflicted but energy is still released due 
to damping process. This suggested the use of the variation of the components of 
energy, released in first loading, with strain as a measure of damage.

In what follows the theory of progressively fracturing solids is 
described. Details of how it was developed and implemented can be found in 
references [1—6].

The ideal material, described by this theory, loses its stiffness due to 
stable progressive fracture during loading. The value of the stiffness, during 
unloading and reloading, is dependent on the extent of fracture prior to 
unloading. This means that, if the sense of deformation is reversed, the material 
behaves in a linear elastic manner. The material, thus, has the property of always 
being unstressed when its original dimensions are recovered. Stress and strain are



considered to be averages taken for a representative volume which corresponds to 
a point in a continuum. The mechanism of fracture and its resultant 
discontinuities are ignored, since description of the behaviour is assumed to apply 
at a point.

Keeping in mind the above assumptions on the ideal material
behaviour, the stress tensor a  and the strain tensor e can at any time beU b
related using a generalized Hooke's law

a.  = S  6 (2.3.1)ij ijkm km
where S is a symmetric tensor representing the current stiffness moduli of the ijkm
material.

During progressive fracture these moduli change so that
dcr = S dc + dS 6 (2.3.2)ij ijkm km ijkm km

represents the increment of stress for a change in strain, de , and/or stiffness,ij
dS .ijkm

This allows the definition of an elastic component of the stress
t 11increment and a fracture component, dcr.. and dcr respectively (figure 2.10).

Thus

so that (2.3.2) becomes

u u

idcr = S de (2.3.3)ij ijkm km
and

dd = dS eij ijkm km (2.3.4)
i 11dcr = dcr + dcr (2.3.5)ij ij ij

The fracture component of the stress increment is absent during 
unloading or reloading.

To distinguish between the different modes of behaviour some loading 
criteria are needed. Deformation paths in strain space are used to describe 
deformation sequences. The existence of a "fracture surface" is postulated. This 
surface in strain space contains all strain states that can be obtained through a 
purely elastic deformation path without changing the stiffness of the material and 
consequently the fracture surface itself. The fracture surface is in analogy to the 
yield surface used in hardening plasticity theories.
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(2.3.6)
The surface is assumed to be regular and of the form

F(e..,H ) = 0 o k
where H is a vector of k parameters describing the history of progressive k
fracture. H remains unchanged during elastic unloading or reloading. The sign of k
the loading function F is chosen so that

—  dH < 0 (2.3.7)dH kk
during progressive failure. Naturally

—  dH = 0
• I T T  L-

(2.3.8)
k

during elastic behaviour. Noting that dF is given by
dF = —  df + —  dH (2.3.9)de ‘i dH k0 k

and taking F to be negative for strain states within the fracture surface, the 
loading criteria become

<9F(a) F=0 and —  d e  >0 during progressive fracture
d t . .  ij
dF*(b) F=0 and —  dr = 0  during neutral loading
d e

dF U(c) F<0 and —  de < 0  during elastic unloading
d e  ij
dFj(d) F<0 and —  de > 0  during elastic reloading
d e d

(2.3.10)

The loading conditions (2.3.10) allow the fracture stress increment to 
be expressed as

d a  = g —  de (2.3.11)ij 6ij d c  km km
with g being a symmetric tensor, ij

The material is further restricted to conform with Il'ushin's [31] 
postulate of plasticity that the total work done during the application and 
removal of a small increment of deformation should be non—negative.

Il'ushin's postulate requires that
— i  dff" de >0 (2.3.12)z ij U

the left hand side being the work done upon the application and removal of a
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strain increment (figure 2.10). Substituting 2.3.11 into 2.3.12 gives
- g  dr —  dr >00 0 Qc km km

(2.3.13)

Noting that —  c is positive during progressive fracture, the
d c  knl km

quantity (—g.. dr.. ) should also be always non—negative. Hence,IJ u
— g dr >0 ij ij (2.3.14)

If the material is further considered to be linear in the small, so that gij
is independent of dr , then 2.3.14 can be satisfied for any choice of dr if and ij ij
only if g.. lies on the inward normal to the fracture surface. Thus

1J = _  v§d K d e ij
(2.3.15)

and the flow rule (2.3.11) becomes
d a " = - K ^  ^  df ij Q e Q t  kmij km

(2.3.16)

where K is a positive function which may depend on strain and strain history but 
not on the current strain increment.

To calculate the scalar K we consider the energy dissipated per unit 
volume, D, during loading r rij 1D = a  dr — -  a  r ij ij 2 d d J 0 z

(2.3.17)

The differential form of D, representing the rate of energy dissipated 
per unit volume, becomes

dD = -  ( a  dr — dcr r ) 2 ij ij ij ij (2.3.18)

The above, together with 2.3.1—2.3.5, will give
dD = — — dfj'' r 2 d d (2.3.19)

During progressive fracture dF = 0 so that
—  dr + —  dH = 0  
d e  d k ij k

(2.3.20)
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(2.3.21)
Multiplying both sides of the flow rule (2.3.16) by £.. we get

d , \  = — K —  e ^ d ( ij ij g e ij g t  krnlj km

Equations 2.3.19—2.3.21 give
K = 2 dD

<9F d F dH
d e  ij dH k fi k

(2.3.22)

The flow rule (2.3.16) may be rewritten as
d F d F  O F de

h d  e 3  e d  € rs
d a  = — K --------d-------Ssjd------rs------ cij $p km

d e  pq pq
so that the change in the elastic moduli becomes

d F  d F

(2.3.23)

d  e .. d edS = -  K -------- ^ £ L  + r
i j k m  $ p  q € r s  i j k m___ £ rs

d e  p qPQ

where the tensor R must be symmetric andijkm
R e =  0ijkm km

(2.3.24)

(2.3.25)

Further restrictions on the material are needed to find the components 
of R . Examples of these restrictions are given in the papers referenced in theijkm
beginning of this section. The simplest of these is taking R to be zero whichijkm
satisfies 2.3.25 for all e . If the material is considered to be path independent inkm
the small in the sense that the change in stiffness caused by the increment of 
strain is independent of the path used in applying the increment [2], then

R = _  ( K - i g g — + )«F d£*jkm de  de  d e  d e  d e  rsij km ij km rs
(2.3.26)

The flow rule (2.3.23) together with the expression for the elastic 
moduli (2.3.24) are enough to describe the material behaviour as given by the 
constitutive law (2.3.2) and governed by the loading criteria (2.3.10).
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2-4 Application to a linear loading function — The fibre bundle model

The theory presented in the previous section has been adopted [31] to 
describe the behaviour of a two—dimensional physical model consisting of fibre 
bundles assembled together. Within each bundle an individual fibre is assumed to 
be elastie/brittle. It breaks under tension only when its axial strain reaches its 
limiting tensile strain f̂ . These limiting strains are continuously distributed
between zero and infinity within a bundle.

It is noted that for a bundle at an angle 9 (0 < 9  < x)  with the '1' axis, 
the axial strain is the same for all fibres and, if shear strain is neglected, is given
by

e = e cos2# + e sin2# (2.4.1)
Equation 2.4.1 can be rewritten as

e =  A € (2.4.2)u n
with

A = cos20 ,11
A = sin20 ,22

A = A = sin# cos0 ,12 21
and e = 6  = 0  (2.4.3)12 21

A parameter h is defined to be equal to the current limiting strain 
value f , where all fibres with limiting strains less than f have been broken. Itt t
measures the history of fracture within the bundle.

The fracture surface in strain space (figure 2.11) is thus a straight line
given by

F = A r -  h = 0 (2.4.4)u d
where h(D) is a function of damage in the bundle.

The fracture lines for all fibres lie parallel to each other and the current 
fracture surface for the bundle is the line of the last fibre broken thus defined by 
(2.4.4).

A loading path in strain space will result in fibres breaking and will 
thus move the fracture surface outwards resulting in progressive fracture (path 
OP in figure 2.11(a)). Unloading does not alter the current fracture surface; no
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fibres break, and behaviour is linear elastic (path PQ in figure 2.11(a)).
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2—5 Understanding progressive fracture bv the use of the network model

A discrete simple model [3] was devised and found to exhibit the 
properties of progressive breakdown and softening in a stable manner similar to 
that observed in real materials and that described by the continuum theory 
presented in section 2—3.

The model, termed the "network model", is a plane pin—jointed frame 
that is produced in the memory of the computer in a random but reproducible 
manner. The members of the frame are taken to be linear elastic and brittle with 
the failure stress and stiffness of each member allocated to give independent 
normal distributions of these quantities. Means and standard deviations are 
specified and the distributions are truncated so that only positive values are 
assigned.

The failure of a member results in its stiffness being reduced to zero 
and thus the overall stiffness matrix of the model is modified.

With increasing deformations, defined by prescribed boundary 
displacements, the model exhibits progressive loss in stiffness and demonstrates 
the effects of heterogeneity. As a result, stable strain softening is possible and the 
model retains its linear elastic behaviour upon unloading which results in a stress 
free network at the initial strain free state.

The model has the advantages of reproducibility, ease of analysis, and 
the vast range of information that can be extracted from it at any stage of 
deformation. Truly identical specimens can be tested under various conditions. 
The structure of the material and its properties can be examined at any stage.

Tests done on the network model help to extend the range of behaviour 
described, and thus refinements of the continuum model and increasing its range 
of applicability become possible.
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(a) Load-Deflection curve for Charcoal granite

(b) Load—Deflection curve for Rockville granite

Fig. 2.1 Load—deflection curves for rock [9]
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(a) Stress—Strain responses for Kaolin clay [13]

(b) Results of direct shear tests on sand with

extensible and very stiff reinforcement at an angle 

with the shear plane [14]

Shear displacement (mm)

Fig. 2.2 Behaviour of clays and sand under 
applied deformations
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(a ) Concrete under cyclic loading
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Strain * 10*

(c) Energy dissipated in damage
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(b) Change of initial modulus 
with strain
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Fig. 2.6 Concrete under strain controlled tests [20] [21]



(a )  S tre s s —D efo rm a tio n  curve a t  c o n s ta n t ra te  o f d e fo rm a tio n

Deformation (^m)

(b) Stress—Deformation curve under cyclic tensile loading

Deformation (/im)

Fig. 2.7 Concrete behaviour under different strain histories
[22]
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(c )  S tre s s —D efo rm a tio n  curve u nd er a lte rn a tin g

loading (small compressive stress)

Deform ation (/^m)

(d) Stress—Deformation curve under alternating 

loading (large compressive stress)

0 40 80 120
Deform ation (ftm )

Fig. 2.7 Concrete behaviour under different strain histories 
(cont'd) [22]
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(a) Typical stress strain curve for the progressively 

fracturing solid

(b) Components of the stress increment tensor

Fig. 2.10 Behaviour of an ideal progressively fracturing solid



(a) Current fracture surface for a typical fibre bundle

Fig. 2.11 Fracture surfaces of a fibre bundle using linear 
loading functions
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CHAPTER III

TIME-DEPENDENT MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR AND RELEVANT 
THEORETICAL MODELLING

3—1 Introduction

Almost all engineering materials used in structures are significantly 
stronger and some are stiffer when strained or loaded at high rates than when 
tested at normal working rates or subjected to long duration loads in service. 
This response should be taken into account while interpreting results of high rate 
testing and when analysing data obtained under such conditions. Similar 
considerations apply when attempting to predict the response of rate sensitive 
materials.

Care should be taken when analysing material behaviour at very high 
rates of loading from some external structural effects that are introduced into the 
response at these levels of rates. For example, inertia forces become significant at 
very high rates of deformations and, although these should normally be 
considered as forces applied to the material, they can have a great influence on 
the material's response.

The response of some of these materials is not only dependent on the 
rate of application of the load but also on the history of loading. In other words, 
the material response, at a particular time, is determined by the complete time 
history of loading up to that instant of time. Even when applied loads are 
removed or kept unchanged the time—dependent characteristics of the material 
will enforce a response in a manner dependent on all prior loading. For example, 
engineering materials will normally deform or creep at a constant load and relax 
at a constant deformation. These phenomena are time-dependent and their 
prediction can only be achieved if the time—dependent characteristics of the 
materials are taken into account.

There will be situations when the rate sensitivity and 
time—dependence might result into undesirable effects in the response of 
engineering structural materials. Engineering design, whether based on empirical 
or theoretical approaches, should thus be capable of taking these modes of 
behaviour into consideration.
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3—2 Sensitivity of concrete to rate of loading

In this section the effects of the rate of loading or straining on the 
response of concrete are investigated, and the resulting changes in the material 
properties (ultimate strength, stiffness, strain at peak stress,...) are discussed. 
Care should be taken when comparing quantitatively results of different tests 
because of the variations in the quality of concretes used, moisture content, age 
at test, size, shape, confinement conditions, techniques used to load the 
specimens, methods of data analysis and interpretations, assumed reference rates 
(static rates), etc.

When tested under uniaxial tensile conditions, concrete behaves as a 
stronger and stiffer material if the rate of loading is increased [52—54]. Figure 3.1 
depicts results of experiments on the tensile strength related to the loading rate. 
When stress reaches its maximum value, higher values of strain are normally 
observed under rapid testing conditions than the corresponding values resulting 
from static tests (figure 3.2). A stress—strain curve of plain concrete subjected to 
high loading rates (30 N/mm2/ms) is compared to that at a static rate (10"4 
N/mm2/ms) (figure 3.3). This diagram shows the increase of concrete resistance, 
as measured by its stiffness, with increasing loading rate. The secant modulus, 
and less clearly the initial tangent modulus, are found to increase with increasing 
loading rates. Figure 3.3 suggests that under direct tensile loading, more energy 
is required to fracture the material at higher loading rates than under quasi static 
conditions. This energy can be assessed by measuring the area contained within 
the stress strain curve.

In some recent tests [55], it was possible to obtain the post peak region 
of the stress-displacement curves under impact loading (figure 3.4). These results 
confirm that the energy absorbed up to total failure is larger for higher strain 
rates.

It has also been observed [56] that similar increases in strength due to 
high rates of loading occur for concrete subjected to uniaxial tension and for 
concrete subjected to the same conditions with additional lateral compression. 
This suggests that the rate effects determined in uniaxial tests will also be found 
under various multiaxial loading conditions.

Besides rate dependence observed under tensile loading, the behaviour
of concrete is also rate dependent under uniaxial compressive loading.
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A significant increase in the ultimate compressive strength of concrete 
will occur as the strain rate increases above the level of normal static loading 
[57-65]. Figure 3.5 depicts the increase in the ultimate strength of concrete with 
increasing applied strain rate. No attempt is made here to study the factors that 
affect strain rate sensitivity and a detailed investigation can be found elsewhere 
[65]. Most of the tests were intended to determine the load capacity of concrete 
at high rates of loading, but other properties can be deduced and measured 
especially if stress— strain curves are available. Figures 3.6—3.9 give some stress- 
strain curves obtained by different researchers.

Stiffness of concrete and its resistance to cracking, as measured by the 
secant modulus up to a predefined compressive strain level, show definite 
enhancement with increasing strain rate [58,61,63—65,69,70]. It is still, though, 
uncertain whether the initial tangent modulus is actually rate dependent. It is 
difficult normally to identify any significant changes in the initial tangent 
modulus because of the irregularity of the stress—strain curves at early stages of 
high rates loading. Researchers have reported that the initial tangent modulus 
either increases [58,61,67] or remains unchanged [63—65,70] with increasing strain 
rates.

Strain at ultimate strength is another area where conflicting results 
have been obtained. With an increase in the loading rate, tests have shown an 
increase [58,59,63,65,70] or a decrease [61,64,69] in the ultimate compressive 
strain corresponding to the peak stress.

The energy absorption capacity of concrete increases with increasing 
loading rate [58,65,71]. This energy can be measured by calculating the area 
under the stress—strain curve up to the peak stress (or sometimes up to complete 
failure). Figure 3.10 shows a comparison of static energy absorption with impact 
response for two concrete mixes [65].

Similar strain rate sensitivity have been observed in mortar and 
microconcrete [53] (figure 3.11), fibre reinforced mortar [71,72], and for confined 
concrete [63,64,70,73] where the confinement, in the form of steel stirrups, 
simulates uniform lateral pressure and stabilizes the post peak behaviour at static 
and impact loading (figure 3.12). Flexural response in mortar and concrete also 
showed similar rate dependence [71].

Reference [66] reviews some properties of engineering materials, 
including concrete, at high rates of straining or loading. Materials like steel,
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aluminum, brick, glass, plastics, wood and concrete were all found to be 
rate—sensitive although not much data is available on high rates of loading on 
some of them.

When tested under increasing rates of deformation, rocks are found to 
exhibit changes in their material properties similar to those detected for concrete. 
Sandstone exhibits an increase in the compressive strength and the modulus of 
elasticity with a decrease in strain at peak stress (figure 3.13) [74]. Increasing the 
strain rate results in decreased stability of rock as manifested by a steepening of 
the negative slope of stress—strain curves (figures 3.13 and 3.14). Tests on the 
resistance of sandstone, and low and high porosity green shale [75], have shown 
an increase in the resistance to the penetration of projectiles with increasing 
projectile velocity.

Tests on various types of clays have also shown strain rate sensitivity 
[76—79]. Figure 3.15 shows the stress—strain curves for an overconsolidated clay 
at three different constant strain rates. Similar results were observed in [77] and 
are depicted in figure 3.16. Triaxial compression loading of saturated soils [79] 
have shown an increase in the resistance of clays to deformations with increasing 
strain rates (figure 3.17).
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3—3 Effects of loading history on the mechanical behaviour of engineering 
materials

The time—dependent properties of concrete may be studied in terms of 
two special situations: creep (deformation at sustained loads) and relaxation 
(stress reduction at constant strains). These two situations represent extremes in 
loading conditions, and, although can be monitored in detail under controlled 
tests in laboratories, are practically non-existent as such in real situations. Still, 
results of controlled creep or relaxation tests can be used in predicting behaviour 
of engineering materials under complex strain and stress conditions.

When a compressive load is sustained, concrete specimens will deform 
to a strain much larger than the value initially obtained at the time of load 
application [80—86]. Similar qualitative behaviour is observed under axially 
sustained tensile loads [87—89] and under more complex stress conditions such as 
equal biaxial compression [82], combined axial compression and tension [83], 
hydrostatic stress situations [82], and flexure [90]. Several material factors affect 
the creep behaviour of concrete. The mix proportions, cement content, 
volumetric aggregate content, and water—cement ratio are all factors that affect 
creep [87,88,91].

One of the major factors affecting creep behaviour is the level of stress 
applied. At low levels of stress/strength ratio, concrete apparently creeps for ever 
but at a decreasing rate (e decreases with time). Creep, as indicated by creep 
strain, seems to be directly proportional to the applied stress. This linearity 
between creep strain and the stress/strength ratio does not apply at higher levels 
of stress. At high values of stress/strength ratios (above 0.8 for compression and
0.6—0.8 for tension) concrete creeps in a different fashion. After an initial period 
of decreasing creep rate, strain increase rapidly with time leading to material 
instability and complete failure.

This variation in creep behaviour at different stress levels is observed 
for both compressive and tensile stresses (figure 3.18 and 3.19). It is shown that 
the ultimate tensile strain tends to increase as the applied stress is decreased. 
Figure 3.20 shows how the time to rupture increases rapidly as the value of the 
tensile sustained load is reduced.

Creep is observed in concretes of all strength as well in cementatious 
composites. Typical creep curves for high—, medium— and low—strength concretes 
under sustained compressive stresses are shown in figure 3.21. Figure 3.22 shows
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similar curves for fibre reinforced cement composites.

The ambient conditions also affect creep behaviour. Temperature and 
relative humidity are among the major factors influencing the rate of creep and 
its ultimate strain value [80,83,87]. Other time—dependent properties of concrete, 
which are not load induced, are a direct result of cement time—dependent 
hydration as well as ambient conditions and their changes. These properties 
include shrinkage, under no applied stress, and age dependence of the mechanical 
properties. The interaction between shrinkage, and age of concrete is quite 
complex and no attempt is made here to simulate such behaviour. Attention is 
focused only on time—dependent behaviour that is load induced.

Figure 3.23 shows the short term relaxation behaviour for 
high-strength dry concrete when strain is kept constant [93]. Relaxation is 
affected by more or less the same factors influencing creep such as stress/strength 
ratio, concrete strength, ambient conditions, specimen mix, and age of concrete. 
It should be noted that the procedure of applying constant strain on a specimen 
and measuring the residual stress is much more difficult than that encountered 
when applying constant stress and measuring deformations. Data on the stress 
relaxation of concrete is sparse compared to that on creep. Figure 3.24 shows 
typical stress relaxation curves [94] for concrete in compression.

The history of loading influences the subsequent mechanical properties 
of concrete [95—97]. Experiments have shown that sustained compressive loads, at 
a stress/strength ratio less than that that will cause failure, produces a 
consolidation process. As a result, the initial modulus of elasticity and the 
compressive strength are increased, while the strain at ultimate load is reduced 
[96]. At higher stress/strength ratios, damage inflicted by load application 
outweighs consolidation effects and both strength and stiffness are reduced. 
Sustained tensile loading results in microcracking and damage. Both the ultimate 
strength and the initial tangent modulus are reduced [97].

Time-dependent deformations are also observed in rocks [98]. Tests on 
shale, sandstone, and coal have shown that these materials will deform with time 
under constant compressive stress [99]. Creep curves of shale specimens tested in 
compression are shown in figure 3.25. Constant load tests on some clays [100] also 
show an increase of the axial deformation with time.

It is thus concluded that concrete and concrete-like materials behave 
in a manner dependent on time. This behaviour should be modelled if a proper



prediction of the material response is sought. Time-dependence is observed, and 
hence should be catered for in both analysis and design, when the material is 
subjected to high rates of loading or other complex loading histories.
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3-4 Time—dependent material modelling

Several approaches have been followed to model the mechanical 
behaviour of concrete under high rates or impulsive loading. These range from 
empirical modelling, where the behaviour is assumed to follow laws that are 
numerically derived from experimental data, to mechanical modelling, where a 
mechanism of fracture or damage, at high strain rates, is postulated and used to 
derive stress strain laws for the material. The same approaches have been 
followed to describe other time—dependent behaviour of materials including the 
dependence on past time history of loads.

3-4—1 Empirical approach

(a) Rate sensitivity

Empirical equations, relating the change of compressive strength, strain 
at maximum stress, the secant modulus (at 0.45 of peak stress for example), and 
the initial tangent modulus to strain rate can be found in [101] together with an 
empirical formulation for the complete stress—strain curve which takes into 
account the rate of straining, confinement, and concrete strength. These 
equations are of the form

P d = A + B log e + C (log c)2 (3.4.1)
p— °io 10

s
where A, B, and C are material constants, P and P are the dynamic and static

d  s
material properties respectively, and e is the strain rate ( > the static strain rate).

Other researchers [102] have proposed a power law, to predict strength 
of concrete at high rates, of the form

a
where x is a material property, a  and a  are the dynamic and the quasi static

d  s
stress rates, and a  and a  are the dynamic and the quasi static ultimate stresses 

d  s
respectively.

While equations represented by 3.4.1 were derived by curve fitting of 
data from compression tests from several researchers [101], equation 3.4.2 was

l + X (3.4.2)
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derived using a stochastic theory of fracture [102] with crack growth being 
dependent on stress, temperature, and material defects, and can be applied for 
both compression and tension.

It was suggested [65] that the use of static constitutive relationships to 
model impact behaviour is reasonable provided that the concrete under dynamic 
load is replaced by a stronger concrete under static load. Indeed, similar results 
can be obtained when comparing a strong concrete to a weaker one, as when 
comparing the behaviour of the same concrete under impact and static loading. 
This approach was also used [103] to describe the triaxial behaviour of concrete 
subjected to high rates of loading by using some previously established theories 
that describe the static behaviour with modifications of material parameters 
(peak strength, strain at peak, initial elastic module) to accommodate strain rate 
changes.

Inherent in all these formulations is the dependence of the expressions 
obtained on the range of experimental tests from which they were derived. Still, 
empirical and semi—empirical models have been successfully used to predict the 
behaviour of materials expected to undergo loading that is similar to that 
performed in controlled experiments.

(b) Creep and relaxation

Creep is normally expressed as a strain—time relationship applicable 
under a constant stress state and specified material and environmental 
conditions. Various forms of this relationship have been suggested on purely 
empirical bases. Semi-empirical formulas, based on some concepts thought to 
govern creep behaviour are also used. The most commonly used formulas are of 
hyperbolic, logarithmic, power law, or exponential form [91,92,104]. These 
expressions are calibrated (their constants calculated) by appropriate methods of 
data fitting. These formulas are normally adapted, by the use of parameters or 
parametric expressions, to include the effects of age, shrinkage, stress level, and 
environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity.

For example, in [105] a power function was used in conjunction with 
exponential expressions (proposed to describe shrinkage). The total time- 
dependent strain was assumed to be a function of time, age of concrete, stress 
level, and some parameters that can be calculated by curve fitting. In references 
[104—107] a double power law for basic creep of concrete was used. Creep wasiassumed to be fully described by a creep function J(t,t) which represents strain e
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(elastic + creep) at time t caused by a constant unit stress acting since time t . 
The form of J(t,t) was taken as

= e  + F - t '"m M ) ” (3-4.3)0 0
The above creep law has four material parameters E , p  , m, and n and 

it takes into account the age of concrete. In order to include creep of infinitelyi iold concrete, t ' m can be replaced by c + t _m. The above law showed very good 
agreement with a range of experimental data on basic creep (with no moisture 
exchange). It also gives good prediction of the change of the elastic modulus with 
age [104,105]. Additional terms in expression 3.4.3 can be used to account for 
drying (and wetting) as well as stress/ultimate stress ratio. Corrections to the 
parameters in 3.4.3 and/or the actual creep duration (t—t ) can be used to predict 
creep at different levels of temperature and relative humidity. In reference [106] 
recommendations for the values of these parameters in terms of other known 
material properties are given.

A combination of a double power and a logarithmic law [107] gave a 
better fit to test results for the long-term creep behaviour. Results from 
relaxation tests [94] have also shown that inverting a double power law gives 
good fit to experiments.

Tests on the creep behaviour of steel fibre reinforced cement composites 
[85] have shown that the results can be satisfactorily represented by hyperbolic 
and logarithmic expressions.

As mentioned earlier, information on the stress relaxation of concrete is 
very sparse. In many instances relaxation is viewed as restrained creep so that all 
theoretical and analytical expressions relating creep strains to time should, if 
possible, be used to relate stress relaxation to time. Rather than finding 
relaxation functions that fit experimental data, researchers tend to use creep laws 
either by inverting them to get relaxation laws or by discretizing creep laws so 
that stress history can be found numerically from a given strain history [94,108].

3-4—2 Modelling based on the mechanism of the time—dependent
response

(a) Rate sensitivity

In this approach modelling is based on a certain mechanism assumed to
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govern material time—dependent behaviour. Based on the postulated mechanism, 
mechanical laws can be derived and used to describe the material behaviour. This 
approach is semi—empirical in the sense that often a mechanism of material 
behaviour is postulated after observations made in real material testing.

By noting the different mechanisms of tensile fracture encountered in 
concrete under static and dynamic loads, Zielinski [109] developed a fracture 
mechanics model for this behaviour. The model is based on observations that 
cracks, under slowly increasing tensile loading, will grow along relatively weak 
interfaces between aggregate particles and the cement matrix and will then 
penetrate through the matrix. Under impact loading conditions, a great number 
of microcracks can be driven into extension simultaneously and will be forced to 
develop along shorter paths of higher resistance.

In this model, the energy absorbed during fracture is expressed as the 
sum of energies associated with crack extension in the matrix, aggregates, and 
interfacial bond between the two. The possibilities of multiple cracking is also 
taken into account. This absorbed energy increases with increasing stress rate. 
The tensile strength is then expressed in terms of the calculated fracture energy 
and an assumed shape factor of the stress strain curve.

(b) Creep

Whatever the form of the viscous creep law used to describe the 
relationship between time and strain, it can by no means be comprehensive. The 
range of mathematical expressions used to describe creep is a direct reflection of 
the variety of factors that influence creep and hence the long lasting controversy 
upon the physical nature of creep.

Creep is thought of by some researchers as being the direct result of the 
internal movement of water in the cement gel [110]. Others [111] have argued 
that creep is a shear process of crystal surfaces sliding one over the other with 
internal water acting as a lubricant. Indeed, both mechanisms are quite 
influential and tests show that creep might be a result of a combination of both 
[81,91]. Tensile testing of creep [87] and direct measurements of the physical 
changes (length, weight, solid volume) of cement paste with changes in conditions 
of exposure [80], suggest that time—dependent microcracking and slippage due to 
the reduction of surface energy are produced by the absorption of liquids into the 
developing cracks. Water movement, although existing, is not a mechanism but a 
catalyst. Slippage of particles and microcracking are enhanced by liquid motion.
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Creep failure in tension can be a progressive process resulting in large cracks, or a 
sudden brittle mechanism. At low stress levels, cracks do form under a sustained 
tensile force but they eventually become contained and stabilized. Above a 
certain level of stress, the initially more or less homogeneously spread 
microcracks grow with time and eventually macroscopic cracks are formed 
resulting in failure [89]. The rate of formation of these cracks can be slow 
resulting in progressive rupture, or sudden inducing brittle failure.

Compressive testing of creep in various concretes [86] indicates that 
under compressive loads, the time—dependent load—induced deformation is due to 
water movement within the solid, water movement to and from the environment, 
and the development and propagation of internal microcracks. The rate and 
magnitude of creep are dependent on the contribution of each of the above 
mechanisms.

Recently, a new approach has been proposed where creep was thought 
to be the result of time—dependent movement of water from micropores and 
microcracks initially present in the solid to the load induced microcracks [112]. If 
deformation is kept constant, as in the case of relaxation tests, this internal 
movement will result in a reduction of stress concentration and hence a gradual 
reduction of the stress is observed.

The fact that creep behaviour is a complex one and is dependent on 
many material and ambient factors makes it impossible to assume a mechanism 
of behaviour that is comprehensive. A comprehensive theoretical formulation, 
based on all possible mechanisms of creep, will be too difficult to implement. On 
the other hand, if a simple mechanism is postulated, it will automatically exclude 
many significant factors that influence creep behaviour. Another difficulty 
inherent in this approach is the fact that different creep mechanisms are not 
independent and may be influenced by the same factors in the same or opposite 
manner.

(c) Dependence on loading history

It was mentioned earlier (section 3—3) that sustained loading applied 
before the mechanical testing of concrete has an effect on the values of the 
ultimate strength and the initial modulus. Both the ultimate strength and the 
initial modulus are reduced as a result of microcracking inflicted by the 
application and removal of a sustained tensile load prior to a monotonic loading 
to failure. Although microcracking is induced if compressive stress is sustained,
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the overall result is a slight increase in the compressive stress and the initial 
modulus if the applied stress/strength ratio is low. The damage caused by 
microcracking is counterbalanced by other non—mechanical processes such as 
accelerated hydration process, closure of some previously existing microcracks 
perpendicular to load direction, and increase of molecular attractive forces due to 
the decrease of distance between particles [96,113].

Neglecting these beneficial effects, it was possible to model the 
dependence of strength of concrete upon the history of loading [113]. Defining the 
potential strength of a loaded specimen as the strength that would be exhibited 
if, at a time t, the load is increased to failure at the rate normally used in 
standard short term testing, then the effects of hydration with time and those 
due to microcracking inflicted by sustained load are expressed as

f = C (t) C (t) f (3.4.4)a s ciwhere f is the potential strength, f is the standard strength without any 
previously applied loading, C is an increasing function of time to cater fora
hydration, and C decreases below unity as a result of sustained loading and is as
function of stress and time under load. With the use of some simplifying 
assumptions on the behaviour of loaded specimen, 3.4.4 can be used for constant 
stress or constant strain conditions. It can also be used to describe the behaviour 
of concrete under monotonically increasing loads. This was achieved [113] by 
taking the stress history to be a discrete history of small increments within which 
stress is held constant.

3-4—3 Continuum approach to time-dependent modelling

In continuum formulation, distinction is made between two terms, 
namely "path history" and "time history". In a strain space based description, 
path history is referred to as the sequence of strain states experienced by a 
material from the start of straining to a the current state. In contrast to this, 
"time history" comprises the sequence of deformation states coupled with the 
time at which these states occurred. Two points in strain space reached by the 
same deformation path history do not necessarily have the same time history 
although the converse is true. Identical time histories necessarily provide 
identical path histories for the same time sequence.

In this way path history merely gives details of the magnitude of each 
increment of deformation whilst time history indicates the duration and thus the 
rate of deformation.
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The time sequence with which loading is applied influences the 
mechanical response of concrete as well as other solids. One effect of this is the 
dependence on the duration of the load increment or in other words the rate of 
load application as seen in section 3—2.

(a) Linear time—dependent formulation

Continuum theories that adopt viscosity of solids to describe the 
time-dependent behaviour are very common in engineering practice. In a 
viscoelastic solid, the stress scalar a  is normally assumed to be expressed by a 
relaxation law of the form

ft
a ( t) = f(O) G(t) + G(t—r) d6(r) (3.4.5)

J o
for a prescribed strain history r(t) and a relaxation function G(t) [114]. 
Alternatively, strain e may be described by a creep law of the form

ft
e(t) = <7(0) J(t) + J(t—r) d(j(r)

J o
with the creep function J(t) being a function of time [114].

(3.4.6)

Indeed, in this simple linear approach, the resultant material behaviour 
is dependent on the past time history of applied strain (or stress). Any other 
nonlinearity in the behaviour is ignored.

(b) Path dependence — Plasticity formulations

In plasticity based theories, any dependence of the material response on
the past time history is ignored. Nevertheless, the material is assumed to be path
dependent and hence its behaviour becomes non-linear. In a stress space
formulation, the existence of a yield surface is assumed. This surface separates
stress states that can be attained elastically from those that can only be reached
with consequential plastic deformations. The yield surface is defined by

F(<j.,H ) = 0 (3.4.7)U k
where a  is the stress tensor and H is a hardening vector of k parameters. At ij k
any stage of loading, the strain increment dr , resulting from an applied stressij
increment drr , is expressed as ij

d 6 = dee + drp (3.4.8)d ij ij
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where dee is the elastic strain increment and drp is the plastic strain increment.U ij
If the behaviour is restricted to materials that follow Drucker's 

stability criterion [115], then it follows that all yield surfaces should be convex 
and that the plastic strain increment is always normal to the yield surface at the 
point of yield (provided the material is assumed to be linear in the small).

The form of the function F and its sign together with the normality 
argument allow the calculation of the plastic stress increment to be performed.

Such a material is path dependent. Its response is dependent, not only
on the current stress state, as defined by cr and d<r , but also on the pastU ij
sequence of stress states experienced by the material as measured by the 
hardening vector Ĥ .

Valanis [116] proposed endochronic plasticity as an alternative to 
classical plasticity for the description of a class of materials that are path and 
history dependent. The endochronic theory is based on the assumption that 
material behaviour can be described by internal variables that define the material 
memory. As an alternative to the concept of the yield surface, a material 
property, termed the intrinsic time, is defined.

For such a material [117,118], an intrinsic time scale Z, which is related 
to an intrinsic time measure z, is defined by

dZ = pgy (3.4.9)
where dz = | drp dep | (3.4.10)ij ij
and F(z) is a function, a property of the material, that accounts for the
dependence of the increment of the intrinsic time on the past history of
deformations, and drp is the plastic increment of strain.ij

Stress is assumed to be related to strain byrZ
a  = <̂ (Z-Z') d ( p (Z’) (3.4.11)ij ij. 0

where (p{Z) is an integrable function over the interval 0<Z<oo. The strain 
increment is given by 3.4.8 with the elastic strain increment related to the stress 
increment by an elastic material stiffness tensor.
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Noting the similarity between (3.4.11) and (3.4.5), it might seem that 
the material described is dependent on the past time history of deformation. This 
is not true. The endochronic theory describes a material that is dependent on the 
past path history of deformations. The intrinsic time measures the past history of 
plastic strains without any account for the duration and time at which these 
states occurred.

(c) Path and time dependence — Nonlinear continuum approach

A continuum damage theory for predicting the dynamic behaviour of
concrete was developed by Suaris and Shah [68,119]. As in the case of other
damage theories, failure was considered to be the result of the nucleation and
growth of a number of microcracks. The total (Helmholtz) free energy, of the
solid is considered to be a function of strain e and a damage vector lj which isij i
normal to the plane of the crack field and whose magnitude is equal to the area 
density of the cracks. A consistent kinematic and thermodynamic approach leads 
to the constitutive equation

a ij
dij)
d i

(3.4.12)

and a damage evolution law,
p  k i — O' £>D((.. 1 IJ a) ,Ld  ) —  p  i i du

(3.4.13)

where p , k are the density of the material and its inertial resistance to crack
growth, and a  and e are the stress and strain tensors respectively. With proper ij ij
calibration and analytical expressions for t  and g , the above incremental lawsi
can be used to yield the stress—strain response for a particular state of the 
material.

Viscosity based formulations are commonly used in conjunction with
elasto—plastic theories in a variety of forms. The mechanical behaviour of
viscoelastic/plastic solids, as described by Naghdi and Murch [120], requires that
the total strain e be composed of two parts, the viscoelastic component cve and U ij
the plastic component ep . While eve, at time t, is determined by the past timeij ij
history of stress (time history dependent), the plastic strain component ep isij
dependent on the path followed by stress (path history dependent). This does not 
necessitate that each component is defined by time or path history alone but by 
an interaction of the time sequence and the path of the stress trajectory. The
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existence, in stress space, of a surface, of the form
f = f(<7 ,ep ) = 0 (3.4.14)o U ij ij

is postulated, where \  is a measure of viscous effects and k  is work hardeningij ij
parameter and thus dependent on the path history. This yield surface, in contrast
to that of the inviscid theory of plasticity, can change its shape continually
because of its dependence on the time history of stress. The notation of a rapid
stress path, a stress path traversed in a vanishingly small interval of time such
that x  remains unchanged, is introduced together with the notation of the ij
instantaneous yield surface corresponding to a state in the stress space. This 
surface is defined as

f = f(<r ,fP (a),v (a)) = 0 (3.4.15)a ij ij ij ij
It is a surface reached from a point in stress space by a rapid path so 

that neither the work—hardening parameter K y  nor the time—history measure
parameter \  are altered. The convexity of all vield surfaces (3.4.14) and the ij
normality of the plastic strain increment ep to the instantaneous loading surfaceij
are essential concepts used to evaluate £p . These concepts (convexity andij
normality) restrict the theory to those materials satisfying the stability criterion
as defined by Drucker [281. The viscoelastic strain, eve, is evaluated by usingij
creep integral laws similar to 3.4.6. It should be noted that although the material 
is called viscoelastic/plastic, it exhibits time—dependent behaviour in both the
elastic and plastic modes. The plastic component e p is not independent ofij
time history of stress.

As an alternative continuum formulation, solids can be assumed to be
elastic/viscoplastic, in the sense that viscous properties are only shown in the
plastic region. This approach has been suggested by Perzyna [121]. For such a
solid the total strain rate e is the sum of two components. Hence,ij

6 = ee + e vp (3.4.16)ij 0 0
where ee and evp are the elastic and the viscoplastic components of the strain ij ij
increment respectively.

For such an idealization, the viscoplastic component of the strain 
increment is assumed to be a function of the "excess stress" above the initial 
yield condition termed the static yield criterion. The static yield criterion is
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assumed to satisfy all the conditions of the inviscid theory of plasticity and is of 
the form

f = f(cr ,k) = 0 (3.4.17)d
where k  is a hardening parameter. Since the viscoplastic strain component is a 
function of the excess stress above the static yield criterion, a dynamic yield 
surface can be defined as

F =  (<t ,K,h) = ^ g ^ =0 (3.4.18)ij a
where B is a scaling factor having the dimensions of stress, and b/B measures the 
rate of expansion of the yield surface.

The flow rule for work hardening and rate—sensitive plastic materials 
may thus be given as

r Ag

rvp = i j

fB d i
W if f > 0

(3.4.19)

if f < 0

The function may be chosen from dynamic testing on the
material, A is a viscosity parameter associated with time. Expressions 3.4.18 and 
3.4.19 give

bB = g'1
l ,1 d i  d i  x'2 d a  d a  'ij fi

12

(3.4.20)

with Ivp = cvp evp  2 ij ij
The function b/B describes the rate dependence of the dynamic loading surface. 
With a proper choice of the functions f, g, and hence F the behaviour of such a 
solid can be analysed [121—123].

In a modified elastic/viscoplastic model [124] strain softening was 
assumed to occur when stress reaches a strength limit surface F . Softening is
thus described by a surface

F  =  F  (cr. ,/i,eyp) ( 3 . 4 . 2 1 )f f ij ij
that initiates degradation of the static yield surface f.

An interesting one-dimensional model presented by Browing, Gurtin,
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and Williams [125], assumed that the time—dependent stress is related to a 
constitutive quantity tt, called the pseudo stress, which is in turn related to strain 
through an elastic/plastic stress—strain law. The entire time and rate dependent 
mode of the response is described by a relaxation function (relating a  to 7r) 

superimposed over a time—independent plastic behaviour. In other words,
?r= F(c,e ) (3.4.22)m

where ?r,e are the pseudo stress and the strain at time t, and c is the pastm
maximum of strain, and

<7(t) = G(t—r) 7r(r)dt (3.4.23)

where G(t) is a stress relaxation function. Redefining all relationships in stress 
space gives

j(t) =
-t

J(t—t ) <r(r)dt
Jo

(3.4.24)

and
c =K( j,7t ) (3.4.25)m

where J(t) is a creep function and w is the past maximum of ir. Appropriatem
expressions of the function F (or K) and G (or J) are needed to fully describe the 
material behaviour. Damage in this model is only measured as a function of the 
past maximum of strain (or past maximum of pseudo stress).

The idea of describing path and time dependence of material behaviour 
by combining plastic behaviour (path dependent) and viscous response (time 
dependent) enlightens the way of combining different path and time dependent 
formulations.

If time, in the viscous response, is replaced by the equivalent 
deformations occurring, then the overall response obtained is merely path 
dependent (endochronic theory). Alternatively, path and time dependent 
descriptions can be achieved (elastic/ viscoplastic, viscoelastic/ plastic).

This motivates the attempt to describe a class of engineering materials 
that fail in a time—dependent progressively fracturing manner as a result of 
stiffness degradation. This can, in theory, be achieved by combining 
viscoelasticity with the time-independent theory of progressively fracturing 
solids. This approach has been followed in this thesis to formulate the general 
time—dependent progressively fracturing solids theory presented in chapter V.
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Before this is attempted, the general behaviour of a progressively fracturing solid 
is investigated through tests performed on a model material simulated by random 
networks.
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CHAPTER IV

TIME-INDEPENDENT BEHAVIOUR OF A DISCRETE PROGRESSIVELY
FRACTURING MODEL

4-1 The Model

A model material was devised and studied [3,126] in order to 
understand the behaviour of the ideal progressively fracturing solids (chapter II). 
Although the model material is discrete, and hence does not necessarily follow 
the continuum theory of progressively fracturing solids, its overall response to 
loading is very much similar to that expected for an ideal progressively fracturing 
solid.

The model material is taken to be a planar pin—jointed frame of bar 
elements capable of transmitting axial forces only. The structural behaviour of 
the truss is analysed by a simple finite element formulation. The structural 
geometry, member properties, and constitutive laws used to relate stresses and 
strains within the bars, are all stored in the computer memory for the analysis of 
the model under specific boundary and loading conditions.

The behaviour of the individual bar elements is taken to be linear 
elastic with failure occurring in a brittle fashion when stress within the member 
exceeds a specified value. Although the geometry is in the form of a simple 
braced network, the properties of the members are chosen to vary in a random 
manner with given means and standard deviations. This would result in an 
overall nonlinear response with accompanied strain softening even if the chosen 
network was of a regular geometry.

Essential to the formulation of this model is a random number 
generator routine. This computer routine will produce a random number 
(between zero and unity) such that if the routine is called n times then a set of n 
random numbers is obtained. The same set can be reproduced provided the 
routine is called with the same variable (initializing parameter). Different sets 
can be attained by assigning different values for the initializing parameter. 
Another routine was used which yields a set of random variables having a given 
mean and standard deviation from a normal distribution. Again an initializing 
parameter is used to insure reproducibility.

The feature of the approach is that, although the structure generated
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by the various procedures is apparently random and properties vary from 
member to member in a random fashion, the description of the structure can be 
reproduced identically if so desired by merely restarting the process with the 
same initializing parameters. This has the advantage over physical testing in that 
different kinds of tests or loading sequences can be undertaken on samples which 
are truly identical even at the structural level.

Following generation of the model, the material sample is subjected to 
a prescribed sequence of boundary loading, imposed displacements, or thermal 
loads. The model is analysed in an incremental manner with member failure 
being recorded at each stage and with the appropriate modification of the 
material stiffness. In this way the behaviour of the material model is explored for 
a variety of loading.

The following paragraphs give details about the generation of the 
network model and the process of analysis. The methods used in generating the 
geometry, member properties, and loading and boundary conditions are 
described.

4—1—1 Geometry

A square matrix (42.0 * 42.0 units of length) is chosen to represent a 
sample of the model material. For N joints to be randomly dispersed in the 
matrix, a pair of random numbers, each between zero and one, is associated for 
each joint. Each pair of variables represents, after scaling to 42.0, the coordinates 
of the joint in the square with the lower left corner as the origin of the coordinate 
system.

With N joints, N(N—1)/2 potential members in the network exist. In
order to reduce the density of the network, a control is imposed on members
longer than a specified length L . The functionc

B = D (1.0- L  /L ) (4.1.1)i m i c
where D is a parameter controlling members density, is calculated for eachm
member of length L (i = 1, N(N—1)/2). For each member in turn, a random i
number R (between zero and one) is compared to B and the member is i i
eliminated if R exceeds B . Thus, the complete geometry of the planar network i i
can be generated and reproduced by specifying the network parameters N, D ,m
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and L . Also, specifying the initial values of the random numbers generatorc
routine is essential for the structure to be exactly reproducible.

4—1—2 Members

The structural members in the network are' simple planar pin—jointed 
bars capable of sustaining axial loads only. Figure 4.1 depicts some typical 
networks used in the present work. The material properties and the constitutive 
laws for these bars are stored in the computer memory before analysis 
commences.

An elastic/brittle constitutive law for the members is used so that

F

A . E .1 1 AL for intact members.L 11 (4.1.2)
0 for fai led members.

where the stress and strain in the member are given by

F. AL.
o  — and 6. = —j-1 (4.1.3)

and where F is the force and AL the elongation within the ith member. A , E , i i i i
and L are the area, elastic modulus, and length of the ith member. AL is its i i
elongation.

If prescribed strains are imposed on the bars then expression 4.1.2 can 
be replaced by

F =i

A . E .1 1 (AL — AL ) for intact members.i iL

for failed members.
(4.1.4)

so that the stress and strain within the member become related by
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(4.1.5)

E (e — 6) for intact members i i i
I

G =

0 for fai led members
f »where AL is the prescribed deformation for the ith member and e i i

corresponding prescribed strain.

AL_ ___l :is the

For each of the member properties (area, elastic modulus) a set of 
values following a normal distribution is produced, with a specified mean and 
standard deviation. The distributions are truncated so that only positive values 
are assigned.

Since the network is tested by the computer, then any computationally 
measurable quantity can be used as a failure criterion, in the sense that a 
member is considered to have failed if this chosen variable exceeds a specified 
failure limit. In other words, the truss is built up such that quantities like stress, 
strain, stored energy, and others are monitored so that a member is disregarded 
in all subsequent steps of analysis if one of these quantities exceeds a critical 
value.

In the case of the network tested under controlled deformations or 
applied forces, the members behave in a linear elastic manner until failure (4.1.2, 
4.1.3). Whether the failure criterion is taken as stress, strain, stored energy, or 
work done by the member is immaterial. Let a  , e , and W denote the values of

J f f f
stress, strain, and work done per unit volume by a member at failure. Then

a — E t or 6 = - i — <r (4.1.6)f f f E  f v '
and

Wf

f
a  d e  = E2 r2 = 1 2 ft a2 L f (4.1.7).

J o
Equations 4.1.6 and 4.1.7 show that fixing a critical limit of stress will 

result in fixed values of strain and work done at failure.
iFor the case of a fixed prescribed strain, e , together with the applied
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(4.1.8)
strain, equations 4.1.6 and 4.1.7 become

' a f '<r( = E (ff -  ( )  or ef = ^ 4 -  c
and

Wf

rC
T? t 2(T de = (ff -  e )

(4.1.9).

Again in this case, all values at failure are uniquely determined since 
they can always be expressed in terms of the element parameters (A, E, and L) 
and of a  (for example). Thus the choice of a failure criterion is purely based on
practicality and all potential criteria (stress, strain, and work done per unit 
volume to failure) are identical and interchangeable. It should be noted that for 
each element the strain, to be compared with the critical strain, is to beimeasured from the prescribed value e rather than from the state of zero strain.

For each of the bar elements a critical value of the stress o  is chosen sof
that if the tensile stress reaches a value o^ or if the compressive stress reaches
—B o  then the member is considered to have failed, o  is chosen from a truncated f f
normal distribution with only positive values assigned. /3 is the ratio of
compressive to tensile strength.

4—1—3 Loading and boundary specifications

Tests simulating strain controlled uniaxial tensile conditions were 
performed. Because of the computational and geometric difficulties that arise if 
an exact line edge of the random network is used, boundary regions are defined. 
It is in these regions where the prescribed or suppressed displacements are 
imposed.

Figure 4.2 shows the "free end" boundary specifications used. It is 
equivalent to ideal frictionless loading conditions.

The two linear dimensions a and b in figure 4.2 are chosen for each 
network so that enough connectivity between boundaries of the network and its 
centre exist, without having the core too small. In zone (1), where vertical
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displacements are prevented, one node was restrained from lateral motion. 
Otherwise the solution to the problem becomes computationally impossible.

Strain is defined as follows; let and Yjj be the initial averages of
ordinates of all nodes in zones (1) and (2) respectively (figure 4.2). If at a certain 
stage of loading the above averages become Y and Ŷ  (Ŷ  = Ŷ  always), then
the longitudinal strain e becomesyy

€ yy (yo _  yu \

The lateral strain is defined in a similar way. Two zones (4) and (5),
that run along the edges x = 0 and x = 42, are chosen with widths c and d
respectively. The lateral strain becomes

(X -  X ) -  ( x° -  e = 5 4 5xx ( X ° - X ° )
5 4

where the terms X and X are the averages of the current abscissas of all nodes
5 4

in zones (5) and (4) respectively. The terms X° and X° represent the initial
5 4

averages of the abscissas of nodes in these two zones.

Stress a  is calculated by computing the reactive force at theyy
boundary zone (1) ( by summing the resolved member forces ) and dividing it by 
the width of the network ( 42.0 units ).

If the network is tested under conditions simulating temperature
controlled testing, then nodes in zone (2) are no longer given prescribed
deformations. Loading is achieved by applying a constant temperature, at any
time, to all members. For a member of length L , a temperature T will induce ai
thermal strain

i  = a  T (4.1.12)i i
in addition to strain due to stress in the member. Here, a  is the thermali
coefficient of linear expansion for the ith member chosen from a truncated normal 
distribution with a given mean and standard deviation.

In undertaking the analysis, it is convenient to deal with thermal 
effects by using additional forces applied to the nodes in the direction of the

X°) (4.1.11)

( Y -  Y ) -  (Y° -  Y°)v 2 1 2_______ (4.1.10).
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members. Thus, if temperature is imposed on the network model, analysis is dealt 
with by transforming the strains induced into equivalent nodal forces.

The term cv.T (equation 4.1.12) for each member can also be regarded
as an alternative strain expression not determined by temperature if so required. 
Thus, problems of induced strains, members incompatibilities, and shrinkage can 
be eased. To study the response of the model to controlled deformations withiinitial incompatibilities each member is given an incipient deformation AL priori
to any loading. Equivalently, a constant temperature T can be imposed on thetnetwork at all stages of loading with AL- given by

AL = L a T (4.1.13).i i i

The problems of strain controlled tests on the network model with a
constant imposed temperature T and that with an initial lack of fit AL (i
members being too long or too short ) are identical, provided the values of a  arei
chosen so that (4.1.13) holds. Boundary specifications are the same as those 
leading to (4.1.10) and (4.1.11).

This completes the description of the model. In summary, the model is 
completely defined if its geometry, member properties, member stress strain laws, 
boundary and loading conditions are prescribed. These data are stored in the 
computer memory prior to the analysis phase.
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4—2 Analysis of the network model

4—2—1 The network model under controlled deformations

For the analysis of the network model under controlled deformations, a 
linear elastic stiffness method is followed (figure 4.3). At any stage of loading the 
frame is analysed in a stiffness matrix form. The matrix is modified to 
accommodate boundary conditions. Imposed boundary displacements are 
transformed into nodal forces. The matrix form problem can then be solved for 
the unknown joint displacements.

For each member the stress a  can then be calculated and compared to
its failure stress limits a  and —0 a  . If a  lies outside these limits, the member isf f
considered to have failed and its secant modulus of elasticity is set to zero in all 
subsequent steps of analysis.

Loading is discretized by applying the imposed boundary displacements 
in increments. If, during the analysis of an incremental boundary displacement, 
any member fails, the structure is reanalvsed for the same boundary 
displacements with the elastic stiffness of the failed member set to zero. For 
situations in which more than one member would fail within a single increment, 
the increment of boundary displacements is reduced (halved) until only one 
member fails. This is normally possible unless the sample is behaving in an 
unstable fashion and failure is propagating rapidly throughout the sample.

At the end of each step of analysis the average stress in the sample as 
well as strains are calculated as indicated in section 4—1—3.

Networks with an initial lack of fit or with uniform constant 
temperature applied to all members throughout the test, are also analysed by the 
same method except that the strains imposed by these incompatibilities are also 
transformed into nodal forces before matrix analysis (figure 4.4).

4—2—2 The network model under temperature loading

Under temperature loading, no prescribed displacements are imposed. 
Instead, the structure is analysed for a sequence of temperatures. The analysis is 
very similar to that described in section 4—2—1. A simple stiffness matrix 
structural approach is followed (figure 4.5).
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At any loading stage, corresponding to a temperature, the structural 
matrix is modified to accommodate boundary conditions. Member strains induced 
by temperature are transformed into nodal forces.

The stiffness matrix is then solved for the unknown nodal 
displacements. As before, stresses in members are calculated and compared to 
failure limits. If any member fails in the analysis step, then the network is 
reanalysed for the same temperature, with the modulus of elasticity of the failed 
member set to zero.
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4—3 Tests and results

4—3—1 General behaviour

The first series of tests carried out on the network model (figure 4.1) 
were intended to review the general behaviour described earlier [3,126] under 
conditions simulating uniaxial tensile strain controlled tests. The stress—strain 
curves followed by a typical network (figure 4.1 (c)) are depicted in figure 4.6.

The network tested (figure 4.1 (c)) has 16 nodes connected by 83 
members. The average values of the members elastic modulus E, area A, and 
failure stress a  are 60.0, 10.0, and 0.1 units respectively. The standard deviation
of any distribution is taken to be 20% of its average value. The choice of 
relatively large standard deviations is necessary to provide a network with 
enough heterogeneity in material properties. Each side of the square matrix 
containing the network is 42.0 units with a, b, c, and d ( dimensions defined in 
figure 4.2 ) being 4.6, 4.0, 5.0, and 5.5 respectively. This was found to ensure 
ample connectivity of the members with the boundary zones. The ratio of the 
compressive failure limit to the tensile limit, 3, was taken as 100 so that the 
emphasis be on tensile failure.

Figure 4.6 presents the variation of the longitudinal stress a  (oryy
merely a)  with both the longitudinal and transverse strains e and c , underyy xx
increasing longitudinal strain e . The plot of a  versus e presents a materialyy yy
with three modes of behaviour; an initially linear elastic response, degradation 
with an increase in stress (hardening), and degradation with stress reduction 
(strain softening).

Sharp vertical jumps in the stress strain curves are noted. These are 
due to the failure of members resulting in subsequent decrease of the overall 
stiffness of the network. As long as no members fail upon an increase of strain, 
stress increases linearly with strain even in the post peak portion of the 
behaviour. This is a characteristic of the network model.

At any stage of loading the model is linearly elastic such that upon 
reversal of the sense of applied deformations the network unloads in a linear 
elastic fashion to the state of zero stress and zero strain. Thus, the stress strain 
relationship of the model can be expressed by
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(4.3.1)<7 = S e  = — S 6i yy 2 xx
where S and are the the reciprocals of the compliance moduli.

As the network is strained, more and more members fail resulting in 
the degradation of the overall stiffness. The decrease of the overall stiffness with
increasing strain e is shown, bv plotting the reciprocals of the complianceyy
moduli, and Ŝ , with applied loading (figure 4.7). Upon unloading, both moduli
remain unchanged until reloading to a strain e exceeding the maximum valueyy
attained prior to unloading.

Both the hardening and softening modes of behaviour of the network 
model are a direct result of the failure of members and the heterogeneous 
degradation of stiffness. The network is always stable even in the softening mode. 
If, at any stage, the strain is held unchanged then the stress also remains 
unvaried and no damage will be induced leaving the network in stable 
equilibrium.

The sequence of failed members is shown in figure 4.8, where the 
centroids of the failed members are plotted at various stages of loading. Failed 
members tend to be fairly well distributed through the network at early stages of 
loading but tend to cluster and fail in localized zones as strain is increased 
especially in the post peak portion of the stress strain curve. At or near complete 
failure, zones of failed members tend to be highly localized leaving the rest of the 
network fairly intact. A "tear" spreading across the network in the transverse 
direction is noted. This is shown in figure 4.9 which depicts the configuration of 
the network before and after loading.

It is interesting to note that, for the particular network of figure 4.1(c), 
localization is only observed at high strain levels in the post peak portion of the 
response. For some other networks tested (response not presented) localization 
was observed to start at or before the peak stress was attained but intensified in 
the softening mode.

This localization of failure in a limited zone leaves the rest of the 
network to unload elastically, and the combined behaviour of the two zones 
results in the overall strain softening of the network.

Figure 4.10 shows the strain path followed by the network model under
-9 7 -



increasing longitudinal strain e . The transverse strain e starts to increaseyy xx
with 6 , reaches a maximum and then decreases again (in absolute value). Atyy
any stage of loading, if the sense of imposed deformation is reversed, the strain 
path follows a straight line passing through the origin of strain plane.

The response depicted by the a — ( curve (figure 4.6) suggests that
XX

instability in the post peak behaviour of the network model can occur if the 
loading conditions are such that transverse strain is increasing at a decreasing 
stress while the model can only unload (its strain). This behaviour is detected for 
real physical materials (section 2—1) and hence the instability in the post peak 
portion of the stress—strain curves can be thought of to be a result of damage 
that under certain loading conditions can only be stabilized by unloading.

The post peak portion of the o — e curve (figure 4.6) is characterized
XX

by two modes of behaviour. A stable strain softening response, where e
XX

increases with decreasing stress <r, is noted after which e starts also to decrease.
XX

This "inelastic unloading" in the transverse direction can be understood to 
happen due to the formation of large transverse "tears" that leave the rest of the 
network to unload longitudinally. At failure, the network would have been split 
transversely into two fragments each of which has a state of zero stress and strain
in all directions. Further increase in c is possible through rigid bodyyy
displacement leaving the whole network in a state of zero stress and zero 
transverse strain 6 . Thus after a certain stage of loading and before complete

XX

failure, the network starts to unload in the transverse direction.

The failure of any member results in the decrease of the overall stiffness 
of the network and hence in the reciprocals of the compliance moduli and
(equation 4.3.1). Very small unloading reloading cycles follow members failure in 
the cr—6 curve as a result of the network unloading (in the transverse direction)

XX

with a decreasing modulus until failure. This unloading is not linearly elastic,
but is composed of small steps (cycles) each of which is linear elastic with a 
constant value of the modulus Ŝ , which decreases from one cycle to another as
members fail. At or near failure, e becomes close to zero and S becomesxx 2
undefined. This was also computationally detected and thus values of at high
levels of 6 are not plotted (figure 4.7). yy
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The behaviour of the network model may seem unusual or unrealistic 
because of its discrete nature and hence the discrete jumps observed in its 
response.

This phenomenon, resulting from the discrete nature of the model, can 
be reduced in its diversity if the network model is given larger number of nodes 
and members, and smaller dimensions. Jumps would still exist but their value 
would be small compared to the overall response. Figures 2.1 and 2.8 show that 
the response of rock and concrete to applied displacements does exhibit Finite 
jumps in the load response.

Degradation of stiffness, progressive failure, hardening, and strain 
softening are all detected in the behaviour of physical materials (section 2—1). 
Materials like concrete and rocks do not normally unload to zero strains. 
Residual strains are detected upon the removal of stresses. These are attributed 
usually to plastic deformations associated with slip at the material level.

The network model, as well as the progressively fracturing solids 
continuum theory, ignore plastic slip and are incapable of describing the 
formation of residual strains. Hence, the degradation of stiffness is larger than 
that detected for real materials.

Real materials that do exhibit the modes of behaviour detected in the 
response of the network model (or predicted by the ideally progressively 
fracturing solids theory) can be considered as a transition between the two 
extremes of the fracturing and plastic idealizations.

Another significant phenomenon observed in real physical materials is 
that of localization of failure. This was found to be characteristic of the network 
model and might give an insight on the mechanisms of localized behaviour 
observed in real materials under loading. The mechanism of localization observed 
in the network model can be understood by studying the response of the network 
model to loading (Figure 4.6) and the distribution of failed members at various 
stages of loading (Figure 4.8). If the plot of the centroids of failed members is 
thought of as a plot of cracks in the sample material, then damage across the 
sample can be attributed to the formation and distribution of such cracks.

Initially, at low levels of loading, cracks are well distributed across the 
sample. With increasing applied displacements, a "tear" starts to develop at or 
near the peak stress. If loading is continued, the tear would develop and increase
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in size with the rest of the sample developing little cracking. Near complete 
failure, applied displacements will result in widening of the tear until complete 
separation of the sample into parts that are left to unload elastically. The elastic 
unloading of the separate halves will result in the decrease of the overall 
transverse strain e down to zero at complete failure. At the same time, the

XX

formation of this "tear", results in the capability of the network to undergo large 
strains in the longitudinal direction before complete failure.

4—3—2 Dependence of the response on the strain path

The response of the network model is path dependent. The stress state 
of the material model is dependent on both the strain state and the strain path 
followed up to that state.

The stress a , in the case of the uniaxial tensile tests, is defined by the
strain e and the reciprocal of the compliance modulus S which is a function ofyy i
the maximum value of c the network has experienced.yy

Figure 4.11 shows three different paths followed, by a typical random
network (figure 4.1 (c)), to the same strain state as defined by e and e . Theyy xx
first path corresponds to to a test simulating uniaxial tensile conditions. The 
second path comprises two portions. The network is strained first in the
y—direction to a specified value of c with the strain e kept at zero. Then it isyy xx
strained in the x-direction with e kept at the previously attained value. Theyy
third path is reciprocal to the second one with x and y—directions interchanged.

All the paths are distinct from each other but they all terminate at the 
same strain state. Figure 4.12 shows the corresponding stress paths followed. As 
seen in the figure, three different states of stress are attained by the three strain 
paths eventhough the strain states corresponding to these stress states are 
identical.

It should be pointed out that the above example of path dependence is 
conditioned by localization of failure. As the network is strained, tears 
perpendicular to the direction of straining start to occur and extend. This leaves 
the state of damage of the network dependent on the direction and magnitude of 
strains applied up to that state. It is thus logical to expect that the higher the 
level of the applied strains, the more the network becomes path dependent in the
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sense that the states of stress, following different strain paths to the same strain 
states, become more different from each other.

4—3—3 Behaviour of the network model with initial incompatibilities

In this series of tests an additional heterogeneity is applied to the 
network initially before any loading. The members of the network are considered 
to be initially incompatible with nodal geometry prior to imposed deformations. 
This will cause initial internal strains in the members and in the network as a 
whole.

This can be achieved by applying a constant temperature T to all 
members throughout deformation history so that at any stage of loading each 
member has a constantly prescribed internal strain (equivalent to members being 
too long for a positive value of T ). For each member this strain is given by 
equation 4.1.12. The values of the thermal coefficients of expansion were taken 
from a normal distribution with an average value of 10-4 and a standard 
deviation of 2x10“° (20% of the average value). All other properties of the 
members, and the network's boundary specifications are identical to those used in 
the uniaxial tensile tests.

Figure 4.13 shows the behaviour of a typical network (figure 4.1 (c)) 
with an initial lack of fit imposed by a constant temperature T ( T = 5.0 units of 
temperature ). It is noted that the initial stress free state of the network no 
longer corresponds to a state of zero strain. A strain due to the initial lack of fit 
does exist. Upon loading, members break and the network degrades resulting in a 
decrease of its stiffness. If the sense of imposed deformations is reversed, the 
network unloads in a linear elastic fashion to a residual strain (over and above 
the initial non—zero strain).

At any level of damage following loading, the state of zero stress
corresponds to a strain er given byyy

er = VT (4.3.2)yy
where V is the network's equivalent coefficient of thermal expansion.

Figure 4.14 depicts the variation of V at constant values of T with
increasing applied strain e . It is noted that the value of V, and consequently theyy
value of the residual strain c r , are functions of the temperature T and theyy
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maximum strain applied to the network. In short, V is a function of the damage
caused by both the initial incompatibilities and the imposed deformations. An
overall increase in V was observed at high levels of imposed strain even though
the value of V was found to decrease at some instants with increasing e .yy

It should be noted that the initial state of zero stress not only 
corresponds to a state of non—zero strain but to a state of initial damage. This is 
due to the existence of failed members, the number of which is dependent on the 
degree of initial lack of fit (i.e. the imposed temperature T), and the distribution 
of which is dependent on the properties of the members. Figure 4.15 shows the 
behaviour of the network model under different imposed temperatures. The 
curves are all shifted to the point of stress free state which is taken as the datum 
of strain for all tests.

Initially, before any deformations are imposed on the network, the 
sample is already damaged due to strains resulting from the lack of fit. The 
initial slope of the stress—strain curve was found to decrease, indicating more 
broken members, with an increasing imposed temperature. The load bearing 
capacity of the network as measured by the peak stress was also found to 
decrease with an increasing applied temperature. The solid line curve of figure 
4.16(a) show the decrease of peak stress with an increase in the initial 
incompatibilities as measured by the applied temperature T. No specific trend for 
the change of strain at peak stress was noted (solid line in figure 4.16(b)).

The mode of failure of the network changes with changes in the initial 
lack of fit or equivalently the applied temperature. As the applied temperature is 
increased, the network was found to fail progressively in a more ductile fashion 
with the softening branch of the stress—strain curve becoming less steep. Figure
4.18 shows the stress strain curves of a typical network (figure 4.1(c)) at three 
different levels of initial incompatibilities imposed by three different values of 
temperatures. The centroids of broken members at failure are also shown. At 
higher levels of temperatures, a more dispersed nature of the distribution of 
centroids of broken members is observed indicating distributed damage..

With an increasing initial degree of lack of fit, the network model tends 
to have a larger initial strain at the stress free state, a smaller initial stiffness 
when load is applied, a smaller portion of strain hardening behaviour, a smaller 
load bearing capacity (peak stress), and a more ductile mode of failure with a 
milder slope in the strain softening portion of the stress—strain curve. Plots of the
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centroids of the broken members show that at higher values of applied 
temperatures "tears" tend to form at different, rather than localized, locations in 
the network.

Damage, resulting from members breakage, is a function of not only the 
applied deformations but also the degree of the lack of fit imposed on the 
network, which causes an increase in the heterogeneity of the model material.

A stationary initial incompatibility imposed on the behaviour of the 
network model is realistic. Both ambient conditions and internal reactions (for 
example shrinkage) will result in incompatibilities at the material level when 
concrete, for example, is tested in uniaxial tension.

These incompatibilities result , in the case of the network model, in the 
loss of memory of the initial state and hence in residual strains upon unloading. 
This can not be detected directly for physical materials because plastic 
deformations, occurring in materials like rock and concrete, will result in similar 
phenomena.

Nevertheless, the behaviour of the network model, if physical materials 
are assumed to behave as a result of both fracturing and plastic deformations, 
suggests that residual strains detected upon unloading of physical solids should 
not be completely attributed to plastic slip, but to the initial incompatibilities 
(inherent in solids like concrete) and damage caused by internal and imposed 
strains as well.

4—3-4—Behaviour of initially damaged networks

It is interesting to look at the effect of an initial damage on the
behaviour of the network model. If, in figure 4.6, the network is deformed to a
strain em (and the corresponding stress <rm) and then the applied deformations yy
are completely removed (elastic unloading), the network is then in a damaged
state the value of which is dependent on em .yy

If this damaged network is loaded by applied controlled deformations, 
then stress will increase in a linear elastic fashion from the state of zero stress
and zero strain up to the state of strain em . At em the stress state will be <rm.yy yy
Any further deformations, beyond , will result in a stress—strain curveyy
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identical to the portion of figure 4.6 starting from em to complete failure.yy
In another series of tests the network was heated up to a certain 

temperature T, cooled back to zero temperature, and then tested under 
conditions simulating uniaxial tensile testing. The tests are the same as those 
performed before on the network model (section 4—3—1) except that all elastic 
moduli of members broken due to heating—cooling prior to loading are set to zero.

Whatever the level of temperature applied to the network prior to 
loading, all members are fully compatible with nodal geometry in the sense that 
the state of stress free network corresponds to a state of zero strain (provided the 
applied temperature is removed). Nevertheless, the network is originally damaged 
prior to any deformation.

Figure 4.19 presents the behaviour of the network (figure 4.1(c)) under 
uniaxial strain controlled tensile loading, following a cycle of heating and cooling 
up to different maximum temperatures.

As the temperature T applied prior to (and not during) loading is 
increased, more damage is inflicted on the network model resulting in a decrease 
in the initial elastic modulus (figure 4.17 (b)). and the load bearing capacity. 
Figure 4.16(a) (dashed lines) shows the decrease in the value of peak stress with 
an increase in the initial damage as measured by the maximum applied 
temperature T prior to loading. Again, no trend for the strain at peak stress is 
noted (figure 4.16(b)).

Comparison of the results obtained in this series of tests and those 
obtained when the temperature was kept through deformation history (section
4—3—3) shows that for the same temperature the network has a higher value of 
peak stress when temperature was removed prior to loading (figure 4.16). The 
maximum temperature that can be applied to the network during deformation is 
much less than that that can be applied (and removed) prior to applied 
deformations. Any applied temperature above this limit renders the network 
unstable and uncapable to carry any additional deformations without 
instantaneous failure.

In figure 4.20 the centroids of broken members before and after loading 
to failure are plotted for three different temperatures applied and removed before 
straining. Damage, assessed by the intensity of broken members, before any
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loading is larger for higher values of T. It tends to be fairly dispersed through the 
network with no large tears formed along any favourable direction.

After load is applied to the network, more members tend to fail and 
transverse tears tend to form. The diversity of such tears depends on the initial 
damage. The less the value of T, and thus the less the initial damage, failure 
tends to be more of a localized nature.

Damage can be thought to occur as a result of two factors: a well 
dispersed damage of a more or less homogeneous nature due to the temperature 
loading, and a localized damage caused by imposed deformations. The less the 
temperature applied, the more localized damage is allowed to occur when 
deformations are imposed. The network tends to behave in a less brittle fashion, 
with a milder softening slope when the initial applied temperature before loading 
is increased (figure 4.19).

The initial damage inflicted on the network model does not alter the 
qualitative behaviour upon deformation. The response is altered in terms of 
parameters like initial stiffness, peak stress, failure strain, and post peak 
softening slope in the stress—strain curve.

This suggests that the idea of path dependence (section 4—3—2) should 
be generalized into damage dependence. For this type of materials7, the response 
is not affected by the path followed to a certain state as such, but actually is 
dependent on the damage inflicted while the material is following a certain path. 
This can be enhanced by factors other than deformation path, such as 
temperature, shrinkage, and lack of fit. The need to have a dimensional 
description of damage justifies the use of the strain path followed by such 
materials to measure the intensity of damage. If other factors are to be included, 
such as temperature, then equivalent damage parameters should be used.

4—3—5 Behaviour of the network model under temperature loading

Figure 4.21 shows the behaviour of a typical network (figure 4.1(c)) 
under an increasing temperature to failure with no applied deformations. Both 
the longitudinal and transverse strains c and e increase with increasingyy xx
temperature. It should be noted that the terms transverse and longitudinal 
strains are merely used here for convenience and consistency with strain 
definitions in previous tests. Initially, the network behaves in an isotropic fashion
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with both strains increasing linearly with temperature. Strains and temperature 
can be thus related by

c = V T (4.3.3)yy yy
e = V T (4.3.4)

X X  XX

where V and V are the equivalent thermal coefficients of the network in the yyy xx
and x directions respectively. Initially both V and V are equal (provided theyy xx
network is fairly randomly built up and thus initially isotropic). As the
temperature increases, members start to fail causing possible changes in V andyy
V and rendering them unequal.

At any level of temperature, if the network is cooled to zero 
temperature, it will return linearly to the state of zero strain.

Breakage of members results in possible changes in the values of V
XX

and V . These changes cause discrete jumps in the temperature—strain curves, yy
Jumps were found to occur both upward or downward meaning an increase or a 
decrease in the values of V and V . Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the variation ofxx yy
the coefficient of thermal expansion, V , with the applied temperature T and theyy
resulting strain e . The variation of V is somewhat arbitrary increasing oryy yy
decreasing by vertical jumps (in temperature space) between which V remainsyy
constant. The initial value of V is very close to the average value (10"4) of theyy
coefficient of linear expansion of the members. Considering the number of failures 
that occur, it is certainly surprising that the changes in the values of V and Vxx yy
are not great.

Appendix A discusses the variation of the coefficient of thermal 
expansion of a system of elastic bars assembled in series or in parallel. It is seen 
that the coefficient of thermal expansion of a system of elastic fibres is a 
weighted average of the individual member coefficients. This average is 
insensitive to changes in the elastic moduli of the members in the case of a series 
assembly while it is sensitive in the case of a parallel assembly where a change in 
the stiffness of one or more members can result in an increase or a decrease in the 
overall thermal coefficient. Exceptionally, a change in stiffness could also leave 
the assembly's average coefficient unchanged.
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The network model can be thought of as a combination of series and 
parallel assemblies or more realistically a random assembly between the two 
extremes.

The breakage of a member in the network results in a possible change 
in the overall coefficient of thermal expansion. The networks coefficient is thus a 
weighted average of the coefficients of the individual members. The weighting 
factors are related to members moduli, lengths, and orientations. Since the 
coefficients of linear expansion were taken from a set of normally distributed 
values with a specified mean, the averaging procedure suggests that even for a 
highly damaged network the overall coefficient of linear expansion will be close to 
the mean of this distribution. Hence the results obtained here are a consequence 
of the choice of allocation of member properties and would have been different if, 
for example, the coefficients of thermal expansion of the individual members were 
chosen from two (or more) sets of values having different means.

The overall structural stiffness of the network was measured at various 
levels of temperature by testing identical networks (with any failed member at 
the corresponding temperature given a zero elastic modulus) under uniaxial 
(temperature free) tensile conditions. The decrease of the reciprocal of the 
compliance modulus, S . with the applied temperature or its resulting strain are
shown in figure 4.17 (initial slopes of the stress—strain curves in figure 4.19)

Plots of the centroids of failed members of the network model upon 
heating are shown in figure 4.24. Broken members are fairly well dispersed 
through the network at any stage of loading though they increase in intensity at 
high temperatures.

Localization is much less intense in the behaviour of the network model 
under temperature loading than under controlled deformations. This explains the 
small change in isotropy noted in the behaviour of the network model as seen in 
the strain path followed upon heating (figure 4.25). Figure 4.26 shows the 
configuration of the network near failure. Comparing figures 4.26 and 4.9 shows 
that under temperature loading failure is much less localized.

Temperature loading on materials like concrete results in complex 
effects on almost all material properties. The idealization presented here takes all 
temperature effects to be described by a single parameter V. Still the behaviour is 
capable of describing the degradation of stiffness with increasing temperature
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detected for real materials [127].

For the changes in material behaviour due to thermal loading to be 
simulated by this model, a proper knowledge of the thermal effects on the 
material properties should be considered. No attempt is made here to achieve 
this. Temperature is merely considered to be an external variable other than 
strain that will cause damage in the model material. Hence it can be thought of 
as a damage parameter which in real terms can represent physical temperature, 
shrinkage, expansion, or changing internal incompatibilities.

The behaviour of real materials under applied temperatures does not Fit
the pattern of randomly distributed values of the coefficient of thermal expansion
a  in the present model. Concrete, for example, is a heterogeneous mixture of i
aggregates and cement and hence it would be more realistic to assume that the 
values of a  belong to two randomly distributed sets each resembling one of thesei
two constituents. With cracking in concrete occurring in the cement matrix, the 
overall coefficient of thermal expansion will eventually increase to that of the 
aggregates as a result of the averaging procedure described earlier.
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4-4 Conclusions

The presented "network model" is by no means a representation of real 
physical materials nor a direct application of the continuum progressively 
fracturing solids theory presented in chapter II.

Still, the behaviour of this heterogeneous discrete model exhibits some 
modes of behaviour observed in real materials. The model will fail with stable 
progressive loss in stiffness under increasing deformations. It will exhibit both 
strain hardening and softening. It demonstrates the effects of heterogeneity in 
including size effects [3,126] and inducing localization of damage in a fairly small 
zone with the rest of the sample unloading.

This model behaves in a fashion similar to what is expected from the 
ideal progressively fracturing solid described by the continuum theory presented 
earlier. If localization is ignored, then the behaviour can always be attributed to 
the degradation of stiffness.

The discrete nature of the network model results in the finite jumps 
observed in the response to loading. If the number of nodes and members is 
increased infinitely and the size of the network is reduced to a point, then, in the 
limit, the network model will represent a point in a continuum described by the 
ideal progressively fracturing solids theory.

The behavioural aspects of the network model can thus be used to 
develop and refine the continuum model and increase its scope of applicability.

In summary, the network model is a progressively fracturing solid 
(though not an ideal continuum) and is path dependent, becomes more 
anisotropic with applied loading, loses the capacity to return to its initial state as 
a result of initial incompatibilities, depends in its behaviour on the initial state of 
damage, and is sensitive in its response under temperature loading to the degree 
of damage encountered.

The experiments performed on the network model suggest a number of 
ways in which the continuum theory of the ideal progressively fracturing solids 
should be extended. For the continuum model presented in chapter II to be more 
general the stress—strain relation in equation 2.3.1 should be expressed in terms 
of strain from the state of zero stress and the damage function used in the 
formulation of the constitutive law should include, in addition to strain, other
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damage parameters that represent external variables the choice of which is 
dependent on the problem in question.
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A regular network

Random network (1)

Typical random networks

oo

(2 )

Fig. 4.1 Configuration of typical networks
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Fig. 4.1 (cont’d) Configuration of typical networks



u — displacement in the x—direction 

v -  displacement in the y—direction

T
b

j .

y

•h e—f -hd—+

\----------------------------« -------------------------------------\

(1 ) v =  0 for all nodes and u=0 for one node

(2) v is prescribed for all nodes

Fig. 4.2 Boundary specifications for the random networks
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Formulate member stiffness matrix k
in global coordinates,

Place member stiffness matrix k in 
the global structural stiffness matrix 
K.

Reduce the structural stiffness matrix 
for restrained and prescribed degrees of freedom. Transform boundary displacements into nodal forces.

Solve the reduced problem Ku — F.

Using the new nodal positions and the 
member stiffnesses, calculate stresses 

in members.

Check failure of m em bers.

Calculate the reactive forces and the 
average stress and strains in the

Repeat 
for all 
members.

If amember 
has failed 
repeat 
using the 
same boundary 
displace
ments.

network*

Repeat
using
next
boundary
displace
m ents.

Fig. 4.3 Analysis of the network model 

under imposed deformations



Formulate member stiffness matrix k 
in global coordinates.

Place member stiffness matrix k in 
the global structural stiffness matrix 
K.

Transform temperature loading in 
members into nodal forces.

Reduce the structural stiffness matrix 
and prescribed displacements. Transform boundary displacements into nodal forces*

Solve the reduced problem 
Ku -  F.

Using the new nodal positions, member 
stiffness matrices, and member temper
ature, calculate stresses in members.

Check failure in members.

Calculate reactive forces, average stress 
and strains along the network.

If amember 
has failed 
repeat 
using the 
same boundary 
displace
ments.

Repeat
using
next
boundary
displace
m ents.

Fig. 4.4 Analysis of the network model under controlled 

deformations with a constantly applied temperature



Formulate the member stiffness matrix 
k in global coordinates*

Repeat 
for all 
members.

Place the m e m b e r  
the global structural 
K.

>tiffness matrix k in 
stiffness matrix

Transform temperature loading in 
members into nodal forces.

Reduce the structural stiffness matrix 
for all boundary conditions.

Solve the reduced problem 
Ku -  F.

Using the new nodal positions, member 
stiffness matrices, and member temper
ature, calculate stresses in members.

Check failure in m em bers.

Calculate strains along the network.

If amember 
has failed 
repeat 
using the 
same 
tempera
ture value.

Repeat
using
next
tempera
ture
value*

Fig. 4.5 Analysis of the network model under temperature loading
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Fig. 4.10 Strain path followed by the network 

model (3) through deformation

Fig. 4.11 Strain paths followed to illustrate path dependence 
of the response of the network model



Fig. 4.12 Stress responses of the network model for 
different strain paths

Fig. 4.13 Irrecoverable strains and loss of memory of the 
initial state caused by initial lack of fit
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Fig. 4.14 Change of the models thermal coefficient upon loading



Fig. 4.15 Influence of the initial conditions on the behaviour of the network model
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Fig. 4.16 Network strength and strain at peak stress with initial damage
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Fig. 4.17 Degradation of stiffness with deformation upon heating of the network model (3)
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Fig. 4.18 Failure configuration of the network model 
with initial temperture
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Fig. 4.19 Influence of the initial damage on the behaviour of the model
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Fig. 4.20 Failed members of the network model (3) due to 
heating—cooling prior to deformation



Fig. 4.21 Deformation of the network model (3) upon heating

Fig. 4.22 Change of the network's thermal coefficient 
upon heating
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Fig. 4.24 Failed members of the network 

model(3) upon heating
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Fig. 4.24 (cont'd) Failed members of the network
model (3) upon heating

Fig. 4.25 Strain path of the network model (3) upon heating
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Network before temperature loading

Failed network

Fig. 4.26 Failed configuration of the network model(3) 

upon heating
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CHAPTER V

A VISCOELASTIC/FRACTURING THEORY-EXTENSIONS TO THE 
THEORY OF THE PROGRESSIVELY FRACTURING

SOLIDS

5—1 On the normality and convexity arguments of the time-independent 
progressively fracturing solid

In the classical theory of plasticity, a loading function F is normally
defined. This function is intended to define conditions that distinguish between
different modes of behaviour, namely elastic and plastic modes. This function F is
usually defined in terms of the stress tensor a  and some parameters definingij
plastic deformations. The form of the loading function is such that

F(<r..,H ) = 0 (5.1.1)
i j  k

where a  is the stress tensor and H is a stress hardening vector (of k ij k
parameters). Expression 5.1.1 defines a surface which, if defined in stress space, 
divides this space into points that can be reached without plastic deformations 
(those that lie within the surface and are such that F < 0) and points that are 
reached with consequential plastic deformations (points lying outside it). This 
surface is termed the "yield surface".

In the formulation of the time—independent progressively fracturing
solids theory (section 2—3) a loading function F, assumed to be a function of the
strain e and damage as defined by a damage vector H , was defined. This ij ‘ k
function defines conditions that describe elastic and progressively fracturing
modes of behaviour. The loading function F is chosen such that the condition

F(f..,H ) = 0 (5.1.2)0 k
defines a surface in strain space, termed the "fracture surface". At any stage in 
the process of deformation, this surface divides the strain space into a region of 
points, contained by the surface, that can be attained elastically (F < 0) and a 
region of points, outside the fracture surface, that can only be reached by further 
progressive fracture.

In this section some features related to the yield surface in stress space 
and the fracture surface in strain space are discussed. Essential to the 
formulations of the two theories are the arguments that the yield and fracture 
surfaces are convex in stress space and strain space respectively. The normality of
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the plastic strain increment to the yield surface and the fracture stress decrement 
to the fracture surface is another important argument inherent in the 
formulations of the theories with consequential associated flow rules. These flow 
rules give expressions for the plastic strain increment and the fracture stress 
decrement.

It will be noted that the stress—strain law derived from 5.1.2, is in the 
form of a relation between the increments or rates of strain and the corresponding 
change or rate of stress. In chapter II, the condition that the fracture stress 
decrement (the inelastic component of the stress increment) is normal to the 
fracture surface was assumed as a result of the adoption that the material is 
linear in the small and that the definition of plastic deformation given by Il'ushin
[30,31] is applicable. These assumptions and other arguments related to them are 
taken up in this section.

5—1—1 Drucker's postulate on stability and its consequences

Drucker [28,115] defined stable materials as a class of materials such 
that the work done by an external agency on the change of displacements it 
produces must be positive or zero during a complete cycle of loading and 
unloading. In other word

( a — a )  de > 0 (5.1.3)

along any closed stress path, where a  and c are the stress and strain state *variables, a  is the initial (and final) value of stress.

Consider a representative sample of an ideal elastoplastic material *under stress a  corresponding to a point 0  in stress space (figure 5.1). Point O b
lies in the elastic region within the yield surface. Stress of the sample is changed
to a  such that at this stress state the material reaches yield (equation 5.1.1). ij
This change can be represented by path OP in stress space (figure 5.1) such that
P lies on the vield surface. Following yield, a small increment of stress d a  .ij
causing plastic deformations, is added after which unloading is followed to the $original stress state a  . Consider the work done during this complete closed cycleu
of stress represented by OPQS in stress space (figure 5.1). For the moment, it is 
assumed that the elastic moduli remain unchanged upon yield (and hence the 
loading and unloading moduli are identical) and that behaviour for loading paths 
within the yield surface is linear elastic. Hence, evaluating the integral 5.1.3
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(5.1.4)
along the closed stress path OPQS, results in (figure 5.2)

(a — a ) d̂ p +^_drp da >0 ij ij ij 2 l ']
where a is the stress tensor represented by point P and the total strain ij
increment induced at point P by the stress increment da is given byij

d e  =  dee + dcp (5.1.5)ij ij ij
dfe is the elastic component of the strain increment and is dependent ij

on da . dfp is the plastic component which is equal in this case to the ij ij
permanent component of strain remaining after unloading. The description is 
limited to materials that are linear in the small in the sense that the direction of 
the plastic strain increment drp. is independent on the applied stress increment

The inequality 5.1.4 does not contain the elastic strain increment in its
terms. This suggests that, upon a closed stress cycle in stress space, all the elastic
work is recovered and the only work done is due to the plastic strain increment
dep . ij

Since the original stress a is chosen arbitrary within the elastic region,ij*it can be chosen such that a and a are equal. This case is represented in stressij ij
space by the point O coinciding with point P (figures 5.1 and 5.2 ). Hence, 
inequality 5.1.4 becomes

drp da >0 (5.1.6)2 h

Inequality 5.1.6 should hold for anv choice of the stress increment daij
(which is directed outward to the vield surface at P). If da makes an angle pij
with the normal at P to the vield surface (figure 5.3), then for da to beij
arbitrary, the value of p  should be such that

- 1 < 8 < 1  (5.1.7)
9  9

The geometric, meaning of the inequality 5.1.6 is that the two
increments drp and da should form an acute angle with each other (figure 5.3) ij ij
whatever the choice of the increment da (which makes an angle ft with theij
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normal and is directed outward to the yield surface). This means that
|drp | |dcr | cos(/3—q)> 0  (5.1.8)ij ij

giving — (5.1.9)2 2
where a  is the angle that drp makes with the outward normal at P to the yieldij
surface. Expressions 5.1.9 with 5.1.7 imply that

d = 0 (5.1.10)

This means that the plastic strain increment dfp is directed along theij
outward normal PN to the yield surface (F = 0) at P (figure 5.1). Inherent in the 
conclusion of expression 5.1.10 from 5.1.9 and 5.1.7 is the assumption that the 
plastic strain increment is linear in the small and hence the angle a is fixed.

*For a large value of ( a  — a  ) the second term in 5.1.4 can beij ij
neglected because it becomes small compared to the first term. Inequality 5.1.4 
will reduce to

{c7 -  a  ) dep > 0 (5.1.11)ij 0 ij
Since the direction of drp is alwavs along the normal to the yieldij *surface, then inequality 5.1.11 suggests that ( a  — a  ) should alwavs form anij ij

acute angle with the outward normal, at P, to the yield surface. For an arbitrary *choice of a  (and hence point O), this can onlv be satisfied if all possible choices ij
of 0  lie within the same side of the tangent at P to the yield surface containing 
the inward normal. The yield surface should thus be convex.

If due to plastic deformations the values of the unloading elastic moduli
are different from those during loading, then the plastic strain increment, after a
closed stress cycle, becomes no longer equal to the permanent strain increment*(figure 5.4). The difference, drs , is dependent on both a  (more specificallv ( a  —ij ij ‘ ij♦
a  )) and the values of the elastic moduli changes. Applving the integral 5.1.3 on ij
the stress path, represented by OPQS in figure 5.4, results in

( a  — a  ) drp + dep dcr ij ij ij 2 b
+ ^_drs ( a  + da — o  ) > 0 (5.1.12)2 ij ij u ij *For the case where a  and a  are equal (point O lies on the yieldij ij

surface), inequality 5.1.12 reduces to



i_ d£p dcr + i d e s dff >0 (5.1.13)2 2 13 13
which means that the plastic strain increment dep need not be normal to theij
yield surface at point P.

For small changes in the elastic moduli upon unloading, the term desij
becomes much smaller than dep (since it is a function of both the stressij
increment dcr and the changes in the elastic moduli, so actually it is a higher ij
order quantity than dcp ). In this case 5.1.13 reduces to 5.1.6 which results in theij
necessity of the normality of the plastic strain increment to the yield surface at 
P.

For large values of ( a  — a  ) , higher order terms in 5.1.12 can beij ij
neglected and hence the inequality becomes

(cr —a ) dep + dcs (<7 — a ) > 0 ij ij ij 2 ij ij ij
(5.1.14)

Convexity of the yield surface does not follow directly from 5.1.14, and
concavity might be encountered. Palmer [39] noted that for small changes in the
elastic moduli, slight concavity of the yield surface is possible depending on the*sign of the quantity dcs ( a  — a  ) in the inequality 5.1.14.ij ij ij

Thus convexity of the yield surface does not hold for materials where 
the second term of 5.1.14 is positive. These materials absorb energy as a result of 
changing elastic moduli which is the case when these changes are positive. In 
other words, such solids stiffen upon plastic deformations. The degree of the 
concavity encountered is dependent on the amount of energy absorbed.

If the material is such that the elastic moduli reduce (or remain 
unchanged ) upon plastic deformations, then energy is released during stiffness 
degradation and the second term in 5.1.14 becomes negative (or zero) and hence 
the first term should always be non—negative as in 5.1.11. The yield surface for 
such a material should be convex.

In summary, for materials whose elastic moduli remain unchanged upon 
plastic deformations, the plastic strain increment, if assumed to be linear in the 
small, is normal to the convex yield surface at the yield point. This is true
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provided Drucker's definition of stability holds. For small changes in the elastic 
moduli, the plastic strain increment is still normal to the yield surface, but the 
convexity of the yield surface might be violated if energy is absorbed as a result 
of stiffening upon yield.

It should be noted that strain softening violates 5.1.3 for any stress 
cycle and hence is unstable in Drucker's sense.

5—1—2 Il'ushin's postulate of plastic deformations and its consequences

According to Il'ushin's definition of plasticity [30,31], the work done, 
upon the application and removal of loads to form a closed path in strain space, 
by an external agency should be positive or zero depending on whether or not the 
material has exhibited plastic deformations. Alternatively, Il'ushin's definition of 
plasticity can be analytically expressed by

-(e-*) dcr > 0 (5.1.15)
*upon any closed strain path, e represnts the initial and final values of strain.

The use of strain space to describe the behaviour of such a solid is 
essential because the stability criterion is defined along a closed cycle of strain.

The yield surface (F = 0) in here is the set of points in strain space 
that can be reached from points within this surface (F < 0) along an elastic path 
and such that any point outside this surface can only be reached with induced 
plastic deformations.

Consider a representative sample of the ideal elastoplastic material ♦under strain t  corresponding to the point 0  in figure 5.5. Point O lies in the ij
elastic region within the yield surface. Strain of the sample is changed to e suchij
that at this strain state any additional applied strain will induce plastic
deformations (equation 5.1.1). This change can be represented by path OP in
strain space (figure 5.5) such that P lies on the yield surface. Following yield, a
small increment of strain d e  , causing plastic deformations, is added after whichij *unloading is followed to the original strain state t  . Consider the work doneij
during this complete closed cycle of strain represented by OPQS in strain space 
(figure 5.5). For the moment, it is assumed that the elastic moduli remain 
unchanged upon yield (and hence the loading and unloading moduli are identical)
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and that behaviour for loading paths within the yield surface is linear elastic. 
Assuming that the material follows Il'ushin's definition of plasticity, the 
evaluation of the integral 5.1.15 along the closed strain path OPQS (figure 5.6), 
results in

— (e — e ) dcrp —̂ _d<rp dr >0 (5.1.16)ij n ij 2 h
where e is the strain tensor represented by point P on the yield surface. The ij
total stress increment induced at point P bv the strain increment dt is given byij

d a  = dcre -f d a p (5.1.17)ij ij ij

dcre is the elastic component of the stress increment. d<7p is the plastic ij ij
stress decrement assumed to be linear in the small in the sense that its direction
is independent on the applied strain increment de .ij

*For the case when the two strain states e and e are equal, point Oij ij
will lie on the yield surface and will coincide with point P, so that 5.1.16 becomes

d<rp df >0 (5.1.18)9 U U
wiiich, in a fashion similar to the one following 5.1.6, implies the normality of the
plastic stress decrement d<rp to the vield surface at. point P. The minus sign inij
5.1.18 means that d<7p actually lies along the inward rather than the out,wrardij
normal.

For large values of (c — e ), inequality 5.1.16 reduces, after neglectingij ij
higher order terms, to

— da p {e -  * ) > 0 (5.1.19)ij ij ij
requiring the convexity of the yield surface in strain space.

If upon plastic yield the material stiffness is changed, then the
unloading elastic moduli will change (figure 5.7) and the permanent stress
decrement upon a closed strain path becomes no longer equal to the plastic stress
decrement dcrp . The difference, dcr8 , is dependent on both the strain tensor ( e — ij ij ij*e.J and the changes in the elastic moduli. Evaluating the integral 5.1.15 for the 
closed strain path OPQRS gives
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(5.1.20)
- d<7p (e - £  ) - I d < 7 p dtij ij ij 2 ^
+ d<rs (e + de —f ) > 0 2 fi fi U b

For equal values of c and e 5.1.20 becomes ij ij
— _̂ _d(Jp dr -f } _  das dr >0 (5.1.21)

2 b 2 ij ij

For small changes in the elastic moduli upon unloading, the term dcr5ij
becomes a higher order quantity than dcrp (since it is a function of both dr andij ij
the changes in the elastic moduli). The second term in the above inequality can
be neglected and 5.1.21 reduces to 5.1.18 which in turn requires that the plastic
stress decrement, dcrp , be directed along the inward normal to the yield surfaceij
at point P.

For large values of (r — r ), 5.1.20 reduces, after neglecting higherij ij
order terms, to

dcrp (r — r ) + drr̂  (r — r )> 0  ij ij ij 2 *j *j *j
(5.1.22)

Again, the convexity of the yield surface might be violated depending
on the sign of the second term in 5.1.22. For small changes in the elastic moduli
upon unloading, slight concavity is possible for positive values of the second term
in the above inequality. This is the case when energy is absorbed upon yield as a
result of increasing unloading elastic moduli. In this case the first term in 5.1.22 *(-d<jp ( e  — e )) might take a negative value depending on the value of the ij ij ij
second term.

For materials that release energy through plastic slip, resulting in the
loss of stiffness, the second term of 5.1.22 has a negative value so that the term
(—d(Tp (r — (* )) is always non—negative. This requires the convexitv of the ij ij ij
yield surface in strain space.

5—1—3 Some remarks on the arguments following stability criteria

It should be noted that Drueker's postulate that describes a class of
stable materials (section 5—1—1) is more restrictive than the definition given by
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Il'ushin (section 5—1—2), to describe plasticity, in the sense that it regards all 
forms of strain softening behaviour as unstable. If a solid is stable in Drucker's 
sense, then it does conform with the definition of plasticity according to Il'ushin 
but the reverse is not necessarily true. While Drucker's stability criterion, can 
only be applicable to hardening materials, the definition of plasticity according to 
Il'ushin applies to both hardening and softening modes of behaviour.

The yield surface can be defined as the set of stress states that divide 
the stress space into an elastic and a plastic region. Any point within the yield 
surface can be reached along an elastic path while those outside it can only be 
attained along paths accompanied by plastic deformations. If the yield surface is 
defined in strain space, then plastic stress decrements result whenever a strain 
path reaches this surface. No plastic stress decrements are induced along any 
elastic path.

If the material is such that yield is not associated with changes in the 
elastic moduli, then the plastic strain increment and the plastic stress decrement 
are normal to the yield surfaces in stress and strain space respectively. For such a 
material, the yield surface is convex.

When the unloading elastic moduli are changed upon plastic yield, then 
both the normality and convexity arguments might not follow from the stability 
criterion or the adopted definition of plasticity.

For small changes in the elastic moduli, the plastic strain increment 
(equation 5.1.5) and the plastic stress decrement (equation 5.1.17) are normal to 
the yield surfaces in stress and strain spaces respectively. The plastic strain 
increment will be directed along the outward normal to the yield surface in stress 
space at the yield point, while the plastic stress decrement will be directed along 
the inward normal at the yield point to the yield surface in strain space. Inherent 
in the arguments of normality and convexity is the assumption that the plastic 
strain increment (or alternatively the plastic stress decrement) is linear in the 
small and hence its direction is independent on the applied stress increment (or 
the applied strain increment).

Upon yield, the unloading stiffness moduli might change resulting in 
the absorption or release of energy. In general, if the elastic moduli increase as a 
result of internal reorientation of material particles, energy is absorbed. On the 
other hand, energy is dissipated if the elastic moduli decrease as a result of 
internal damage. When energy is dissipated, the yield surface (whether defined in
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stress or strain space) retains its convexity. Concavity of the yield surface is 
possible if energy is absorbed as a result of material stiffening.

It should be noted that even when changes in the elastic moduli are not 
small, the plastic stress decrement is always directed along the inward normal to 
the yield surface in strain space (and the plastic strain increment is always 
directed along the outward normal to the yield surface in stress space) provided 
that energy is released upon plastic yield. In this case the second terms in 5.1.21 
and 5.1.13 are negative and hence 5.1.18 and 5.1.6 always hold requiring 
normality.

5 -1 -4  Normality and convexity arguments for the progressively 
fracturing solids

The ideal progressively fracturing solid was described in chapter II.
This solid fails by stable progressive decrease of its elastic stiffness moduli. At
any stage of loading, the stress and strain tensors, a  and c , are related byij ij

a  = S e (5.1.23)ij ijkm km
where S is the tensor of the secant moduli. Upon unloading, the material goesijkm
back to the state of zero stress and zero strain.

A surface in strain space, termed the fracture surface, is defined to
separate the strain states that can be reached along elastic paths from those
states that can only be attained with accompanying damage involving loss of
stiffness. This fracture surface is defined by

F(c..,H ) = 0 (5.1.24)o t
where is a damage vector of k parameters.

*Starting from a strain state c within the elastic domain, such that theij
corresponding point O in strain space lies within the fracture surface, strain is
added up to c such that the corresponding point P in strain space lies on the ij
fracture surface. At P (corresponding to r ) a strain increment dc is added soij ij
that the material strain state becomes c -fdc (figures 5.5 and 5.8). Denotingij ij
the stress corresponding to the strain ( bv a  , then the stress corresponding toij c ij
e -hdc can be denoted bv a  +d<r (represented bv point Q in strain space), ij ij ij ij
Hence the stress corresponding to point Q is
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<t -+■  dcr — (S H~ dS ) (c dc )ij ij ijkm ijkm km km
(5.1.25)

with dS as the change of the stiffness tensor due to the fracture inflicted byijkm
the change in strain dr . The stress corresponding to the strain c is given byij ij
5.1.23. Subtracting 5.1.23 from 5.1.25, results in the expression for the stress
increment

dcr = S  ij b dc + dS c -f dS dckm km ijkm km ijkm km (5.1.26)
or i ii indcr = dcr -f dcr + dcr ij ij ij ij (5.1.27)
where

dcr'. = S dcij ijkm km (5.1.28)
and 11dcr = dS.. cij ijkm km (5.1.29)
are termed the elastic stress increment and fracture stress decrement 
respectively. The last term

dcr'" = dS dc (5.1.30)ij ijkm kmi J nis a higher order term compared to dcr and der and hence can be ignored inb ij
equation 5.1.27 so that

dcr =  d a  + d a  (5.1.31)ij ij ij
which was essential in the formulation of the theory of progressively fracturing 
solids (chapter II).

Assuming that the material conforms with Il'ushin's definition of 
plasticity and applying inequality 5.1.15 to the strain path OPQRS gives (figure 
5.8), n * i ii-dcr (c — C ) — _  dcr dcij ij ij 2 b d

+ dcr5 (< + dc — c )2 b b ij ij
-d<7j;'(< + l d (  - *  ) > 0  (5.1.32)J b 2 b ij

where the third term of the above inequality measures the amount of energy 
dissipated as the result of stiffness degradation.

For the case when the material state is one of incipient fracture (ie. 0  *and P are coincident), c and c will be equal andij ij
dcrj = dcr. = dS dcij ij ijkm km
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— ] _  do" df >0 (5.1.34)2 'i 1 1which requires normality of the fracture stress decrement d a  to the fractureij
surface at point P for any arbitrary choice of the strain increment df .It shouldij
be noted that for the progressively fracturing solid the normality criterion was 
reached without the restriction that the changes in the elastic moduli be small. In 
the case of small changes in the elastic moduli upon fracture, the tensorn m  m h i mdcr H-dcr will be very little affected by d a  . Hence d a  +d<r will be ij ij M ij ij ij
collinear with d a  and directed along the inward normal to the fracture surface, ij
The same conclusion was reached in section 5—1—2 for the plastic stressn midecrement which in the sense of the present formulation is equal to d a  -fdcr .ij ij

In this case, the inequality 5.1.32 reduces to

*For large values of (r — e ), the stress decrement dcr* is given byij ij ij
ders = dS (c — e ) (5.1.35)ij ijkm km km

so that, after neglecting higher order terms. 5.1.32 reduces to
— dcr (e — (  ) + J_d<rs (c —c )>0  ij ij ij 2 ij ij ij

(5.1.36)

The second term in the above inequality is always negative as it is a 
measure of the amount of energy dissipated as the result of stiffness degradation. 
The first term is thus non—negative, as it should always be larger than a positive ̂ * Inumber. The directions of (c — t ) and —d a  (which is directed along theij ij ij
outward normal to the fracture surface as a result of 5.1.34) should always form*an acute angle regardless of the choice of c . This means that all points withinij
the fracture surface should lie on the same side of the tangent to the fracture 
surface at P as the inward normal. Hence, the fracture surface must be convex.

In summary, for an ideal progressively fracturing solid, Il'ushin's 
stability criterion requires that upon fracture, the direction of the fracture stress 
decrement should lie along the inward normal to the convex fracture surface at 
the point of fracture. This is true provided the material is linear in the small in 
the sense that the direction of the fracture stress decrement is independent on the 
applied strain increment.
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5—2 Extensions to the theory of progressively fracturing solids to include time 
and rate effects.

This section is concerned with the formulation of a theory for the 
description of the behaviour of the ideal progressively fracturing solid (chapter 
II), extended to include time and rate effects. The theory presented here is based 
on viscoelasticity and degradation.

5—2—1 The fracture surface — Loading criteria

As for the theories of plasticity and the time—independent progressively 
fracturing solid, a fracture surface is defined in order to distinguish between 
viscoelastic behaviour and degradation. With the spirit of the time—independent 
theory of the progressively fracturing solids, this surface is defined in strain 
space. To do this, a loading function is introduced of the form

F = F(f ,H ,T ) (5.2.1)ij k q
where e is the strain tensor, H is a damage vector of k parameters measuring ij t
the state of material damage or degradation, and the vector T is a measure of
the time history of strain up to the current state. The loading function 
determines a surface in strain space, termed the "fracture surface", defined by

F = F(c ,H ,T ) = 0 (5.2.2)ij t q

In choosing this description, it should be noted that the vector
reflects the dependence of the shape and position of the fracture surface on the
damage inflicted on the material bv prior loading while the vector T reflects theq
dependence on the past time history of strain. It should also be noted that the 
formulation implies that coupling exists between the time-dependent effects and 
fracture due to degradation. At any time t, the state of the material can be 
described only by using all four of the state variables a  , c , H , and T . Theij ij t q
parameters H and T , thus, reflect the coupled effects of path and time historyk q
of strain respectively.

With the spirit of the terminology used by Naghdi and Murch [120], the 
set of all state variables necessary to define uniquely the response of the material 
at a certain time is termed as the "state" of the material. Thus, a point in strain 
space no longer defines a material state uniquelv and the variables H and Tk q
corresponding to that state need to be mentioned.
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viscoelasticity or the theory for the time—independent progressively fracturing
solid as special cases. In the limiting case of viscoelastic behaviour, the state of
the material is determined by its strain r , which can be represented by a pointij
in strain space, and the past time history of strain or T . On the other hand, forq
a time—independent progressively fracturing solid, the material state is defined 
by the strain path historv H together with the strain c .k ij

The theory is to be formulated in such a way that it reduces to

In order to arrange for these limiting cases to be available within the 
general theory, the parameters H and T are chosen such that
(a) dHk /  0 and dTq = 0

(b) dHk = 0 and dTq = 0

(c) dHk = 0 and dTq # 0

during time—independent 
progressive fracture 
during linear elastic 
behaviour
during linear viscoelastic 
behaviour

and
(d) dHk t  0 and dTq /  0 during time—dependent

progressive fracture
(5.2.3)

Conditions (a) and (b) combined will result in the reduction of the present theory 
to the already established time—independent progressively fracturing solids 
theory (chapter II).

The fracture surface in strain space defined by 5.2.2 separates those 
states that can be accessible without a change in the damage of the material from 
those states that are only accessible through fracture. The sign of the loading 
function is chosen such that F is negative for all strain states within the surface. 
These states can be reached via strain paths that are linear elastic or viscoelastic. 
With F = 0 the material is in a viscoelastic/fracturing state. Starting from such 
a state, subsequent behaviour may lead to a neighboring viscoelastic state 
(unloading) or may involve degradation of material properties (loading).

The different loading criteria can be understood if the changes in the 
loading function F accompanying the changes dt , dH , and dT , starting form aij k q
viscoelastic/fracturing state (F = 0), are examined.

The differential form of 5.2.1 is
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(5.2.4)dF = ^ L df + «f  dH + ^F dT
d c  d dH k f f l  < i j k q

For a change of state, starting from a viscoelastic/fracturing state (F =
0) to a viscoelastic state (F < 0), dF should be negative. In this case, no
degradation of material properties occurs so that dH = 0 . Thus, for lineark
behaviour

F = 0and—̂ - d (  + —  dT <0 
dc  d d T  i j q

(unloading) (5.2.5)

For the special case of condition 5.2.5 when a change leads to a 
neighbouring point on the fracture surface such that

F = dF = 0 (5.2.6)
with no degradation occurring, then dĤ  is again zero. This requires

F = 0 and dr + —  dT = 0 
d c  d f f l  qi j q

(neutral loading) (5.2.7)

It is important to note that the "neutral loading" (F = dF = 0) is not a
tangential loading in strain space, since it is defined by 5.2.7 and not by

—  dr = 0 (5.2.8)
d c  d U

as was the case for the ideal time—independent progressively fracturing solid. The 
behaviour during neutral loading is also linear viscoelastic so it is not a distinct 
condition of loading and hence is included in 5.2.5

To complete the above description of loading criteria, it is noted from
5.2.5 and 5.2.7 that for

F = 0a»d —̂ d r  + —  dT > 0 
dc  d f f i  q i j q

(loading) (5.2.9)
the behaviour leads to another viscoelastic/fracturing state with dĤ  different
from zero. This behaviour is accompanied by material degradation.

In summary, the loading conditions, that provide criteria for 
distinguishing different modes of behaviour (figure 5.10). are
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F < 0(a) viscoelastic behaviour
(b) linear viscoelastic unloading

F = 0 and 9F df + 9F dT <0 d c dTi j q

(c) loading F = 0 and ^  dc ■ + ^  dT > 0
d (  d T  *i i q

(5.2.10)
5—2—2 Some remarks on the fracture surface

The use of the term T provides the dependence of the materialq
behaviour on time. As a result, a strain increment may lead to loading at some 
rate of application while it may cause viscoelastic unloading at another applied 
strain rate.

It is the presence of T that results in the neutral loading being aq
non—tangential loading in strain space as was the case for the former
time—independent progressively fracturing solids theory (and the classical theory
of plasticity). While neutral loading is defined by 5.2.7, tangential loading is
described by 5.2.8. The expressions 5.2.7 and 5.2.8 are not identical in general
due to the presence of T .q

When the behaviour of the material is in the viscoelastic range (dH  ̂ =
0 with no degradation occurring), time—dependence, reflected bv T , results inq
the dependence of the occurrence of degradation on the strain time history even 
when no degradation is actually progressing. As a result of this, the position and 
shape of the fracture surface may change wit h time in strain space eventhough no 
degradation is occurring (dH  ̂ = 0). That is, if the material is in the viscoelastic
domain (F < 0) such that

—  # 0 (5.2.11)dTq
then the fracture surface may change in strain space depending on the strain time 
history even if no progressive fracture takes place. This is different from the 
former time—independent progressively fracturing solids theory where the 
fracture surface could vary only when the behaviour is accompanied by 
progressive fracture.

In view of 5.2.11, a fixed initial fracture surface, similar to that in the
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time-independent formulation in chapter II (or the initial yield surface in the 
classical theory of plasticity) no longer can be defined. The behaviour of the 
surface defined by 5.2.2 resembles a surface that changes continuously even 
during viscoelastic behaviour and unloading.

Clearly, as a possible simplification. F and T could be chosen suchq
that when the behaviour is viscoelastic (F < 0)

—  = 0 (5.2.12)91q
so that the fracture surface can change only when fracture occurs.

The expression 5.2.11 is more general as it allows a time—dependent 
description of material behaviour under no additional loading. It includes in the 
description the dependence of fracture initiation on the time history of strain 
rather than on the additional application of deformations only.

Prager [128] has suggested a similar formulation for temperature
dependent plasticitv where the vector T was used to describe temperature ratherq
than time dependence. Again coupling was considered but between stress and 
thermal effects.

5—2—3 Convexity of the fracture surface — The argument of normality

(a) Basic definitions

Naghdi and Murch [120] have investigated the requirements for 
convexity and normality for a linear viscoelastic/plastic material. The description 
and arguments were developed in stress space and the material exhibited coupling 
between stress path history and stress time history of the form suggested in 
section 3—4—3 for a strain space based description. The arguments that follow are 
similar to those in their theory with the additional consideration of the effects of 
the changes in the elastic stiffness moduli due to fracture.

In their theory, the concept of a "rapid path" in stress space was 
introduced. Such a path is traversed in stress space in an infinitesimally small 
interval of time. "The instantaneous yield surface" was also defined as the yield 
surface, corresponding to a given state in stress space, that can be reached from 
that state by any rapid path.



Consider a state of a representative sample of an ideal progressively 
fracturing material in the viscoelastic domain defined by (a', and Tij k q
This material state can be represented by a point in strain space defined by the 
components of the tensor c . /a  ̂ and allocated the values of the vectors H^a) anc*
T Starting from that material state, strain is added up to a q
viscoelastic/fracturing state in a finite period of time At. This change in strain
can be represented by a strain path in strain space but this path is associated
with the time interval At and the corresponding changes in the vector T . Itq
should be noted that the same strain path can lead to the same final state of 
strain for different values of At. In particular, for infinitesimally small At (At —» 
0), the path will be called a rapid strain path. For this particular path, time 
effects are simply absent because deformation occurs in practically no time, and 
the strain states reached will have similar properties to those encountered in the 
time—independent progressively fracturing solids theory. For a rapid strain path

dT = 0q (5.2.13)
so that T remains unchanged in both the viscoelastic and viscoelastic/fracturing q
domains. Observing 5.2.3 (a) and (b) explains why the behaviour of the fracture
surface reached by a rapid path is expected to be similar to that obtained for the
time-independent progressively fracturing solid. It should be noted that the
behaviour does not reduce to that of an ideal time—independent progressively
fracturing solid but is somehow scaled from the limiting case of the
time—independent behaviour with T as a scaling factor (dT has the value ofq q
zero but not T ).q

The fracture surface, corresponding to a certain state of the
representative sample, that can be reached from that state by any rapid strain
path, is termed as the "instantaneous fracture surface" corresponding to that
state. Such a fracture surface is uniquely determined for a given state in strain
space because a rapid strain path is followed and hence T remains unchangedq
(dT = 0). This is similar to the uniqueness encountered in the time—independent q
progressively fracturing solids theory. If a point A in strain space, defined by
c (a), and allocated the values T and H ^  at time t (t >0), is such that ij q k a a

F(e <atn  (aVr *a5 < o (5.2.14)0 k q
then the state of the material represented by A (and the allocated values of H
and T ) is within the viscoelastic domain and corresponding to it is a surface in q
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strain space defined by
F = F(c .II (a).T (ah = 0 (5.2.15)a ij k q

This surface is termed "the instantaneous fracture surface" corresponding to the
material state represented bv A in strain space and defined by e H andij k
T (a .̂ This surface is dependent on the loading path and time history leading to q
that material state. It is noted (expressions 5.2.14 and 5.2.15) that T remainsq
unchanged from the material state represented by A to the instantaneous fracture 
surface so that

dT = 0 (5.2.16)q
along any path from A to this surface. Thus a rapid strain path is followed by 
definition.

(b) Stability, work, and energy considerations

In the formulation of the time—independent progressively fracturing 
solids theory, Il'ushin's postulate of plastic deformation was used as a criterion 
from which normality of the fracture stress decrement to the fracture surface and 
the convexity of such a surface followed. In the present formulation the same 
criterion is assumed with the time domain taken into account.

If a body undergoes an arbitrary process, which can be represented by a 
strain path AB in strain space, after which the sense of loading is changed so 
that the body returns back to the original strain, the body is then said to have 
performed a closed strain cycle. Considering every intermediate state to be in 
equilibrium, then the path is considered to have satisfied Ifushin's definition of 
plasticity if the work done along it is non—negative. This requires that

W = d( > 0 ij ij (5.2.17)

along any closed cycle of strain. Since the work done by a constant stress a ij
along a closed strain cycle is always zero then 5.2.17 can be replaced by

W = a ) df > 0 ij ij (5.2.18)

In considering time-dependent- behaviour, the time within which the 
closed strain cycle is traversed affects the work integral so that 5.2.17 and 5.2.18 
should be replaced by
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rT
W = o  c dt > 0 ij ij

0
(5.2.19)

and

W
rT

( c  — a  ) e dt > 0 ij ij ij
Jo

(5.2.20)

where W is evaluated along a closed strain cycle during the finite interval of time 
0<t<T. The dots in 5.2.19 and 5.2.20 stand for derivatives with respect to time.

The above consideration of work along a certain closed strain path 
restricts the description presented in here to a class of materials that conform 
with Il'ushin's definition of plasticity. It is worth mentioning that this 
consideration is less restrictive than that that would have followed if Drucker's 
stability criterion was adopted.

As in [115,120], it is sometimes convenient to define the work integrals
in terms of two alternative strain paths e ^  and e ^  to which two distinctij jj
stress fields a  ' ' and a   ̂ ' correspond. The two paths are considered to be ij ij
identical at time t = 0 after which they diverge. For Il'ushin's definition of 
plasticity to be satisfied, the following inequalitv should always holdpT

( a  M - e  f 1)) U  <2 ) - f  (1>) dt > 0ij ij ij ij
Jo

(5.2.21)
along any two closed strain cycles e ^  and e In [115.120] the aboveij ij
inequality was introduced as a stability criterion, derived from Drucker's 
definition of a class of stable materials, along closed stress paths so that if 
Il'ushin's postulate of stable deformations is assumed, the use of 5.2.21 defined 
along closed strain paths is justified.

Since the present theory is defined in strain space, it is more convenient
to express the work integral 5.2.20 asrT

W = - ( e  — e ) a  dt>0  ij ij d (5.2.22)
0* 111 where e is the initial strain state. In the case of two strain paths e v ’ and ij ij
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e and the corresponding stress paths a  ^  and a  the work integral ij ij ij
becomes

rT
(c (2) - 6  (1) ij d

0
[ a  ^  -  a  M ) dt > 0 ij ij

The superior dots denote derivatives with respect to time.
(5.2.23)

In the integral 5.2.23 the two state variables c ^  and e and theirij ij
corresponding stress tensors o  ^  and a  correspond to two different loadingi i i i
paths in strain space. Both paths start, at time 1=0, at the same material state 
represented by point A in strain space. At time t=0~  ̂ they diverge into two 
strain paths and they return back again, at time t=T, to two distinct material
states represented by points A and Â  such that all three states (the initial and

*the two final states) have the same strain tensor c (other state variables beingij
possibly different). Hence the three points A, A . and A coincide in strain space.

Consider (figure 5.10) the two strain paths c ^  and c ^  such thatij fi
path (2) (defined by c is identified with a stationary state of strain. This 

( o )  i j  *means that c vw remains at a constant value of c . To this stationary strain ij ij*path corresponds a stress path o  which is not stationary due to viscoelaticij
effects. Path (2) is chosen so that the material is always in the viscoelastic range
along the time interval 0<t <T and hence no degradation is associated with b*  .ij

Path (1) is such that the material follows a closed strain cycle in strain
space during the same defined finite interval of time 0<t<T. At time t=0 the*material state with strain c , is represented bv point A in strain space. For theij
time interval 0<t.<t strain is added such that at time t the material state i i
reaches the fracture surface. This strain change is represented by the path ABC
(figure 5.10) in strain space such that point C is on the current fracture surface.
This fracture surface is a function of the state variables at point C. In other
words, it is dependent on the state variables represented by point A and the
changes encountered along path ABC. The fracture surface (F = 0) is thus the
surface reached by the specific loading path and history ABC.
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For a small time interval t <t<t strain is applied to cause fracture.1 “ 2
This change is represented by path CD and is accompanied by a fracture stress 11decrement d<r... After t , viscoelastic unloading is followed and is represented by

*path DEA. The strain of the material returns back to e . Unloading occurs forij
the time interval t <t<T.2 “

Applying the integral 5.2.23 to the above two strain paths over the
finite interval of time T, gives

rT
*C.)(<U. -  ij ij <7 )dt > 0ij (5.2.24)

It should be noted that the superscript (1) is no more used and (2) is
replaced bv *. Hence the tensor c in the integral 5.2.24 represents the strainij
along the strain path (1) described above and a  denotes the corresponding stressij *along the same path. At time t=0 the strain c assumes the value of e .ij ij

*On the other hand, path (2) is described bv the constant strain c atij*all times and the corresponding stress a  which changes during the time intervalij
0<t<T due to viscoelastic effects.

The increment of stress at any time is expressed as the sum of two
co m p o n en ts  so  th a t  

and

1 ! 1
<7 — a +  <7ij ij ij

t 11<j* =  <j* -f <j* (5.2.25)
! ij ij ijj j j M

w here a is th e  v isc o e la s tic  :stress in crem en t and d a  is th e  fractu re  stressij ij
decrement along the first path. Similar definitions apply to the components of the
stress rate, a*  , along the second path. Substituting 5.2.25 in 5.2.24 gives ij rT

* I *1 M *M
6 ) [(<7 —a ) +  (<7 — <7 )] dt. > 0Ij ij ij ij ij

(5.2.26)
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*t1It is important to note that b  is always zero, since path (2) is always
11 ijin the viscoelastic domain. Also b  is always zero along path (1) except in theij

interval t <t<t (with At=t —t ) since, by definition, a fracture stress decrement 1 " 2 2 1
occurs only upon loading outside the fracture surface. During the time intervals 
0<t<ti and t^<t<T the material, along path (1), deforms in a viscoelastic fashion
represented by paths AC and DA in strain space (figure 5.10). Thus the integral
5.2.26 can be rewritten as'T rt

*>(r — e ) { b  — b  )dt — ij ij b ij

Writing the first integral of 5.2.27 as

( (  — e ) b  dt > 0 
ij  i j  i j

t1
(5.2.27)

T
(c. -* ..) [-(&.. -  <?*.)] dt = nij u ij ij t =o

0
(5.2.28)

the inequality 5.2.27 becomes
Tn +t, =o t — f ) (—b ) dt > 0 ij ij ij

(5.2.29)TII is a measure of the viscoelastic work done during the time interval t =0
0<t<T. For a sufficiently small interval of time At (At=t —t ), and thus for a2 r11small increment of the fracture stress da , the second term of 5.2.29 can beij
replaced by its Taylor series expansion about t=t , so that 

't ,,
( - f r j  rft =ij ij ij

—d o
( c . - c . )ij ij P - At

, d ( —d a
t.=t

+ higher order terms (5.2.30)
Neglecting higher order terms in 5.2.30 and denoting time rates by superior dots 
result in
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= At

HO dtij ij u
- 1

( ~ 0  +  f d t . .  (-it. .)IJ IJ IJ O IJ IJz Jt=t 1
(5.2.31)

with At=t —t . Substituting 5.2.31 in 5.2.29 gives

r t

T
n + Att =0 (e — e ) (—<7 ) + d c  (—a  ) >0ij ij ij 2 d d t= t

(5.2.32)

It should be mentioned that the energy considerations presented above 
will lead to the arguments of convexity and normality as will be seen in the 
following section. These considerations are based on Il'ushin’s definition of 
plasticity and hence all description is limited to a class of materials that conform 
with such a definition.

(c) Convexity of the instantaneous fracture surface and normality of 
the instantaneous fracture stress decrement

In this section the convexity of the instantaneous fracture surface 
reached by a rapid path and the normality of the fracture stress decrement to 
this surface are considered.

Consider a representative sample of the material, at time t ,a* fal falcharacterized by c , H v % and T v ' such that the material state is within the ij t q
viscoelastic domain. This material state is represented by point A in strain 
space, defined by t  and allocated the values of H ^  and T Starting fromij k q
this state two strain paths are assumed to be followed by the material:

(i) In the first path (figure 5.10). strain is increased until fracture 
occurs at time t̂  (t >t ). The material state at time is characterized by

( c )H
1 1 a 1 ij

, and is represented by point C in strain space. It is important to note that
(a)dĤ  is zero along path AC since fracture is only initiated at C. Thus 

H are equal, so that the equation
and
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F  =  F ( f  , T  W , H  ( a ) )  =  0  ( 5 . 2 . 3 3 )c ij q k
represents a set of possible fracture surfaces each corresponding to a different
time history reflected by different values of T which is dependent on the timeq
history of loading along strain path AC. A spectrum of fracture surfaces
corresponding to the various states at fracture can thus be defined by 5.2.33 for af a 1given value of the damage vector H v ' (figure 5.11). The point C representing
the state at fracture in strain space is not necessary the same for all strain paths 
because the fracture state is dependent on the time history along the strain path.
In particular, for a rapid path T ^  and T become equal and 5.2.33 willq q
reduce to 5.2.15 and all fracture surfaces described by 5.2.33 will converge to the 
instantaneous fracture surface corresponding to the material state at time ta
(which is represented by point A in strain space).

11A fracture stress decrement a  is induced due to an additional strainij
increment de , applied at the time of fracture t, , which causes loading. After ij i *fracture, viscoelastic unloading is followed back to the original strain t  at timeij
T (figure 5.10).

*(ii) In the second path, strain is kept constant at the value of cduring
*the time interval t <t<T. Corresponding to this strain path is the stress path ga ij

(which is not constant due to viscoelastic effects).

These two paths being similar to those that has led to inequality 5.2.32,
the following should hold 

1 T1 n +At t= t
* H i H(C. -  C.)(-* ..) + _d f..(-< 7 .) 

i j  i J  0  9  U  U
> 0t=t

(5.2.34)
where in the second term r and a  are the strain and the fracture stressij ij
decrement along the first path evaluated at t. (i.e. at the fracture point C) and 
At is given by

At = t -  t (5.2.35)2 1 TThe first term in 5.2.34, II . has to be evaluated along the two intervalst =t a
t <t<t and t^<t<T keeping in mind the possible changes in the elastic moduli
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upon unloading. Thus t2
(c — ( ) [—(cr — a*  )] dt, + ij ij ij ij

t
a

T
n =t =t

rT

(u .-* ..)  dtij u u ij
t,2

(5.2.36)
where e represents the strain along the first path and a  is the corresponding ij ij*viscoelastic stress increment. The term c represents the constant strain along

, i jthe second path with o* as the corresponding viscoelastic stress componentij
(which is not constant due to viscoelastic effects).

The expression 5.2.36 applies for any strain cycle (path ACDA in figure
5.10). In particular, for a rapid path traversed in an infinitely small time, T —*■
t , At —► 0, and At —► 0 (where At =t —t and At =T—t ). The change in the 

a  1 2  1 1 a  2 2
strain time history vector dT vanishes along this path so that the fractureq
surface at the material state represented by point C coincides with the 
instantaneous fracture surface corresponding to the initial material state 
represented by point A in strain space. This instantaneous surface is given by 
5.2.15. It should be noted that

( (  — ( )  a* dt = 0 ij ij ij (5.2.37)
t

for a very small interval of time (T —t ), since in this case a*  is constant alonga ij
this small interval of time (with vanishing viscoelastic effects). Using 5.2.37 and 
expressing 5.2.36 as a Taylor series expansion evaluated at t will give

T 1n = - _t= t 2
*( — e ij ij V '  - 10

*( — ( ij ij
c + df ij ij

*C — (ij ij A0er 
to ij

(A <7..+A crj1 ij 2 ij
d<rs

t (5.2.38)

where A a  is the difference in the viscoelastic stress between time t and t ,( 1 ij 2 a
A a  is the difference in the viscoelastic stress between time T and t , and dtrs 2 ij 2 ij
is given by

d<rs = -(A  d  + A o'  ) (5.2.39)0 2 ij 1 ij
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The term e (in the last term of 5.2.38) is the strain along the first path ij
evaluated at the time of fracture t, and dr is the strain increment along thei ij
same path applied also at the time of fracture.

i iAlthough A a  and A a  are the changes in the viscoelastic stress i ij 2 ij
during the intervals t <t<t and t <t<T, they reduce in this case to the changes ina 2 2
stress due to the elastic deformation because dT is zero along the whole strainq
path rendering the viscous effects zero. The stress increment d<rs is nothing butij *the change in the state of the stress at the same strain value e due to theij
difference in the elastic moduli between loading and unloading. The quantity TII becomes the work done due to the changes in these moduli. It measures the t= t a
energy absorbed or dissipated as a result of the changes in the material stiffness. 
Substituting 5.2.38 in 5.2.34 gives

* m i i d <7 . . *(e — 6 ) (— a  ) + 1 dr ( —a  )+  1 J ( f - f dr  — e ) > 0ij ij ij 2 ij ij 2 A t b b b
(5.2.40)

Multiplying all terms by the time increment returns the above expression into an 
incremental form

(r —t ) (—dcr ) +  dr (—dcr )-fJ_d<rs (r +  de —c ) > 0ij ij ij 2 b b 2 b b b b
(5.2.41)

In the above two inequalities, 5.2.40 and 5.2.41, the terms e and d6b ij
are the strain and the strain increment along the first path at the time of
fracture. It should be noted that 5.2.41 followed as a result of neglecting the
change in the stress increment d<7 due to changes in the elastic moduli duringij
the small interval of time (t, —t ) during which a small increment of strain was2 1 °
applied. If this change is not ignored then 5.2.25 will become

a  =  a  + a  + a  (5.2.42)... b b b bwhere a  is the stress increment, due to changes in the elastic moduli in the ij
short interval of time t —t . A derivation similar to that that has lead to 5.2.412 1it it ingives (by replacing a  bv a  -V a  ) ij ' ij ij
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(5.2.43)

(f — ( ) (—d<r )4-J_dr ( —d a  ) ij d  d  2 U JJ
+ } _  (c 4- dc -  t )2 d  d  d 0

—d a  (6 4- dr — r ) > 0ij d 2 d d

Inequality 5.2.43 was reached for the material when time dependence 
was not included (inequality 5.1.32). This is expected because a rapid path was 
followed for the formulation of 5.2.43.

*For an initial material state on the fracture surface (r =r ), inequalityij ij1115.2.43 reduces to (noting that in this case d a  and dcrs become equal)ij ij
— da dc >0 (5.2.44)2 d d

requiring the normality of the fracture stress decrement following a rapid path to 
the instantaneous fracture surface at the point of fracture.

*For large values of (r — t ) expression 5.2.43 will reduce, afterij ij 111neglecting higher order terms and noting that d a  becomes negligible comparedij
to dcr5, to ij

(e — e ) ( —<d a  )4-_^_d(rs (( — ( )> 0ij ij ij 2 d d d
(5.2.45)

Three different cases emerge depending on the sign of the last, term of
5.0.45: *0) a*?8. ((.. -  c j  > 0 : This occurs for solids that absorb energy upon ij i] ij
fracture due to increases in their elastic moduli, probably as a result of internal 
reorientation or dislocation of material constituents. This component of energy is 
different from that dissipated due to fracture. For such a solid, convexity of the 
instantaneous fracture surface might be violated. The degree of concavity 
depends on the amount of energy acquired and hence on the degree of increase in 
the elastic moduli.

(ii) ( c  — c ) =  0 or more specifically dcrs = 0 : This is the case of ij ij ij ‘ ij
a solid that unloads with no changes in its elastic moduli. This is an ideal 
viscoelastic/plastic solid which was considered by Naghdi and Murch [120]. For 
such a solid, the elastic moduli are unaffected by viscoplastic deformations with 
no degradation occurring. The solid described in the present formulation differs
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from that described in [120] in that strain softening is considered a stable mode of 
behaviour as a result of adopting Il'ushin's definition of plasticity rather than 
Drucker’s postulate of stability. For this case, the instantaneous fracture surface 
must be convex.

(iii) (e.. — e _ )  < 0 : This is the case when energy is dissipated as a ij ij ij
result of the degradation of the elastic moduli during loading. As in case (ii), the 
instantaneous fracture surface must be convex.

The present formulation, being an extension of the time—independent 
progressively fracturing solids theory, depends on the assumption of material 
degradation as a result of stable fracture and hence case (iii) is applicable. Thus, 
any instantaneous fracture surface is convex as a result of material stability, and 
the fracture stress decrement following a rapid strain path is always directed 
along the inward normal to this fracture surface at the point of fracture.

(d) Convexity of any fracture surface

Convexity of any fracture surface, whose definition is given by 5.2.33, 
follows directly by realizing that the approach given in section (c) is valid for any 
arbitrary choice of the initial material state represented by point A (figure 5.10 
and 5.11) including a viscoelastic/fracturing one. In other words, if point A is 
chosen to be on the current fracture surface, then any material state that satisfies 
equation 5.2.15 has the same instantaneous fracture surface as that state 
(represented by point A). Hence, all points Q in strain space that fall within the 
domain defined by the instantaneous fracture surface (expression 5.2.15) 
corresponding to state A, which is on the current fracture surface, will have Fa
(5.2.15) as their instantaneous fracture surface. This instantaneous fracture 
surface coincides with the current fracture surface at the material state 
represented by point A. It is thus enough to define any of these points to get the 
instantaneous fracture surface corresponding to the current fracture point A. In 
particular, this applies to the points on the boundary of this region that is the 
points on the instantaneous fracture surface. If fracture is initiated by a 
non—rapid path, then the fracture surface at the fracture point coincides with the 
instantaneous fracture surface corresponding to the last point on the path. The 
fracture surface acts as the instantaneous fracture surface for all points defined 
by

F = F(f ,H (a),T (a)) = 0 (5.2.46)a ij k q
where A is the point in strain space representing the state of the material at
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fracture. All points in strain space within and on the surface defined by F havea
F as their instantaneous fracture surface. Hence F is convex because in sectiona a
(c) it was concluded that any instantaneous fracture surface is convex (for the 
progressively fracturing solid presented in here).

Thus, for the material represented by the present formulation, 
convexity of the fracture surface holds for all such surfaces independently of the 
time or path history.

5-2-4 Material specifications — The constitutive law

So far no restriction on the behaviour of the material has been 
suggested other than that it should be linear viscoelastic and progressively 
fracturing in a stable degrading fashion upon fracture as a result of the reduction 
of its elastic moduli with damage. For the time—independent formulation of the 
theory (chapter II), a particular type of material was considered in which 
unloading was linear elastic with the additional condition that if the sense of 
applied deformations is reversed the material returns to the compatible state of 
zero stress and zero strain. This suggested a constitutive law between stress a ij
and strain c of the form ij

a = S ( (5.2.47)ij ijkm km
where the tensor of secant moduli, S , is dependent on the current fractureijkm
state of the material and hence changes upon loading. Expression 5.2.47 can be
represented in an incremental form as

da = d a  + da + da (5.2.48)
, ij ij 5j ij where d a  =  S dr is the elastic stress increment and da = dS eij ijkm km ^  ij ijkm km

is the fracture stress decrement. The last term in 5.2.48, da = dS dr , is aij ijkm km
higher order term and hence can be neglected reducing 5.2.48 into

da = da + da (5.2.49)ij ij ij

For the present formulation, when time effects are taken into
consideration, an expression similar to 5.2.49 is sought in which time effects are
included. The stress increment da (t) at a certain time t is expressed asij

da (t) = ij L (1—r,H )d f (r) + dL (t-r,Hljkm k km xjkm km(f)
(5.2.50)
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where L is termed the relaxation modulus tensor, a function of time and ijkm
damage, dcr (t) is the change of stress at time t due to a change in strain de (r) ij ij
and/or in the relaxation modulus tensor dL occurring at time t  (t> r ) .  Theijkm
state of the material at time r  is described by the vector H and e (bothk ij
evaluated at time r).

The implications of the incremental equation 5.2.50 and the restrictions 
imposed on the material behaviour are not immediately obvious. However, the 
significance of this equation upon the behaviour of the proposed material can be 
provided by examining the behaviour of the time—independent ideal material 
described by the progressively fracturing solids theory.

Consider the time—independent progressively fracturing solid with e ,ij
a  , and S as its initial state variables. This material state is represented byij ijkm
point A in figure 5.12. The stress at point A is given by equation 5.2.47. The
changes of these state variables resulting from a change in strain, de , whichij
causes fracture can be visualized by examining equations 5.2.47 and 5.2.48. The 
form of these equations suggest that it is permissible to imagine the final state of 
the material, represented by point B in figure 5.12, to be obtained from the 
initial state by unloading the material and then reloading it to a strain 
(e +de ) using the revised stiffness tensor (S -fdS ). Thus 5.2.47 can bev ij ij ijkm ijkm'
used to evaluate the initial stress at point A and

o  -T d a  = (S + dS ) (e + d e  )ij ij ijkm ijkm km km
(5.2.51)

would evaluate the stress of the material represented by point B in figure 5.12.
Subtracting equation 5.2.47 from 5.2.51 results in the expression of da  given byij
5.2.48. The formulation given above for the case of the time—independent solid is 
an essential feature which distinguishes this solid from others that might degrade 
in a different fashion.

Keeping the above argument in mind, let the strain e ( r )  and theij
damage vector H (r) be the variables defining the state of a representativek
sample of the time—dependent material. The corresponding relaxation modulus is 
denoted by L (t—r,H ). This state is represented by a point A in strain space.ijkm k
The stress a  (t), corresponding to this state, is determined for all values of time ij
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t (t>r) by the entire history of strain and the structural breakdown prior to time
r. A change in the strain at time r to e (r+dr) in a small interval of time drij
will result in corresponding changes in the damage vector and the relaxation
moduli. These changes cause an additional amount of stress dcr (t) at time t toij
the subsequent history of stress. An expression of d a  (t) in terms of theseij
changes is sought.

This can be achieved by visualizing the effects of degradation to be 
identical to unloading followed by reloading with the modified moduli within the 
short interval of time dr. This results in

<T.(t) + d<7..(t) = <7. (t) -L (t—r,H (r)) c (r)
ij ij ij ljkm k km

+ L (t—(r+dr),II (r+dr)) e (r+dr) (5.2.52)ijkm k km
so that

d<r..(t)=-L (t—r,H (r)) ( (r)ij ljkm k km
+ L (t—(r+dr),H (r+dr)) c (r+dr)ijkm k km

(5.2.53)

For a small interval of time dr
H (r+dr) = H (r) + dH (5.2.54)

so that 5.2.53 becomes
dfl+ft) = —L (t r,H (r)) e (r)ij ljkm k km

+ L (t-(r+dr),H (r)+dH )) e (r+dr)ljkm k k km
(5.2.55)

For a small value of dr and, thus, dll the following simplifications are possible
k d (  . .

( (r+dr) = c + 1 j dr (5.2.56)ij  ̂ d T
and

L (t—r—dr,H (r)+dH ) = L (t,-r,H )ijkm k k ijkm kd l+ 1 > k m(t—r.H ( t )) dH
d \ \  11 kk

O L 1 J k '"(t-r.H (-H dr (5.2.57)
d r  k

Substituting 5.2.56 and 5.2.57 in 5.2.55 gives
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d  c
d a  (t) = L (t—r,H (r)) kD1dr + ij ijkm k Q T

d L  d h1 > k m(t-r,Il (r)) dH -  1 i k ”(t-r,H (r)) dr3H k k d r  kk
d  c

( + km q
k mdr (5.2.58)

It should be noted that for a small value of dr the following approximations can 
also be used

d  c 1 j dr = dr.. (5.2.59)
and

d t
d L  d L

'  J  k  m ( t — r , H  ( r ) )  d H  -  * > k  m ( t . - r , H  ( r ) )  d rSH k k d r  kk
= dL (t—r,H ) (5.2.60)ijkm k

so that, after neglecting higher order terms, 5.2.58 becomes 
d<r..(t) = L (t—r,H ) dr (r)ij ijkm k km

+ dL (t—r.II ) ( (r) (5.2.61)ijkm k km
where H is evaluated at time r. k

The above expression is identical to 5.2.50. This illustrates the 
similarity with the time—independent behaviour of the fracturing solid and may 
provide the basis of an experimental investigation an real materials. It is 
significant to note that the extension of the time—independent theory to include 
time effects through the constitutive law 5.2.61 provides considerable generality 
and reduces to linear elasticity (t—r=0 and dH^=0), linear viscoelasticity
(dH =0), and time—independent progressive fracture (t—r=0) as limiting cases, k

Thus the stress increment at time t, due to an applied strain increment
de ( t ) at time r, can be defined as ij

d a  (t) = d a  (t) 4- d a  (t) (5.2.62)ij ij ij
where

dff..(t) = L (t—r.H (r)) dr (r) (5.2.63)ij ijkm k km
is the viscoelastic stress increment and

( ) < 7 j t . )  =  ( 1 L  ( t - r , I l  ( T ) )  f  ( r )  ( 5 . 2 . 6 4 )lj ljkm k km
is the time—dependent fracture stress decrement.
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Equations 5.2.63 and 5.2.64 form the bases for the constitutive 
relations. At a certain time, if the components of the relaxation modulus Lijkm
are known, the viscoelastic stress component can be calculated using 5.2.63. For 
the computation of the fracture stress decrement, expression 5.2.64, together with 
an appropriate flow rule, should be used. Alternatively, an evolution law, which 
gives the values of L and the changes of this tensor with time and fracture,
can be used. This law can be formulated by deriving the variation of dL fromijkm
the flow rule.

The flow rule gives an expression for the time—dependent fracture 
stress decrement which, in here, is dependent on both the past time and path 
history of strain. This flow rule satisfies the loading conditions (5.2.10), the 
normality of the fracture stress decrement to the instantaneous fracture surface, 
and the consistency of the fracture surface (that is the value of F is zero for all 
viscoelastic/fracturing states). Thus

F = dF = 0 (5.2.65)
for a change from one viscoelastic/fracturing state to another.

The loading criteria (5.2.10) suggest that, if degradation occurs to 
'acture str

loss of generality,
cause a fracture stress decrement da  (r) at time r, it possible to write, with noij

dv.ir)  =  g..IJ IJ d e
^ - d e  + —  dTkm (k m

(5.2.66)t=7
where g is a tensor dependent on time among other state variables. Since

n ijd<7 (r) is taken to be normal to the instantaneous fracture surface at the time of ij
fracture, then

d<j (7) = —K ij l d e
+ ^ d Tkm

d F at t=7
km grr qJq d  €

1 j
(5.2.67)

where K is a scalar to be determined.

It should be noted that the above expression gives values of the 
instantaneous response to degradation and not the actual response because11normality was found to be satisfied at the time of fracture 7. Hence da- (7)

n ijrather than do- (t) is given by 5.2.67. Also, the expression for K will be found by ij
satisfying the consistency condition (dF=0) at the time of fracture 7 . Clearly this
results from the use of a viscoelastic/fracturing model (rather than an
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elastic/viscofracturing formulation). In the present formulation, one way of11avoiding the difficulty of calculating da (t) is to choose the loading function in
i jsuch a way that the actual response to degradation, da  (t), is fully prescribed by

n ijthe instantaneous response described bv da (r). This will be illustrated inij
section 5—3.

As in the formulation of the time—independent theory, the damage 
vector is taken to be dependent on the fracture stress decrement so that

(5.2.68)
This limits the application to a particular class of materials where the expression 
5.2.68 is satisfied. It is noted that 9F 1 at t=r

H =  H (<rjk k ij

d F dll = -  dH kk
^  df + £F d T - 
d t  km f fT «km q

(5.2.69)
as a result of dF being zero during progressive fracture. Using the flow rule
(5.2.67) with 5.2.69 gives

d<r"(r) = j —K —  ( dH )1 at t=r
[ d (  an kU k

Using the incremental form of 5.2.68

(5.2.70)

K A ] i = d F  5 ^ , "  
an k an .  "k k O 0  ..IJ

results, together with 5.2.70, in
K =  — 1 at t=r

d F  d F  
m  ~ck

8 U

(5.2.71)

(5.2.72)

ij d a
kXT
IJ

The flow rule 5.2.67 becomes
O F

,, d  t  _ .d o _ ( t ) = ------- *—L

d  F dTd (  + a Fac km aT «jk m_____________ q
dF ^H k <9F
dll  Q "  d(  k d a  rsr s

at t = T

(5.2.73)

5—2—5 Summary and conclusions

The time-dependent progressively fracturing solids theory presented in 
here, describes a material that degrades by the loss of its stiffness as a result of
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time-dependent fracture. The material may be unstable in the sense defined by 
Drucker but conforms to the class of materials described by Il'ushin's postulate of 
plasticity. Ifushin's definition of plasticity is less restrictive than the stability 
criterion proposed by Drucker as it allows the description of strain softening as a 
stable mode of behaviour.

The arguments leading to the formulation of this time—dependent
theory are similar to those presented by Naghdi and Murch [120] which describes
the behaviour of a continuum viscoelastic/plastic solid. Their theory reduces to
the classical linear viscoelasticity theory and the classical theory of plasticity as
limiting cases. It should be pointed out that the theory presented here differs
from that given in [120] in that it includes strain softening as a possible mode of
behaviour and allows the elastic moduli to change upon fracture. It has the
advantage, over that in [120], that it describes all time effects by a single vector
T without excluding coupling between these effects and those due to q
degradation.

The present theory is charact erized by the following aspects:

— The theory is formulated in strain space rather that stress space. 
This allows the behaviour of the material under controlled deformations to be 
described resulting in possible strain hardening and softening.

— Behaviour is described by means of a fracture surface in strain space 
that separates viscoelastic states from viscoelastic/fracturing ones. For this 
progressively fracturing solid, this fracture surface is always convex. This surface 
is not fixed in strain space even when the material is in the viscoelastic domain, 
resulting in the existence of a spectrum of possible fracture surfaces each 
corresponding to a specific time strain history.

— An instantaneous fracture surface in strain space corresponds to each 
material state. This surface is reached by following a rapid path, a strain path in 
an infinitesimally small interval of time after which fracture occurs.

— Time—dependence is described by a single vector T which measuresq
the dependence of subsequent behaviour, at a certain time, on the previous strain 
time history.

— At any time, the stress increment caused by a strain increment is
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composed of a viscoelastic and a time—dependent fracturing component. The 
direction of the instantaneous fracture stress decrement is along the inward 
normal to the instantaneous fracture surface at the point of fracture. The 
evaluation of this stress decrement is achieved by means of a flow rule (5.2.73) 
which follows from the normality argument and the consistency of the fracture 
surface at the time of fracture. An evolution law is needed to relate the 
instantaneous response to the actual behaviour. The viscoelastic stress is related 
to the strain tensor by an incremental constitutive law involving a relaxation 
modulus.

— The theory will reduce to the linear elastic, linear viscoplastic, and 
time-independent progressively fracturing solid theories as limiting cases. 
However, as has been pointed out, the theory is not complete in that only the 
instantaneous fracture response is given rather than the history of stress changes 
following instantaneous degradation. A proposal giving one way to define a 
complete model is presented in the following section.
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5—3 The revised model — A complete model consistent with the viscoelastic 
fracturing theory

The formulation presented in the preceding sections has led to the
expressions giving the instantaneous response of the time dependent progressively
fracturing solid as a result of applied deformations or strains. In other words, the
instantaneous rather than the actual response to fracture can be calculated
following the formulation presented so far. The difficulty of determining the
stress history at any time arises because the normality and consistency conditions
were found to be satisfied at the time of fracture and not at any time. The flow11rule (5.2.73) gives an expression of d a  ( t ) at the time r  of fracture rather than of

H ij
d a  (t) at any time t (t>r). ij

The approach adopted here to deal with this difficulty is to assume that
the response of the material at any time t is fully described by the instantaneous
response at all times r  (r<t). It is thus assumed that the total stress increment
d a  (t) at a time t due to a stress increment d a  (r) at time r, resulting ij ij
instantaneously from a strain increment dc (r), is given bvij

d a  (t) = d a  (r) ^(t—r)  (5.3.1)ij ij
where tp is a monotonically decreasing function with boundary values

40) = 1 (5.3.2)
V?(oc) > 0 (5.3.3)

The flow rule
<9F

m ()( . .d a m\ r )  = -------- LJ-
dF

1 d ( k m
d ( + d F  dTkn <

at t— t
O F
W

d l l OF
^ d  c d a  r sr s

(5.3.4)
gives the instantaneous value of the fracture stress decrement at the time of 
fracture. Applying the constitutive law (5.2.62, 5.2.63, and 5.2.64) gives 

dcr (t) = L (t—r,H ) dr (r) + dL (t-r,H ) f (r)ij ijkm k km ljkm k km
(5.3.5)

which when applied at the time of fracture results in
d<r..(r) = L (O.H ) dr (r ) + dL ( O . H ) r  (r)ij ljkm k km ljkm k km

(5.3.6)
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where is the damage vector evaluated at time r. Since the instantaneous
response is dependent only on the values of the current damage vector H (r),k
strain e(r), and the applied strain increment dt(r), then the relaxation tensor 
L can be replaced by an instantaneous tensor S (H ) which represents theijkm ijkm k
instantaneous relaxation moduli. Thus 5.3.6 becomes

d<7..(r) = S (H ) d( (r) + dS (H ) e ( r )]j ljkm k km ljkm k km
(5.3.7)

This expression gives the instantaneous response of the model material to applied 
strains. It is similar to the expression obtained for the response of the 
time—independent progressively fracturing solid (expression 2.3.2).

Adopting similar notations for the stress increments as those of the 
time—independent case, the instantaneous elastic stress increment and the 
instantaneous fracture stress decrement at time r can be defined as

d<r..(r) = S (H )dc (r) (5.3.8)]j ljkm k km
and

d<r..(r) = dS (II) f ( r )  (5.3.9)ij ljkm k km
respectively, with evaluated at r.

that
The actual response at time t can be calculated by applying 5.3.1 so

tft-r) (5.3.10)d a  (t) = d<7 ( r) -f dcr ( r) ij ij
Integrating the above incremental equation givesrt i itr d a  d a

ij dru __  ̂ . udr <p(t—r) dr (5.3.11)
t=r

The integral 5.3.11 resembles a damage evolution law which gives the 
total stress at time t as a weighted cumulative sum of past time instantaneous 
stress increments resulting from elastic and fracturing responses.

It might seem that the above simplifications has merely introduced a 
linear viscoelastic term and that any coupling between time—dependence and 
fracture has been lost. This is not necessarily so because the inclusion of the term 
T in the definition of the loading function correlates damage to time in aq
manner independent of Ĥ . In other words, the instantaneous response is not
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time—independent due to the presence of the vector T .q
The instantaneous change in the relaxation moduli, represented by 

dS (H ) can be found in a similar fashion to that adopted for theijkm k
time-independent case presented in chapter II. The flow rule given by 5.2.67 can 
be written, by multiplying the numerator and the denominator by____ as

d F
u d  e . .

d c r . . ( r )  =  —  K ----------- l - l

d F  d t + d F  dT
r s  d T  q

_L_§____________ Q____d  e
d F

d  (

d  c i j
€km

k m

so that from 5.3.9
d F

d F
d l  pqP q

d F
d  edS (H ) = — I \ -----u -ljkm k

+ R

d  e
r s

d f + d F  dT
d T___qr s

(5.3.12)
<9F

d  e k m
d F

d~c pq p q
ijkm

requiring that the tensor R is svmmetric and satisfiesijkm
R . ( =  0 at t=rijkm km

(5.3.13)

(5.3.14)

In order to evaluate the tensor R . further restrictions on theijkm
material behaviour are needed. One possibility is to assume that R is alwaysijkm
zero which clearly satisfies 5.3.14 and is symmetric. Another possibility, similar 
to that used for the time—independent solid (chapter II), is to assume that the 
solid is both path and time independent in the small so that the changes in the 
instantaneous relaxation moduli are not dependent on the path or time followed 
by a small increment of strain dr... This requires that the terms dH and

d F  A , d F A T  —  dr 4----- dT
d (  km f fTkm q

ij
are constant for small strain increments and 

d S i j k m f] r
d = 0 (5.3.15)

for all states on the instantaneous fracture surface. In a manner similar to that 
presented in [4], the above restrictions will result in the following expression for 
the tensor Rijkm
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Rijkm

with

d F OK 1 r
d t  d t

1
d t d t

i
i j km i j k m
f = d F dr + Ml dT

d t km d T q
km q

(5.3.16)

(5.3.17)

This completes the description of the time—dependent progressively 
fracturing solid.
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5-4 Some remarks on the model parameters and laws

Although the theory presented here is not intended to describe real 
physical materials directly, the different functions used to formulate it should be 
such that the overall performance resembles modes of behaviour noted in real 
materials. If this theory is used in conjunction with other continuum theories 
describing ideal materials, then the overall response would be more realistic. This 
suggests that the parameters used in the present theory be, in a way, deduced 
from the physical behaviour of real materials.

The most critical parameter in the present theory is the vector Tq
which measures time dependence. This parameter is obviously dependent on the
type of analysis required. Time dependence of material response is noted in many
engineering applications. These include loading or deformation of material under
different rates, creep and relaxation,etc (chapter III). Clearly, an understanding
of the mechanisms governing the behaviour of materials under such
circumstances will help in suggesting forms of the vector T . Experiments wouldq
help in proving the validity of such forms. Also, they might suggest forms of Tq
that are purely empirical and hence dependent on the applicat ion required.

An expression of T which applies to all time—dependent engineering q
applications is difficult, if not impossible, to formulate. For example, rate
sensitive tests on materials suggest that T be a function of instantaneous strainq
rate e , or the stress rate b  . In other applicat ions it might be more practical to ij fj
assume that T takes the form of a cumulative integral along time of a function q
$(£,£,••)• Clearlv these forms of T depend on the particular application (creep,q
relaxation, high rate loading) and must be based on experimental results
performed in a way where the form of T can be deduced or fitted.q

For the application of the revised model given in section 5—3, several 
assumptions and simplifications should be taken depending on the particular 
problem in hand. These assumptions about the forms of the functions to be used 
should include:

a) The damage evolution law (5.3.10—5.3.11) as described by the 
relaxation function ip.

b) The loading function, F. and its dependence on time through the



vector T . q
Hence, analysis is performed using the expressions giving the 

instantaneous response. These expressions are derived from the equation of the 
instantaneous fracture surface by means of the flow rule and the degradation of 
the instantaneous relaxation moduli. The actual response can then be calculated 
by means of the damage evolution law.

It is interesting to note that the damage evolution law has resulted 
from the assumption that the instantaneous response of the material will relax 
with time into the actual response. This is similar to the concept adopted in 
damage mechanics theories where the actual stress is thought to be related to a 
fictitious stress quantity by a damage law.

The similarity between the present approach 
mechanics approach can be seen if the evolution law (5.3.11)

ij

rt
d o  . . ( T ) > J

d t
V?(t—r) dr

J 0

and the damage

(5.4.1)

is expressed in terms of a pseudo quantitv 7r (t). This quantity can be thought ofij
as the current instantaneous value of stress. At any time the actual stress can
hence be given, in view of 5.4.1, by

o  (t) = 7F (t) (1— D) (5.4.2)ij ij
where

7T..(f)IJ

rt, d<7 (r)—V — dr dr
0

(5.4.3)

and D is a time measure of damage related to the past load and time history of 
deformations. It should be noted that, in 5.4.1 and 5.4.3, the integrated stress 
increments at time r are deduced from the instantaneous response and can be 
calculated as described in section 5—3.

Thus, for a time-dependent progressively fracturing solid, damage can 
be thought to be a result of two mechanisms. First, the solid is fractured as a 
result of load application in a fashion dependent on past time and path history of 
applied strains. This form of damage is described by the continuum theory in 
terms of incremental equations evaluated instantaneously at the time of fracture. 
Secondly, time dependent damage, described by 5.4.1 is inflicted on the material



during and after the application of loads.

From the damage mechanics point of view, this time—dependent 
fracture can be thought to occur as a result of time enhanced effective stress 
bearing area reduction, or increasing internal cracks. In previous damage 
mechanics continuum theories, where material fracture was assumed to be a 
result of growing of well dispersed cracks or a homogeneous reduction of the 
effective stress bearing area, expressions similar to 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 were used 
(chapter II).

It was assumed, in the present formulation, that the relaxation function 
p  is a scalar independent of damage and is a function of time only. More 
generally, this function can be assumed to be dependent on the state of material 
damage as well as orientation so that it can be resembled by a tensor of the form 
ip (t,H ). The form of this parameter can be assumed to follow from aijkm k
rheological idealization for computational convenience. Alternatively, an
experimental procedure on real materials, whose behaviour is to be simulated,
can be adopted to find an expression of p.  If the ideal material described by the
present theory is loaded to a specified strain c 0 instantaneouslv, then for allij
subsequent times t the stress is given by

a  (t) = a  0 <p(t) (5.4.4)ij ij
where a  0 is the stress level reached bv the material upon the application of e 0 at ij ‘ ij
time t=0. Tests or real materials under constant strains applied instantaneously
will result in justified forms of p .  The assumption of the independence of the
form of p  on the degree of damage and orientation can be tested by repeating
such tests up to various levels of strains and at different directions.

Further simplifications on the "revised model" (section 5—3) can be
done. Any dependence on time can be neglected in the instantaneous response to
degradation. The vector T is neglected in the analvsis of the instantaneousq
response and time dependence is merely catered for by (5.3.11). At any time, the 
instantaneous response is dependent only on the strain path history and thus can 
be performed following a similar procedure to that followed in the 
time—independent analysis of the progressively fracturing solid. The actual 
response can then be deduced from the instantaneous one by superimposing a 
relaxation function over a the time—independent instantaneous behaviour.

A concept similar to the above was used by Browning, Gurtin, and
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Williams in [125]. This model was described in section 3-4—3.
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CHAPTER VI

BEHAVIOUR OF THE TIME-DEPENDENT PROGRESSIVELY 
FRACTURING SOLID -  ANALYSIS OF IDEAL MODEL MATERIALS

6—1 Introduction

The behaviour of some time—dependent progressively fracturing model 
materials is investigated. The response of such materials to applied deformations, 
as well as to conditions of constant strain or stress, is studied. This chapter 
summarizes the theoretical background to such tests and presents the 
computational techniques used in the analysis.

The general theory of a time—dependent progressively fracturing solid 
was formulated in chapter V. The behaviour of such a solid can be investigated 
by looking at the response of ideal model materials that exhibit time-dependent 
progressive fracture even if these model materials do not completely conform 
with the continuum description. On the other hand, such a behaviour can be 
studied by investigating solids that are described by the continuum theory or a 
particular form of the theory.

Keeping the above arguments in mind, two model materials are 
investigated :

(i) a time-dependent discrete "network model" of the form studied in 
chapter IV. The work described extends the study explored in chapter IV to 
include time-dependent behaviour. The general aspects of behaviour of a stable 
time—dependent progressively fracturing solid can be well understood by studying 
the performance of the network model with time effects taken into consideration.

00 a time-dependent "fibre bundle model" (section 2-4). The 
adoption of this model material corresponds to the use of independent linear 
loading functions to implement the general theory for progressively fracturing 
solids as has been done for the time—independent behaviour by Rida [51]. The 
same model, extended to incorporate time effects, is used here to demonstrate the 
applicability of the continuum theory formulated in chapter V.
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6—2 The "network model"

A random planar network, the elements of which are linear 
elastic/brittle, was used in chapter IV to illustrate a stable progressively 
fracturing mode of behaviour. Non-linearity in the overall response of the 
network was due solely to breakage of its members. Loading was performed by 
applying controlled deformations to all nodes within a well defined edge zone 
(figure 4.2). At any stage of loading, a member was considered to have failed if 
the stress within it exceeds a preset limiting value. Because behaviour of each 
component is linear elastic up to failure, this stress limit failure criterion can be 
equally well expressed in terms of strain or work done per unit volume with no 
change in the network's response.

Time effects are introduced in the force displacement (or stress-strain) 
relationship and the failure criterion of the individual bar elements. Except for 
the inclusion of these effects, the networks used are identical to those generated 
in chapter IV.

6—2—1 Geometry

Geometrically, the networks analysed in this and the following chapter
are produced in exactly the same manner described in section 4—1—1. A square
matrix (42.0 * 42.0 units of length), containing N randomly dispersed joints, is
used. The nodes are connected by simple planar pin—jointed bars the lengths of
which are limited to a specified length L in a random fashion. Some typicalc
networks are shown in figure 4.1. These are perfectly reproducible because of the 
use of random numbers generator computer routines whose output sequences can 
be controlled and reproduced.

6—2—2 Loading and boundary specifications

Boundary zones, where prescribed or suppressed nodal displacements 
are imposed, are defined (figure 4.2). The definition of these zones allows the use 
of equations 4.1.10 and 4.1.11 for the calculation of the average longitudinal and 
transverse strains along the network. The average stress in a sample of the model 
material is determined in the same way described in section 4—1—3.

In all tests, displacements of all nodes in zone (1) (figure 4.2) are 
prevented in the vertical direction and one node, at least, is prevented from
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lateral motion. Prescribed displacements are applied to all nodes in zone (2).

Tests simulating strain controlled uniaxial tensile conditions, at 
different applied strain rates, were performed. Conditions of constant overall 
strain or stress were also applied to the model material. These conditions are of 
the same type as those in relaxation and creep tests applied to real physical 
materials.

6—2—3 Stress-strain relationship

A set of time and rate dependent stress—strain relationships is used to 
replace the linear elastic/brittle law implemented in chapter IV. The behaviour 
of individual elements is expressed as a set of incremental and integral equations 
relating the stress at any time t to the strain along the interval of time 0 < r < t.

In the spirit of the continuum theory developed in chapter V, the 
existence of an instantaneous stress a  , within the ith member, directly related toi
the element strain e , is postulated. The change in this instantaneous stressi
during an increment of time dr is assumed to be a function of the strain
increment, dc (r), and its rate of application. The actual stress, a  , is assumed to i i*be related to the instantaneous stress, a  , through a damage evolution law of thei
form 5.3.11.

The behaviour of the ith member of the net work is hence determined by
(i) an instantaneous constitutive law relating strain, r , to the

*instantaneous response of the member, a  , andi
( i i )  a damage evolut ion law giving the true stress, a  . in terms ofi*the instantaneous stress, a  . This relationship has the form of a relaxationi *function with a  reducing with time from an initial value a  .i i

Considering first the instantaneous constitutive law, if strain within the 
element, at a certain time r, changes by dc (r) during the time interval dr, theni
the instantaneous response of the element can be determined by

d a  ( t ) =  f(d< (r).dr) (6.2.1)i i
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In a more general formulation the function in 6.2.1 might also depend 
on other quantities such as the extent of damage induced by time—independent or 
instantaneous behaviour. For example the description could reduce to that for the 
time—independent fracturing solid or that for ideal plasticity. Here, however, the 
material is taken to be rate—dependent linear elastic so that the instantaneous 
response is affected only by the increment of strain and its duration.

In the damage evolution law, the true stress a  is determined by thei
amount of time delayed damage that has occurred during a given lapse of time. 
Accordingly, the true stress is a function of the instantaneous stress and time 
only. The actual stress increment dcr.(t) at, any time t>r becomes a fraction of
d a  (r). i

This relaxation of the instantaneous stress with time is assumed to be 
of the form

d a  (t) = ip( t—r)  da  (r) (6.2.2)i i
where ip is a relaxation function decreasing with time, such that

$0 ) =1.0
and (6.2.3)

y(°o) > 0

The stress within a member at a time t, being a result of all strain
increments, d e  (r), and the corresponding instantaneous stress increments, i*do\(r), applied at all times r < t, is thus given by

rt
<x (t,) = *<p(t— r) d<7 (t) i

J o
(6.2.4)

The two relationships (6.2.1) and (6.2.4), together with an appropriate failure 
criterion, are enough to describe the behaviour of the ith member.

It should be noted that the instantaneous law resembles the response 
that the material would follow at high strain rates and the evolution law links 
this response to the actual time lapse.

6— 2—4 Forms of the instantaneous constitutive laws

The instantaneous response of each member is assumed to be dependent
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on the change in strain within the member and the time rate of such change. The
form of the instantaneous law (6.2.1) is assumed to be

d a  (t) = S (t) d e  (r) (6.2.5)i i i
where S (r), the instantaneous stiffness of the ith member, is dependent on the i
strain rate at time r. The rate—dependent modulus, S (r), is taken to have thei
form

i 1

S.(r) =

E f . ( t  )1
( i 0

X i for intact members

(6 .2.6)

0 for failed members
where x is a material property, e is a reference strain rate, termed the "static" i iO
strain rate, e (r) is the current value of the strain rate within the element, and E i i
is the value of S (r) at the reference strain rate, termed the "static" stiffnessi
modulus. It is assumed that 6.2.6 is applicable only for strain rates higher than 
the static value. The instantaneous modulus, S (r), is assumed to have the valuei
of E for all strain rates c less than the static rate, i i

The power law (6.2.6) has been chosen for computational convenience 
and is not an empirical expression for the increase in the instantaneous stiffness 
modulus of a real physical material. Still, it resembles some aspects of the 
response of true materials at high levels of strain rates. Power laws have been 
used (chapter III) to express the dependence of material stiffness on the strain 
rates. Figure 6.1 depicts the variation of S (r) with applied strain rate as dictatedi
by equation 6.2.6. As seen from figure 6.1, the instantaneous stiffness increases 
with increasing strain rate above the static value. This phenomenon was observed 
in the behaviour of real materials as was concluded in chapter III where an 
increase in the stiffness of a class of engineering materials with applied strain 
rates was reported.

6—2—5 Forms of the total constitutive laws

The total constitutive law, governing the behaviour of the ilh member
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is obtained by combining the instantaneous stress—strain law (6.2.5) with the 
damage evolution law (6.2.4). This gives

ft

tf.u)i V?(t.-7-) S.(r) de.(r)i i
0

(6.2.7)

where the function <p(t) remains to be prescribed as a material property.

Analysis of the network model is performed by invoking equilibrium of 
forces at nodes at all times. This requires that the above integral constitutive law 
be expressed in terms of force and displacement within the member rather than 
stress and strain, so that

rt dAL—r) S.(r) — j - ^ d r (6.2.8)

J0
where A is the area of the ith member and L is its length. The force F (t) andi i i
the elongation AL.(r) are related to the stress and strain by

and
F.(t) = A.<7.(t)i i i

AL (t) = L c (r)
\ i i

(6.2.9)
(6 .2 .1 0 )

It should be noted that changes in the strain rate with time can occur 
within a member even when the rate of application of nodal displacements in the 
edge zone of the model material is kept constant. This results from breakage of 
members and the consequent stress redistribution among the remaining intact 
members. Of course, if the rate of application of the prescribed displacements is 
altered, the strain rate within individual members is expected to change. In 
general, integrals 6.2.7 and 6.2.8 have to be evaluated for changing values of 
S (r), depending on the value of the strain rate at time r.i

The network model is analysed following a direct stiffness approach 
modified to incorporate time effects. This requires the expression of members 
constitutive laws in matrix form and the assembly of a global stiffness matrix 
modified to account for applied deformations and boundary conditions. This 
formulation is discussed in the following section.
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6-2 -6  Matrix formulation

Consider (figure 6.2) the ith member of the network. Let 0 be the angle
this member makes with the x—axis in the reference coordinate system (figure
4.2).

At any time t, the force within the member can be decomposed into its 
components along the member's local coordinate system so that

i

----
---1

___
_1 -1

1Fi2 0
iFi31

— 1___1 ( t \

-----1
o___1

F (t) (6 .2 .1 1 )

where F (j=l,4) represents the components of the force F (t), as depicted in d i
figure 6.2(a), in the member's local coordinate system (figure 6.2(b)). The change 
in the member's elongation can also be expressed in terms of its components in 
the member's local coordinate system. This is expressed in matrix form, at any 
time t, as

dAL.(t) = [ - 1 0  1 0]

du
du
du
du

il

i3
(6.2 .1 2 )

il (t)
where du (j=l,4) represents the components of the change in the elongation in ij
the element's local coordinate system (figure 6.2(b)). Transformation of the force 
and the change in elongation of the member from local coordinates (6.2(b)) to the 
global coordinate system (figure 6.2(c)) can be achieved by

F A —w? 0 0 1 * Fil i i il
F w A O  0 f 'i2 i i i2
F — 0 0 A —w f 'i3 i i i3
F (t) 0 0 w A f 'i4J i i i-r (t)

(6.2.13)
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and

11_______

d u '
i 2

d u
i3

—

d u '
i 4 J <r*- i ------

--

A w  0 0i i
-w A 0 0i i
0 0 A wi i
0 0 —w Ai i

duil
du
dui3
dui4'

(6.2.14)

J ( t )

where A and w are the cosine and the sine of the angle 0 , and F (j=l,4) and i i i ij
du (j=l,4) represent the components of the force and the change in the ij
elongation of the ith member in the global coordinate system (figure 6.2(c)).

Noting that F.(t) is given by the total constitutive law in 6.2.8, and i
that the matrix expressions 6.2.11-6.2.14 can be used together to relate the
components of the force, F (t), and the change in the elongation, dAL , in thei i
global coordinate system, will give

F A 2 A  W - A 2 — A  w
i l i i i i i  i

F A  w
•>W “ — A  v

9
v  — W“

i 2 i i i i i iAF
i 3

_ i~ L
i

- A 2
i

— A  W i i A 2
i

A  W i i
F

i 4 (t) — A  w  
i i

9
— W  “  

i
A  v

i

9
v W “  

i  i

I v?(t—r) S.(r) du.fr)ii
} p(t-r) S.(r) du. (r)
( p(t-r) S.(r) du (r)0 i i3
1 v5(t—r) S.(r) c h i  ( t )o i i4

(6.2.15)

The matrix form of the stress—strain law given in (6.2.15) is enough to
describe the response of any intact member. It should be noted that for a failed
member the force and the stress are assumed to vanish, so that, all components
represented by F (j=l,4) reduce to zero. This can be achieved by setting S (r) ij i
to zero not only at time t, but for all times 0 <r <t.

So far the constitutive laws provide a description of the members prior
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to their breakage. No failure criterion, governing this breakage, has been 
mentioned. Before the members fail, their behaviour is fully described by the 
constitutive laws given. When a member is considered to have failed, it is ignored 
in all subsequent steps of analysis. In the next section, an energy failure criterion 
is discussed.

6—2—7 Failure of the network members

In the time—independent analysis of the "network model" (chapter IV), 
an energy limiting criterion could be made interchangeable with a stress or strain 
limit. When time effects are taken into account, this interchangeability no longer 
applies and hence the failure criterion for the members should be specified more 
"precisely".

An energy failure criterion has been used [129a] for a number of 
different applications in describing the time—dependent behaviour of polymers. In 
these applications, fracture was assumed to be initiated or to propagate if some 
energy parameters reach limiting values. These limiting values are normally 
taken to be dependent on the rate of load application. It was suggested [129b] 
that an energy failure criterion would be most appropriate when dealing with 
time-dependent fracture.

For the network model, at any stage of loading, the work done per unit 
volume by the deformation of the ith member is given by

W.(t)
ft,

.̂(T')df.(r)i i
-0

(6.2.16)

This amount of energy is released in the system when the member fails.

An energy limit criterion is adopted for the network model. Members 
are assumed to have limits on the amounts of energy that they can dissipate 
when they fail under tensile and compressive loading. Hence, a member is 
considered to be intact as long as W (t) (equation 6.2.16) does not exceed ai
limiting value W in tension and 0 W in compression, where p is a scalarif i if i
defining the ratio of compressive to tensile energy limits.
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The limiting values of W , in the present formulation, are assumed to 
be constant for a given member and independent of the rate of deformation.

The use of this energy limit failure criterion requires integration along 
time and hence does not seem as straight forward as that adopted in the 
time—independent case. Nevertheless, it is computationally possible. If the 
network model is to be physically built, the assumed failure criterion can be 
achieved by monitoring the work done by each member and "cutting" the 
member if this quantity reaches its limits.

6-2-8  Member properties

In order to complete the description of the network model, the 
properties of all members need to be specified and stored in the computer 
memory. These properties include

(i) the length L and the direction cosines A and w . These arei i i
computed from the coordinates of the nodes between which the member extends.

(ii) the area A , the reference "static" stiffness modulus E , and thei i
critical energy limit in tension W . These are chosen from sets of random
numbers following normal distributions with specified means and standard 
deviations. These sets are truncated so that only positive values are assigned.

(iii) the ratio of the compressive limiting dissipative energy to the
tensile value, the power parameter x . and the reference static strain rate ci iO
(expression 6.2.6). These are taken to be the same for all members.

(iv) and the relaxation function ^(t). This function is assumed to be of
the form

VW = g)EXP(-g2t.)+g3 (6.2.17)

which satisfies the conditions in 6.2.3 for positive values of g ,g , and ĝ  such that
gt + g3 = 1.0 (6.2.IS)

The parameters g ,ĝ , and g are taken to be the same for all members.

Analysis of the network model can be performed provided the material 
properties, the constitutive laws, and the failure criteria are defined and stored in 
the computer memory.
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6—2—9 Analysis of the network model

(a) Incremental equations

Analysis of the network model is performed in an incremental manner
along time. Each term of the right hand side column matrix in (6.2.15) can be
approximated by the formrt t~At

ĉ (t—r )  S (r) du (r) = I ip(t—r) S (r) Au (r) i ij 0 i bJo
+ S(t)A u (t) (6.2.19)i d

where Au (t) represents the changes in the displacements at the nodes between ij
which the ith member extends (j=l,4). It is expressed as a forward difference so 
that

Au (t) = u (t+At) — u (t) (6.2.20)ij ij ij
The strain rate within a member, at time t, is approximated by the 

forward difference expression AL (t+At) -  AL (t)
c (t) = ------*-------------------*—  (6.2.21)1 L Ati

where AL.(t) is the elongation of the ith element at time t, and At is the time 
increment.

In order to express the strain rate (6.2.21) in matrix form, the matrix 
equations 6.2.12 and 6.2.14 are substituted in 6.2.21 to give

Au i
Au

il
i'2

f (t) = [—A w A —w ]
• : : : :

Au )3i l l  l L~At (6.2.22)

Au il (t)

For the analysis of the model to be computationally possible, the 
overall equilibrium equation (6.2.15) should be approximated by an incremental 
or discrete form. This is achieved by substituting the approximate expression
6.2.19 in 6.2.15 to give
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(6.2.23)
where

is the nodal force vector,

f -  b = k Au
f \ )  f \ l  /V  /V

il
i2

f  = i3

i4 ( t)

(6.2.24)

A
b = —r^-

2
i

, W i i
A2i

A

A  w - A 2 — A  W
' t - A t
v

i  i i i  i _ /  y  
0

O
W “ — A  w — W2 t - A t

i i  i i
S  i f  
0

— A  W 
i  i

A 2
i

A  W 
i  i

X
t - A t  

S  i f
0

— W “ A  w
0

W" 0

i i  i i
t - A t

E  f
o

u i v a l e n t  n o d a l  f o r c e  v e c t o r ,

• 
to

A  W - A 2 — A  w
1 i  i i i  i

A  w
0

W " — A  w
o

— W
i  i i i i i

1

— A  w A 2 A  W
1 i i  i i  i

— A  w
0

— W “ A  W
0

W “
i  i i l l i

il

i2

i3

i4

(6.2.25)

(6.2.26)

is the current instantaneous member stiffness matrix, and
Au

Au =

Au
Au

io
53

All i4 (t)
(6.2.27)

is the change in nodal displacements vector.
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To complete this discretization procedure, the energy W (t) (6.2.16),i
that can be dissipated by the breakage of the ilh member at time t, is 
approximated by t

W (t) = I  <r (r) dt ( t ) (6.2.28)i Q i i
with the stress a  (t) given byi t

a  (t) = I  y’(t~r) S ( r )  c (r) At (6.2.29)i 0 1 *
(b) Scope of analysis

The analysis is designed to reproduce the types of loading encountered 
in physical testing using a displacement controlled actuator for loading in at least 
one direction. Because of this, the analysis has been restricted to the following 
situations:

(i) uniaxial tensile displacement controlled tests with both 
loading and reactive edges friction free,

(ii) uniaxial tensile displacement controlled tests, with both 
loading and reactive edges friction free, followed by relaxation, and

(iii) uniaxial tensile displacement controlled tests, with both 
loading and reactive edges friction free, followed by creep.

In both situations (i) and (ii), displacements for all nodes in zone (2) 
(figure 4.2) are prescribed at all times so that analysis for both cases can be 
performed using the same computer routines. For the third case (iii), forces 
rather than displacements are prescribed in the creep phase. This requires some 
modifications to the analysis procedure.

The computer programs were written so that it would be possible to
deal with situations where rate effects are ignored in the instantaneous response
of the individual members. For this case, the instantaneous stress increment, *dcr (r), induced by a strain increment df (r), is assumed to be a function of the i i
value of de (r) only with no dependence on the time rate of this strain increment, i
The time—dependent behaviour of each member is determined solely by the 
damage evolution law (expression 6.2.4). The instantaneous value of the stiffness 
of the ith member, S (r), is taken to be of a constant value equal to the referencei
static modulus, E., at all times. Damage, within each member in this case, is only
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a result of stress relaxation with time.

(c) Computation

If nodal displacements are prescribed for all nodes in the edge zone (2) 
(figure 4.2) at all times, then the analysis of the behaviour of the network is 
performed in an incremental manner. A direct stiffness method, modified to 
incorporate time effects is used. Appendix B describes the steps of analysis 
followed in this case.

If stress along the network is to be kept constant after a 
specified time t then, for all times less than t , analysis follows the samec c
procedure in Appendix B. For all times greater than t , analysis still proceeds asc
before except that no reduction of the structural stiffness matrix for prescribed 
displacements is performed and no transformation of such displacements into 
nodal forces is done. In each step of analysis, all nodal forces are assumed to 
retain their values as in the previous time step. This ensures that the overall 
average stress along the network remains constant. This state of constant overall 
stress is accompanied by nodal displacements as well as changes in stresses within 
the individual members. Members breakage under these conditions is, hence, 
possible.

Some care should be taken when choosing the time increment At. A 
large value of At will result in large errors. These errors result from the failure of 
more than one member during the same increment of time and from the use of 
discrete sums over time to approximate various integral relations. On the other 
hand, a very small increment of time will result, in large computer time usage 
with not much improvement in accuracy. It also results in some calculations 
involving indefinitely small numbers that, can not, be performed accurately by the 
computer.

For each test ruin some trial tests on the model were run to choose an 
appropriate time increment At. This increment is chosen so that no more than 
one member fails at the same time and such that a further reduction in its value 
will not alter the response numerically (by more than 0.1%). It was found 
convenient, and computer time saving, to increase the time increment (by orders 
of magnitude) during creep or relaxation phases, if the loading rates prior to 
these phases are relatively high compared to those during constant strain or 
stress conditions. If, at any stage of loading, the response of the network was
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found to be highly brittle (with more than one member breaking), reduction of 
At (by half) was imposed. This is possible unless failure is unstable in the sense 
that members breakage occurs rapidly within a short time. In this case, failure of 
a member leaves the network in an unstable state that can only be stabilized by 
further members failing.

Results of tests performed on the network model will be presented in 
the next chapter together with those performed on another material model 
termed the fibre bundle model. The description of the bundle model and the 
procedure followed in its analysis are presented in the following section.
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6—3 The "fibre bundle1* model

As an alternative to the discrete formulation presented in the previous 
section to describe time-dependent, progressive fracture, a continuum model is 
presented in here. This model is built up in a similar fashion to that followed in 
the formulation of the general time-dependent progressively fracturing solids 
theory of chapter V.

Consider an ideal time—dependent progressively fracturing solid having
its fracture surface in strain space of the form

F = A f -h(D.T) = 0 (6.3.1)b ij
where the tensor A represents symmetric multipliers and h, a positive function ij
describing damage in the material, is a function of the energy dissipated, D, and 
time. T is a parameter describing time and rate effects.

The fracture surface (expression 6.3.1) is a hyperplane in strain space 
and the function h provides a limit on the strain which is associated with 
fracture. A similar device has been developed in plasticity by Sander [130] where 
the material description involved the use of several independent linear loading 
functions each defining a hvperplane. The yield surface that is observed in tests 
on real materials would correspond to t he boundary of the internal region formed 
by the intersection of these independent yield surfaces.

This continuum description, provided by equation 6.3.1, can be closely
linked to a two dimensional physical model consisting of fibres held in parallel so
that, at any time, strain is identical for all fibres. If the fibres within a bundle are
aligned at an angle 9 (figure 6.4) to the coordinate axis T', where 0 < 0 < tt, then
the multipliers, A , would be calculated from the directional cosines of the angle ij
0  using the equations in 2.4.3. In these terms, an individual fibre within a bundle 
is assumed to break in tension when its axial strain reaches a limiting value f ,
assumed to be rate dependent. The limiting strains of all fibres are assumed to be 
continuously distributed between zero and infinity.

The parameter h in equation 6.3.1 is hence the current value of f
required to break the next fibre in the bundle, where all fibres with limiting 
strains betwreen zero and f have already been broken. Since the limiting strains of
the individual fibres are assumed to be dependent on the time history of strain,
then h serves a measure of the past path and time history of deformations.
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The linear loading function idealization is equivalent to a fibre bundle 
so that the use of a number of independent linear loading functions correspond to 
a model comprising a number of differently aligned fibre bundles responding to an 
applied strain field.

A full investigations of this model, with time and rate effects 
completely ignored, was presented by Rida in [51].

6—3—1 Continuum formulation

In chapter V a continuum theory, for the description of the behaviour 
of an ideal time—dependent progressively fracturing solid, was developed. The 
present fibre bundle model is derived in a similar fashion. In fact, it is a 
particular case of this theory. Most of the assumptions adopted in the 
formulation of the general theory are assumed to hold in the present formulation.

In this section the theoretical background necessary for the continuum 
formulation of the model involving linear loading functions is presented and all 
the necessary derivations are performed for the complete description of the 
material behaviour.

At any time t, the stress increment d<r (t), within a fibre bundle, is
fi

assumed to be composed of two components so that
d a  (t) = d a  (t) -f d a  (t) (6.3.2)

, ij ij ij where d a  (t) is the viscoelastic stress increment and d a  (t) is the fracture stress fi fi
decrement.

The expressions of the different instantaneous stress increments in 6.3.2 
in terms of the instantaneous relaxation moduli and their changes are given, at 
the time of fracture r, by expressions similar to those in 5.3.7. Hence 

d<T.(r) = S { t ) dr (r) + dS (r) f (r)lj ljkm km ijkm km
(6.3.3)

so that, with 6.3.2,
dcr..(r) = S (r) df (r) (6.3.4)ij ljkm km

and
d a jr )  = dS. (;-) < (-) (6.3.5)1J ]jkm km

where the superscript * refers to the instantaneous responses at the time of
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fracture r. S (r) is termed the instantaneous secant stiffness modulus, ijkm

It is assumed that, to any state of the model material, represented by a 
point in strain space, there corresponds an instantaneous fracture surface defined 
by 6.3.1. This surface is determined by the damage parameter h (and hence D 
and T) evaluated at that point (section 5—2).

As for the general theory, the direction of the instantaneous fracture* i *stress decrement, da  (r) at the time of fracture r, is along the inward normal to ij
the instantaneous fracture surface at the current point of fracture. Progressive 
fracture is assumed to occur when

8 V
m dh < 0 (6.3.6)

Inequality 6.3.6 and the normality criterion suggest a flow rule of the
form

* ! I
d a  (7) = — K ij

d ¥ _
0 ( . .

(6.3.7)
0

where K is a scalar to be determined. In view of the expression of the fracture 
surface (6.3.1) the above flow rule becomes

d a  (7) = —K A dh at. t=r (6.3.8)ij ij
It should be noted that during progressive fracture

F(r) = A f (7) — h( 7) = 0 (6.3.9)d d
and

dF(r) = A d< (7) — dh(7) = 0 (6.3.10)d d
In view of the incremental form of the stress in 6.3.3, the value of the

increment of dissipated energy, released instantaneously at the time of fracture 7,

can be assumed to be given by [51]
dD(r) = — \ d a  (7) ( (7) (6.3.11)L ij ij

Multiplying both sides of the flow rule (6.3.8) bv i gives
d a  ( t ) ( (7) = — K A ( dh at t =  r ij ij ij ij

(6.3.12)
Substituting equation 6.3.11 in 6.3.12 gives

K = 2dDA ( dh ij i j
at t = T (6.3.13)
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Noting that A e = h at t = r (equation 6.3.9), the flow rule becomes ij ij ^
da (r) = ----- dD at, t=r (6.3.14)ij n

or —2A dD A fda (r) = ---^ at t=r (6.3.15)ij h “
so that from (6.3.5)

dS (r)ljkm —  A A dD]-j- U km +
t — T

R... ( r )ijkm

where R (r) is a symmetric tensor such that R ( r ) (ijkm * ijkm
components of R (r) to be zero [51] givesijkm

dS (r) = —̂ -A A dD at t=rijkm J-|2 ij km

(6.3.16)
(r)=0. Taking allkm

(6.3.17)

The above expression completes the continuum description of the 
instantaneous response of the model material. Still, in order for the formulation 
to be implemented, the forms of the various functions (T, D. h) should be known 
or assumed based on past experience of experimental results of some physical 
materials. Also, for computational convenience, the material description should 
be expressed in terms of incremental rather than continuum relations. These two 
aspects are tackled in the next section.

6—3—2 Expressions for the various functions

The instantaneous response of a fibre bundle is assumed to be 
dependent on the current strain rate. A simple power form of T, involving only 
strain rates, is assumed, 1

T(r) =
f (Oj

for ( > (r 0 (6.3.18)

where x is a power parameter , is the reference "static" equivalent strain rate,
and € ( t ) is the absolute value of the current strain rate along the direction of the r
bundle.

If within a small increment of time dr, the strain changes bv df (r)ij
then the strain rate can be approximated by
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(6.3.19)t  ( t ) =
A d c ( t )  _Jj___ Li__

dr

In the time—independent analysis of this material model [51] the energy 
dissipation function, D, was assumed to be related to the damage parameter h by

hD = Dmax w (6.3.20)
where D is the maximum energy that can be dissipated upon complete failure,max
and 0  is a parameter controlling brittleness of the response.

It is assumed , for the present formulation, that at any level of damage, 
the energy dissipated upon fracture is higher for higher values of strain rate, and 
that the total energy that can be extracted from the fibre bundle has an upper 
bound of a value D . This allows the extension of 6.3.20 intomax -»

D = D [ hmax h + T (3f
(6.3.21)

with the strain rate parameter T given by 6.3.18.

Figure 6.3 depicts the variation of D with h for various values of T. It 
is noted that for the same value of the damage parameter h, the energy dissipated 
at the time of fracture r is higher for lower values of T (associated with higher 
strain rates).

From 6.3.21
dD(r) = f^dh  + f^ d T  = 3 ^ Ti+T/F (T d h -h d T )a tt  = r  

(6.3.22)

In view of equation 6.3.17, the change in the instantaneous relaxation
modulus dS (r) can be given as ijkm

d S  ( t )  =  f " 2 Cljkm A A dDh 2 ij km (6.3.23)
t=r

where dD(r) is given by (6.3.22) and

(i) C=0 for F(r) < 0 and A dr (r) < 0 (elastic unloading)ij ij
F(r) < 0  and A dr (r) > 0 (elastic loading) ij ij

(iii) C=1 for F(r) = 0 and A dr (r) >0 (progressive fracture)ij ij
-205 -
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Noting that during progressive fracture equations 6.3.9 and 6.3.10 
apply, the allocation of the changes in the damage parameter, dh, and the loading 
function, dF, at the time of fracture can be performed as 

dh(r) = 0
dF(r) = A dc (r) for C = 0 (6.3.25)d d

and
dh(r) = A de (r) ij ij
dF(r) = 0 for C = 1 (6.3.26)

As a result of the incremental form of the above equations,
overshooting the instantaneous fracture surface might occur and has to be catered
for in computation. The expressions in 6.3.25 should thus be modified if
A de (r)> IFI, since this condition results in overshooting the instantaneous ij ij
fracture surface. In this case, 6.3.25 is replaced by 

dF(r) = \ F ( t ) \
dh(r) = A df (r) — |F(r)| (6.3.27)ij ij
At the time of fraclure r. 1 lie .strain rate i  (r) is approximated byr

6.3.19 and the change in the strain rate parameter T, at time r, is approximated 
by the backward difference expression

dT(r) =T( t ) — T( r—dr) (6.3.28).

6—3—3 Calculation of the initial instantaneous stiffness

In the previous section, incremental equations were formulated to 
describe the instantaneous response of the model material at any time. The initial 
response of the material (at time zero) still needs to be described so that, at any 
time, the material response be described by the cumulative instantaneous 
responses from time zero.

In the time—independent version of the present theory (progressively 
fracturing solids theory using linear loading functions [51]), the initial stiffness 
can be calculated unambiguously from the dissipation function D(h) on the 
assumption that the stiffness is reduced to zero when all fibres are broken and 
D = D max* The initial stiffness Sijkm is hence calculated using

dS
j j y f  dii =  oS. (0)  +ljkm

J 0
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where h is a function of damage and is independent of time. A similar argument 
in the present formulation gives

S..t (0) +
•oo

dSii km(t) dt, dt = 0
J0

(6.3.30)

if the instantaneous stiffness is to reduce to zero at t = oo when the bundle is 
completely damaged. The above expression, with equation 6.3.17, givesc oo

-  A A dDh2 b km
J0

S.„ (0) = (6.3.31)

The above expression illustrates the difficulty encountered here in the 
calculation of the initial instantaneous stiffness. The integration has to be 
performed along time since the function to be integrated is dependent on time. 
This means that the initial instantaneous stiffness is no more a material property 
but is a function of the history of loading the material is expected to follow. This 
is a direct result of the assumption that the damage function h is dependent on 
both the damage parameter D and the strain rate parameter T.

One wav of overcoming this difficulty is to choose the damage function
in such a way that —  is independent on time. This allows the integrationh 2
(6.3.31) to be performed independently of T. This additional assumption on the 
material behaviour allows the calculation of the initial instantaneous stiffness to 
be performed directly from the damage function h as in the case of the 
time—independent behaviour.

In the present formulation an alternative assumption is adopted. The 
initial instantaneous material stiffness is assumed to be dependent on the initial 
loading conditions applied on the material regardless of any loading to follow. In 
other words, the initial instantaneous stiffness S (0) is calculated by assumingi j km
that the fibre bundle is strained from t = 0 to t = oo at the same strain rate t  (0),r
where c (0) is the strain rate at time t = 0. Corresponding to t (0) is ther r
parameter T(0) (expression 6.3.18). Using the incremental equation 6.3.22 and 
noting that, in this case, dT=0 all over the integral 6.3.31 will give2D

S.. (0) = A Aij km ij km max
d f T(0)

(6.3.32)

The initial instantaneous stiffness being calculated, the stiffness at all
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other times can be calculated as will be seen in the next section.

6—3—4 Changes in the instantaneous stiffness moduli

At any time r, the change in the instantaneous stiffness modulus Sijkm
is given by expression 6.3.23

dS (r) = ’i J km
2C A A dD

t —  T
(6.3.33)h 2 d km

with C given by expression 6.3.24. The above expression can be evaluated if the 
change in the energy dissipated upon fracture, dD(r), is known. From the 
incremental equation 6.3.22 dD , dDdD = - dh + - dT
where

and

3D 3OU _  max f Th2
1 4

h+T^

dD
W

3D 3max f h
I 7 + T T

(6.3.34)

(6.3.35)

(6.3.36)
The expressions in 6.3.34 to 6.3.36 can be used to calculate the change in the 
incremental energy dissipated upon fracture. This increment of energy being 
calculated will be used in expression 6.3.33 to evaluate dS , at the time ofijkm
fracture r.

It was found that in some applications an alternative formulation of the 
stiffness moduli proves more convenient from the computational point of view. 
This formulation is achieved by noting that expressions 6.3.14, 6.3.3, 6.3.5, and 
6.3.24 give

d<r..(r) = S (r) df (r) -ij ijkm km
2C A dD d t —  T

(6.3.37)
and that dh = A de at t=r. Substituting 6.3.34 in 6.4.37 gives ij ij* r 2CA..dtf.(r) = M. (r) df ( r )  11 'ij ljkm km  ̂  ̂ tv |' dT2 km km dL t ,= r 

(6.3.38)
where

M (r) = S ( t ) -ijkm ijkm 2C x x dD' h ;Sjkm clh t = r
(6.3.39)

is termed the instantaneous tangent stiffness modulus at the time of fracture.
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6—3—5 Scalar representation

A scalar representation was adopted in which stresses and strains are 
represented in terms of their scalar equivalent projected along the direction of the 
fibre bundle. These scalar definitions allow the representation of the tangential 
and secant stiffness moduli and their incremental changes in terms of scalar 
quantities. This is a convenience for numerical applications, particularly in 
assuring convergence of the incremental solution (Appendix C—Appendix F).

The strain along the direction of the fibre bundle is a scalar c ( r )  given
by

t (?) = A..c..(r) u jj (6.3.40)

The instantaneous scalar stress a { r )  along the same direction is 
calculated bv

a =  A  <7 ( r )  ij u ij
with

0 dcr (s) ij

(6.3.41)

(6.3.42)
0

where da (s) is the instantaneous increment of stress at time t=s, 0 < s < r, ij
resulting from an increment of strain d( (s).ij

Following the same representation of Rida [51], the initial 
instantaneous secant modulus (equation 6.3.32) is thus given by

S (0) = A A *8(0) (6.3.43)ijkm ij km
where the scalar S (0) is given by1  2DS(0) = ----- (6.3.44)

. J f T ( 0 ) ] 2

At any time r, the instantaneous secant modulus S (r) can beijkm
calculated by the approximate discrete sum

r—dr
S. (r) = S (0) + Z dS (s) (6.3.45)ijkm ijkm S =  0 ijkni
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where dS is given by (6.3.33) and dr is the time increment over whichijkm
discretization is performed. In scalar form the above expression becomes

S (r) = A A S(r)ijkm ij km
with

S(r) = S(0) +
t—d r

Is=0
2C dDh at s

(6.3.46)

(6.3.47)
The scalar representation of the stress, strain, and stiffness moduli allows the
stress—strain instantaneous law to be expressed as

*

o ( t ) =  S(r) 6 (r) (6.3.48)
For the next time increment the following scalar representation applies*

a(r+dr) = S(r+dr) r(r+dr) (6.3.49)
so that, for a small increment of time

<r(r) + d<j(r) = S( r) + dS( r) ( (r) + d c ( r)

with
dS(r) = — dD at t=r h 2

(6.3.50)

(6.3.51)
The instantaneous tangential stiffness modulus can also be expressed in 

scalar form as

with

so that from 6.6.38

(r)]jkm

M(r) = S(r)

A A M(r)ij km

2 C dD
h dh t — T

(6.3.52)

(6.3.53)

da( r) = M( r) d t (r) — 2C v dD —  <(r)OT dT t = r
(6.3.54)

6 -3 -6  Calculation of the actual stress

So far, the continuum and incremental formulations have been able to 
represent the instantaneous response of the fibre bundle. Further assumptions, 
relating the actual response to the instantaneous one, are hence needed.

As in the continuum model (section 5—3). the actual stress at any time 
is assumed to be fully described by all previous instantaneous stress increments.
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The stress increment da (t) at a time t, due to a strain increment de ( r )ij ij
occurring at time r, is assumed to be related to the instantaneous stress
increment da .(r) at time r  by a damage evolution law (5.3.1) so that

<7..(t) =  n
*V?(t—t ) d a  ( t ) ij (6.3.55)

0
or approximately

v  da. .(r) ff.(t) = l v ( t t ) — — dr ij o a r
(6.3.56)

The relaxation function p(t) is taken to be of the form
v?(t) = g jE X P ^ t) + g3 (6.3.57)

where g , g , and g are positive constants such that g +g =1.0. This function is1 2  3 1 3
monotonically decreasing with time and is such that <p(0)=1.0 and that y?(t) 
approaches a value of g asymptotically with time.

3

This completes the description of the behaviour of a fibre bundle or 
equivalently a solid whose behaviour is governed by a single linear loading 
function. The following section provides the additional assumptions and 
expressions involved when a system of two or more such bundles are assembled 
together.

6—3—7 Analysis of some systems assembled from several fibre bundles — 
Numerical techniques

Two different systems of fibre bundles were tested under various 
loading conditions. Results of these tests are presented in chapter VII together 
with those of the network model.

In this section, the steps followed in the analysis of these two systems 
of fibre bundles are presented.

The first system comprises fibre bundles held in a homogeneous strain
field (figure 6.4). The fibre bundles are oriented at different angles with the
reference coordinate system. The homogeneity of the strain field in all direction
ensures that, at any time, the components of strain for all bundles, in the
reference coordinate system, are the same. In other words e (t) is the same forij
all fibre bundles in the reference coordinate system. This system was studied in
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[51] with all time and rate effects ignored.

Analysis of this system was followed incrementally along time. The 
system was studied under conditions of zero shear strains at all times 
(e =6 =0). Two sets of tests were performed. In the first one, both longitudinal
and transverse strain components (<■  and c ) were prescribed at all times. In
the second case, only e was prescribed with the stress component in the
transverse direction a  being zero at all times.22

The second system comprised two fibre bundles in series (figure 6.5). In 
this case, analysis can always be performed along the direction of the assembly 
and is hence one dimensional. Analysis is followed incrementally along time for 
the case of continuously prescribed total deformation u (t) (figure 6.5), and the
case where u^t) is prescribed up to a specified time t after which u (̂t), for t>t ,
is allowed to vary so that the stress along the assembly remains constant.

(a) A system of fibre bundles in a homogeneous strain field — Strain 
always prescribed

As mentioned earlier, this system of fibre bundles is an idealization of 
the continuum description of fracture provided by the use of several independent 
linear loading functions of the form 6.3.1.

For such a system, the total instantaneous stiffness modulus of the
assembly can be calculated by summing individual terms each representing a
fibre bundle (or a linear loading function). In other words,

N  ' N

S T  ( t ) = 1 S "  ( r )  =  I  A "  A "  S n ( r )  ( 6 . 3 . 5 8 )ijkm n _ j ijkm n _] ij km
N  N

d S T  ( r )  =  Z  d S "  ( r ) = I  A "  A "  d S n ( r )ijkm n_ j  ijkm n _ j lj km
(6.3.59)

and
N  N

MT  ( t ) =  1 M" (r) = I An A " M n(r)ljkm n_ i  ijkm n = i ij km
(6.3.60)

where the superscript n stands for terms related to the nth bundle and T for total
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terms.

These expressions of total terms as well as the expressions described 
earlier for the behaviour of individual fibre bundles are enough to describe the 
response of this system of fibre bundles.

The analysis procedure, followed to describe the behaviour of such a 
system of fibre bundles under fully prescribed applied strains, is described in 
Appendix C. This procedure can be used to study the response under 
monotonically increasing strains at a constant strain rate, and partially 
restrained conditions where strain in one or more directions is kept constant at 
all times.

(b) A system of fibre bundles in a homogeneous strain field — Not all 
strains prescribed

In this case, strain in one or more directions (in the reference
coordinate system (figure 6.4)) is not prescribed but left to vary such that stress
along these directions is prescribed. In particular, the stress along the direction
where strain is not prescribed is kept zero at all times. For this caset

<r(t) = I  —t ) dcr(r) = 0 for all times t 0

along the directions where strain is not prescribed.
(6.3.61)

For a given form of (̂ (t), equation 6.3.61 can only be satisfied at all 
times t if, for all fibre bundles,

d(j(r) = 0 for all times r (6.3.62)
For example, if t  is not prescribed and is such that o  (t.)=0 always , then 

*
d a  (r)=0 at all times, for all fibre bundles.22

Because of the dependence of the new instantaneous stiffness modulus 
of the assembly on the strain increment dc , the evaluation of this stiffness can
not be performed directly (since not all components of df (r) are prescribed). Anij
iterative technique was, thus, adopted. The analysis procedure followed, in this 
case, is presented in Appendix D.

It should be noted that if <r(t) was held constant at a value other than
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zero, no direct conclusion can be drawn regarding the values of the instantaneous 
stress increments in the different fibre bundles. The instantaneous stress can vary 
with time for the various bundles with the overall stress of the assembly 
unchanged. This imposes a difficulty in the analysis of this system under 
conditions simulating creep tests. These tests can only be performed if iterative 
techniques are adopted where the instantaneous stress increments are assumed 
and the response of the system is calculated and then checked if it is in 
accordance with the assumed instantaneous stress increments.

The behaviour of an ideal progressively fracturing solid under 
conditions of constant applied stress can be understood if, instead of a parallel 
arrangement of individual fibre bundles, a system of bundles held in series under 
the same stress is tested. The analysis procedure followed for such a system is 
presented in the following section.

(c) A system of two fibre bundles in series — Total deformation always 
prescribed

For such a system (figure 6.5) the force across the two bundles is the 
same at all times. Assuming that the total area is the same for the two fibre 
bundles, then the stress is the same for both bundles at all times.

At any time, the strain c (t) and e (t) for the two bundles are given by
u (t)£ ( t ) = - ‘c -  (6.3.63)

and
U (t) -  U (t)( t) = -2---- r— 5— (6.3.64)

where û  and û  are the nodal displacements (figure 6.5) and and are the
lengths of the two fibre bundles. The two equations 6.3.63 and 6.3.64 give

L f,(t) + L <9(t) = u2(t) (6.3.65)
It should be noted that u (t) is the total displacement applied to the system. In
incremental form, equation 6.3.65 becomes

(6.3.66)
The above expression has followed directly from compatibility conditions and 
should be satisfied at all times regardless of the type of loading.

L de (t) + L df (t) = du (t) 1 1  2 2 2

Denoting the instantaneous stress increments in the two bundles at any
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if. +time t  by do^r) and do (r) respectively, then the stress o(t) along the assembly
at any time is given byt t—dt

oft) = I = 1r(t) = L Lp(t—t ) do (r) — L ^(t—r) do ( r )  + do (t)r=0 1 r = 0 1 1

or t—dt
oft) = Ir(t) = L ip{t-T) d a  (r) + d a  (t) r=0 2 2

(6.3.67)

(6.3.68)
The above two equations give t—dt

d a  (t) — d a  (t) = I  ^(t—r )  ( d a  ( r )  — d a  (r)) = I1 2 r_Q 2 1 0
(6.3.69)

The above incremental expressions together with the individual incremental 
description of the behaviour of the two fibre bundles are implemented in the 
overall analysis of the system. The analysis procedure is given in Appendix E.

This procedure was used to analyse the behaviour of such a system 
under linearly increasing u (t) with time or constant values of u (̂t) (at all times
t > t ) following a linearly increasing u (̂t) with time (up to t ).

(d) A system of two fibre bundles in series — Total displacement 
prescribed up to time t

c

Up to a specified time t , the system is loaded under prescribedc
displacements, u (t), so that the analysis procedure follows that described in
section (c). For all times t > t , stress is kept at a constant value of <j(t ) whichc c
was attained at time t .c

* *The instantaneous stress increments d<7 (t) and do- (t), in expressions 
6.3.67 and 6.3.68, at time t>t can be calculated bvc t—At

do (t) = —I  ^(t~r) do (r) + o(t )1 T= 0 1 C
(6.3.70)

and
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(6.3.71)

t— At
dcr2(t) = - lT— 0 y?(t-r) da2(r) + <r(0

Appendix F gives the procedure followed for the analysis of the 
behaviour of this system of fibre bundles when stress is held constant across the 
two bundles at all times t>t .c

(e) Some remarks on the present formulation of the fibre bundle model

The continuum formulation of the fibre bundle model, presented in this
chapter, does not follow exactly the general continuum description given in
chapter V. This is because the parameter T . used in chapter V, is not usedq
explicitly in the equation of the fracture surface (6.3.1). The continuum 
description presented in chapter V suggested the form of the loading function to 
be

F = F(6 ,h,T) (6.3.72)
where damage is described by the parameter h and time dependence is described 
by the parameter T. In the present model the description of the material 
behaviour is based on a loading function of the form

F = F(f..,h) (6.3.73)

This results in the use of
h = h(D,T) 
<9F
0 7 df > 0

to describe progressive fracture (with F=0) rather than
I t  dfi j + I t  dTq > 0fi q

adopted in chapter V.

(6.3.74)

(6.3.75)

(6.3.76)

Despite this simplification, the formulation incorporates time effects in
two ways:

(i) The energy dissipated at any time is assumed to be a function of the 
damage parameter h and its time rate.

(ii) The response of the model is assumed to be a result of the 
relaxation with time of the instantaneous response.
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Condition (ii) ensures that the response of the model material is always 
dependent on the past time history of deformation. The dependence of the 
instantaneous response on the strain rate and its changes follows from (i). It 
should be noted that the dependence of the instantaneous response on time 
follows only during progressive fracture due to (6.3.75). During elastic 
instantaneous behaviour, the instantaneous response becomes insensitive to 
changes in strain rate and will only be dependent on the value of the strain rate 
prior to viscoelastic behaviour. Time effects will still be catered for by the actual 
response of the material because of the damage evolution law following from (ii) 
above.
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Fig. 6.1 Influence of the strain rate on the instantaneous 
stiffness modulus (equation 6.2.6).
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a typical bar element in the network model
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CHAPTER VII

THE RESPONSE OF SOME TIME—DEPENDENT PROGRESSIVELY 
FRACTURING MODEL MATERIALS

7—1 Introduction

In this chapter results from numerical testing, performed on the 
"network model" and the "fibre bundle model", are presented.

The network model was tested under conditions of uniaxial tension 
obtained by applying prescribed end displacements. Conditions simulating creep 
and relaxation tests, were also performed.

Following this, and as a way of exploring the behaviour of a material 
whose response is described by several independent linear loading functions, a 
system of fibre bundles with different orientations, held in a homogeneous strain 
field, was tested under conditions simulating uniaxial tensile, uniaxial extension, 
and biaxial extension tests. These tests were performed at different applied strain 
rates.

It was mentioned earlier that the assumption of a homogeneous strain 
field and the use of discrete bundles lead to a difficulty in specifying force 
boundary conditions. The simplification involving the use of a homogeneous 
strain field is the same as that resulting from layering displacement controlled 
finite elements where elements are imagined as working in parallel with the same 
displacement boundary conditions. At the other extreme, elements could be 
combined in series or overlaid in such a way to experience the same stress. In 
order to explore the behaviour of such an idealization, two fibre bundles, held in 
series, were tested under monotonically increasing applied deformations (at 
different applied strain rates). This system was also tested under conditions 
simulating creep and relaxation tests. In what follows, the results of these tests 
are presented.
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7—2 Behaviour of the network model

7—2—1 Specifications of the network

The network model (figure 4.1) was tested under applied deformations. 
At any time t, the displacement v applied to all nodes in zone (2) along the 
y—direction (figure 4.2) is given by

v = v t (7.2.1)
where v is the rate of application of displacements. The rate of the average strain 
applied to the sample follows from expression 4.1.10

t -̂---- (7.2.2)yy yo yo2 ~ 1
where Yj and are the initial averages of the ordinates of all nodes in zones (1) 
and (2) respectively (figure 4.2).

The member properties assigned to the network are given in table 7.1. 
The network comprised 83 members connecting 16 nodes (figure 4.1(c)). The 
limitation on the number of nodes was set in order to keep the size of 
computation within reasonable bounds for the time history analysis. The choice 
of relatively large values of the standard deviations of the distributions is to 
ensure heterogeneity in member propert ies.

Table 7.1—Network model parametersStatistical variables chosen from normal distributions truncated so that onlypositive values are assigned. Mean S.D.
Ai Area 10.0 2.0
E. Static 60.0 12.0i stiffness modulus
w if Critical 

energy limit
83.33E—06 16.67E-06

Compressive to tensile ratio of dissipative energy, p  , 100.0iPower parameter (ref. equation 6.2.6), x , 30.0i
Reference static strain rate, c , 0.01/Lio ' iRelaxation parameters (ref. expression 6.2.17) g, 0.4

g 0.0052g 0.63
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The choice of a reference static strain rate dependent on the length L
of the individual members is only for computational convenience. Since 
equilibrium and compatibility conditions are to be invoked using forces and 
displacements (rather than stresses and strains), it is more convenient to assume 
a static displacement rate rather than a static strain rate. The static 
displacement rate was assigned the value 0.01 for all members, and hence the 
expression 0.01/L for the member's static strain rate. The dependence of thei
reference static strain rate on the member length imposes some bias on the 
network in the sense that, under the same strain rate, long members become 
stiffer than short ones (all other factors ignored).

Because of the relatively small number of nodes, a significant area of 
the sample had to be assigned boundary displacements in order to ensure ample 
connectivity between the core of the sample and the boundary zones. In physical 
terms, with a rather loose structure, there would be difficulties in testing if not 
enough connecting points are gripped by the loading system.

For the particular network tested (figure 4.1(c)), the lengths a and b of 
the boundary zones (1) and (2) (figure 4.2) were taken as 4.6 and 4.0 
respectively. This reduces the length of the sample tested from a theoretical 
maximum of 42.0 units to a region between grips of 33.4 units long. The 
boundary zones (4) and (5) are defined only to measure the lateral strain e . No

XX

displacements are imposed on nodes in these zones and hence their sizes do not 
reduce the width of the sample. The widths c and d of these zones were taken as
5.0 and 5.5 respectively.

7—2—2 Deformation controlled tensile tests

i

(a) Results from tensile testing at different rates of applied 
deformations

At all strain rates, the response of t he network model is characterized 
by two modes of behaviour. Hardening is observed up to the peak stress after 
which strain softening occurs (figure 7.1). It is noted that the peak stress 
increases with strain rate and that the strain corresponding to the peak stress is 
reduced. Corresponding to these changes is a reduction in the material stiffness 
from fast to slow rates of loading.

Figure 7.2 shows in detail the peak stress corresponding to different
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loading rates. Above a strain rate of around 10"03, the material can be considered 
to be rate dependent and unaffected by the choice of e . Below this value, rateiO
effects are not so apparent and the time dependence arises mainly from the choice 
of the relaxation function.

Below a certain value of the applied strain rate (10‘06 in these tests), no 
changes in the response of the network model were detected. This is expected 
because of the forms of the instantaneous stress strain law (6.2.5 and 6.2.6) and 
the damage evolution law (6.2.7 and 6.2.17) adopted. At a very slow rate, the 
instantaneous stiffness modulus within each member becomes equal to its 
reference static value and the form of <p(t) (expression 6.2.17) suggests that at a 
very slow rate p(t) will assume a constant value of g (0.6 in this case). Hence,3
below a certain value of the applied strain rate the behaviour of the network 
model becomes time and rate independent.

The time-dependence of the response of the network model is a result 
of an interaction between the rate sensitive instantaneous constitutive law and 
the time delayed damage which is catered for by the damage evolution law. The 
contribution of each of these factors to the model's response is dependent on the 
rate of applied deformations.

At high levels of strain rate, the rate sensitivity of the instantaneous 
response outweighs the delayed damage effects. Strain is applied in such a small 
interval of time so that ^(t) is approximately 1.0 for all times up to complete 
failure.

At low values of the applied deformation rate, the contribution of the 
delayed damage outweighs that due to instantaneous strain rate sensitivity. At 
such rates, the strain rate within individual members becomes close to the static 
strain rate c and hence the instantaneous stiffness modulus S becomes close toio i
to the reference static value E. (expression 6.2.6).

This change in the mode of behaviour from one range of applied 
average strain rate to another is also apparent in the results for the network 
stiffness given in figure 7.3.

There is no unique definition for the stiffness of the network. The 
stiffness of a sample of real materials is usually defined as the initial tangent
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modulus or the secant (or tangent) modulus at some predefined strain level. 
Figure 7.3 shows the variation of the initial tangent stiffness and other stiffness 
moduli, at preset strain levels, with applied strain rate. All moduli are observed 
to be higher for higher values of strain rate. The variations of the stiffness moduli 
conform with the suggestion that above a certain strain rate (10"3 in here) 
response in mainly controlled by the instantaneous strain rate sensitivity and 
that below another value of strain rate (10‘6) it is controlled by a time delayed 
damage. Between these two limits the response is a transition between the two 
modes detected at high and low rates respectively.

The reduction of the values of the strain at peak stress with increasing 
applied strain rate (figure 7.4) is a result of the assumption that the total energy 
released when a member breaks is constant and rate independent. A member will 
break at a smaller value of strain if the strain rate is increased. This 
simplification does not necessarily result in the overall energy dissipated by the 
network up to peak stress, or to complete failure, being the same for all strain 
rates. In fact, figure 7.1 suggests that the energy dissipated by the network model 
up to peak stress is greater for higher strain rates. For the energy dissipated up 
to complete failure the same conclusion is, in most cases, true.

This is so because the mode of failure of the network is more localized 
at high strain rates as will be seen in the next section when the distribution of 
broken members at different strain rates is looked upon. More energy is needed to 
break the network at high strain rates than at low ones eventhough the 
individual members dissipate the same energy at all applied strain rates.

Because of the inconsistency in published results regarding the 
variation of strain at peak stress with applied strain rates, for real physical 
materials (section 3—2), no attempt was made to refine the assumption that the 
total dissipative energy within each member is rate and time insensitive.

The results obtained by testing the network model are by no means a 
quantitative simulation of real material behaviour. The range of strain rates used 
and the forms of the variation of the network's response with applied strain rates 
are a direct result of the numerical values allocated to the network parameters 
and the forms of the instantaneous stress strain law and the damage evolution 
law. Still, many aspects of the model's response are comparable qualitatively to 
physical materials. Tests on concrete show that the strength, as measured by the 
peak stress, increases with an increase in applied strain rate in tension and 
compression and so does the stiffness (to a lesser extent). The change of the peak
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stress of concrete with applied strain rate (sections 3—2), shows that the variation 
is dependent on the value of the strain rate. In other words, at high levels of 
strain rate the form of the peak stress—strain rate curve is different from that 
obtained at low strain rate levels.

In summary, the nonlinearity observed in the response of the network 
model is a result of two factors:

(i) strain rate sensitivity and time delayed damage within individual 
members, and

(ii) breakage of members.

The second factor was the sole cause of nonlinearity in the response of 
the time independent network model (chapter IV).

It should be noted that the above two factors are interrelated. 
Equilibrium of actual, rather than the instantaneous, forces at each node results 
in members breakage being time dependent.

(b) Tensile tests — Modes of failure

The network is considered to have failed completely if it has reached a 
state where an addition of a small increment of strain would result in the 
separation of the network into two or more parts.

Before the peak stress is attained, the distribution of failed members 
was more or less uniform (or random) through the network. Near and after the 
peak stress, failed members tend to cluster in localized zones. This localization 
was observed at all strain rates as shown by the distribution of the centroids of 
failed members (figure 7.5). The distribution of failed elements is not the same 
for all strain rates and although is always localized at failure, the failure of the 
network tends to be more localized at higher strain rates. The increase in the 
brittleness of the response at higher strain rates, as seen by the slopes of the 
stress strain curves in the post peak response in figure 7.1, is supported by this 
increase in the intensity of localized failure.

Zeilinski [109] observed this increase in localization of cracks in 
concrete under impact loading and based his semi-empirical formulation on these 
observations.

It was noted earlier that although the energy dissipated upon the
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failure of an individual bar element is taken as a constant, the total energy 
dissipated by the network as a whole increases with increasing strain rate. This is 
a consequence of increased localized failure at high strain rates.

At low strain rates, ample time exists for "weak” elements to fail across 
the network until a tear forms forcing all deformations to occur across it. At high 
strain rates, deformation occurs in such a short time that fracture is forced to 
propagate across a tear at early stages of loading and hence passes through 
"strong" and "weak" elements. Hence, the contribution of failed elements to the 
total energy dissipated is higher for higher applied strain rates.

Failure of the network model at all strain rates is localized in the sense 
that at failure, a "tear" of broken members forms across the network. The 
direction of this tear is normal to the direction of applied deformations and its 
size is controlled by members dimensions. The rest of the network is fairly intact 
even at failure. These suggestions are confirmed in figure 7.6 which shows the 
configuration of the network (figure 4.1(c)) before and after straining at a strain 
rate of 1.65E+00.

7—2—3 Relaxation tests

Relaxation tests were undertaken in order to determine the response of 
the network model under conditions of sustained overall strain in the y-direction 
(figure 4.2). Prior to holding the boundary displacements at constant values, the 
network is loaded by applying boundary displacements at a specified rate until a
preset value of the average strain, c , is attained.yy

A stress relaxation curve for a typical network (4.1(c)), strained up to a
value of 0.001 units of strain, c . at an average strain rate of (1.65E-03) isyy
shown in figure 7.7. Provided the network did not fail completely prior to the 
relaxation phase, the residual stress attained exists, is definite, and is different 
from zero. Figure 7.7 is hence typical for all networks that survive the short term 
loading. At any level of strain, relaxation tests were stable in the sense that the 
network's overall stress will decrease at a decreasing rate with time towards a 
residual value.

At all levels of strains following any value of strain rate, stress 
relaxation was found to be dependent only on the "time delayed damage". No 
member breakage was recorded in any computer run during the relaxation
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phases.

Figure 7.8 shows the stress strain curves obtained while loading at two 
values of the average strain rate and the corresponding relaxation loci. The 
relaxation locus corresponding to a stress strain curve is the set of residual 
equilibrium stress points obtained after complete relaxation of stress starting 
from all stress points on that stress strain curve. Relaxation loci are complete in 
the sense that they are obtainable for all levels of strains (including those in the 
post peak phase of behaviour).

Figure 7.9 compares relaxation loci corresponding to two different 
strain rates applied prior to the relaxation phase. As seen from the figure, the 
final state of stress is a function of strain level, strain rate prior to relaxation, 
and consequently the degree of damage as determined by the intensity and 
distribution of broken members. The value of the equilibrium state of stress is 
also dependent on the form of the relaxation function <̂>(t) and the values 
assigned to its parameters ĝ , ĝ , and ĝ .

Relaxation tests are difficult to perform on real materials especially 
those starting from a post peak state of stress. The network model provides a 
qualitative description of the response of a progressively fracturing material 
under such tests. It is thus feasible to expect that physical materials, whose 
response to loading is accompanied by progressive fracture, would response to 
relaxation conditions in a manner similar to that of the network model.

7—2—4 Creep tests — Modes of behaviour

The behaviour of the network model under conditions simulating creep 
tests, shows resemblance to the behaviour obtained in concrete and concrete like 
materials. After loading the network, by applying boundary displacements at a 
specified average strain rate, the stress is kept constant at a specified value.

As would be expected, creep was observed to be dependent on the level 
of stress applied. At low levels of sustained stress, st rain increases at a decreasing 
rate. Strain approaches asymptotically a value termed the "creep strain".

At high levels of stress, creep seems to be initially similar to that
obtained at low levels of stress but strain then increases rapidly with time until
complete failure of the network. For the creep tests undertaken, at or near the



peak stress, creep failure occurs in a very short interval of time and at some 
instances is instantaneous.

If stress is kept constant, at any point in the post peak portion of the 
stress strain curve, then the network will fail in a very short interval of time and 
is almost instantaneous. For some of the creep tests performed, near the peak 
stress and at post peak stress states, a short range unstable behaviour under 
constant stress conditions was observed. This behaviour is due to the discrete 
nature of the network model and is illustrated in figure 7.10.

Figure 7.11 shows the different modes of creep behaviour in the context 
of the corresponding short term stress strain curve and its relaxation locus. It is 
noted that the relaxation locus corresponding to a specified strain rate serves as a 
datum for distinguishing these different modes of creep behaviour. The peak 
stress of the relaxation locus serves as an approximate upper limit for stable 
creep, that that will not end in complete failure. The set of equilibrium creep 
strains is almost identical to that portion of the relaxation locus prior to the peak 
residual stress.

The behaviour of the network under creep conditions as shown in figure 
7.11 is qualitatively similar to that obtained for concrete (up to peak stress) in 
tension and compression (figures 3.18. 3.19, and 3.20(b)).

It was noted earlier that the jumps observed in the response of the 
network model are due to its discrete nature. Figure 7.12 depicts the expected 
behaviour of a smoothed network, that that contains a large number of members 
in a small volume. Such a network can be idealized as a continuum. This 
smoothed behaviour is very similar to that observed in real materials (figures 
3.18, 3.19, and 3.20(b)) up to the peak stress. It would also compare well to the 
expected behaviour of an ideal time—dependent progressively fracturing solid.

The creep behaviour of the network model and that of the smoothed 
network model compare qualitatively well with that of physical materials up to 
peak stress. No creep tests were performed on real physical materials in the post 
peak portion of the behaviour. The response of the network model to conditions 
of constant stress in the post peak portion of the stress—strain curve gives an 
insight on the behaviour expected from real materials whose response to loading 
exhibits progressive fracture.

Figures 7.13 shows the variation of strain with time at various levels of
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stress. The creep curves compare qualitatively well with those obtained for real 
physical materials (figures 3.21, 3.22, and 3.25). At low levels of stress, strain 
increases at a decreasing rate up to a limiting level. As has been mentioned 
earlier, the coarse structure of the model introduces discontinuities due to 
individual member breakage so that occasional, sharp vertical jumps are observed 
in the creep curves. At low stress levels, the sample remains stable even with the 
occurrence of some member failure. This is because the extent of breakdown is 
not sufficient for the consequential redistribution of member forces to cause 
further progressive unstable breakdown in the sample.

At high levels of stress, creep will start in a fashion similar to that at 
low stress levels. This mode of behaviour will be followed by member breakage 
accompanied by vertical jumps in the creep curve. Eventually, complete failure 
occurs when a "tear" of broken members forms rapidly across the network.

Figure 7.14 shows a typical creep curve of the network model at 0.7 of 
the peak stress (following a strain rate of 1.65E4-00). The distribution of the 
broken members before and after the creep phase is also shown in figure 7.14 and 
the configuration of the network before and after the test is shown in figure 7.15.

It should be noted that although creep is accompanied by progressive 
failure, complete failure of the network occurs in a relatively short interval of 
time and is unstable. Hence, for high levels of stress, creep results in failure and 
is characterized by by two phases:

(i) an initially gradual increase in strain (at a decreasing rate) 
accompanied by progressive fracture resulting from breakage of members. This is 
manifested by vertical jumps in the creep curve corresponding to breakdown of 
individual members. Subsequent to this

(ii) a rapid increase in strain occurs in a very short interval of time 
leading to complete failure. This failure is progressive but cannot be contained 
and so builds up rapidly into failure of the overall network. These two modes of 
behaviour are illustrated in figure 7.14.

The time to complete failure is essentially determined by the duration 
of the first phase , since the second phase occurs instantaneously. This time was 
found to be shorter for higher levels of applied stress. Figure 7.16 shows the 
increase of the time to failure with decreasing applied stress in creep tests. It is 
shown that this time increases indefinitely when the stress is decreased 
asymptotically to the limiting value below which the network will creep in a 
stable fashion without complete failure. Similar results were obtained for concrete
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(figure 3.20(a)).

7—2—5 Remarks on Ibe stability of the network model

The behaviour of the network model under conditions simulating 
uniaxial tensile, creep and relaxation tests gives an insight on the stability of the 
network model in the post peak portion of the stress strain curve.

The post peak behaviour is stable in strain space in the sense that 
starting from an equilibrium point on the stress strain curve, the response is 
always in equilibrium if strain is controlled (either kept constant or increased). 
On the other hand, it is unstable in stress space because any increase in stress 
(starting from an equilibrium point in the softening region) will cause complete 
instantaneous failure. Moreover, if stress is kept constant, complete failure will 
occur instantaneously. This reflects the difficulties faced in real material testing 
involving strain softening. If the behaviour of the network model is to explain the 
instability observed in some physical testing, then one should assume that unless 
testing conditions are perfectly strain controlled, brittle failure might result as a 
consequence of instability in stress space.

7—2—6 Role of the relaxation function c f̂t)

It was noted earlier in this section that the sensitivity of the response of 
the network model to the rate of application of imposed deformations is not 
solely a result of the strain rate sensitivity of the instantaneous response of the 
individual bar elements. The delayed damage effects, manifested by the damage 
evolution law (expression 6.2.7), do result in strain rate sensitivity of the overall 
response especially at low levels of applied strain rates.

This can be manifested by testing the network model with individual
elements being strain rate insensitive in their instantaneous response. Tests on
this "revised network model" not only illustrate the role of the relaxation
function <̂ (t) but also present an alternative simpler model that could be
deployed if time effects are to be studied independently of rate effects. This can
be achieved by modifying the computer program used so that the instantaneous
stiffness modulus S is always equal to the reference static value E (expression i ' i
6.2.6).

The network tested is identical to that used in the previous tests except
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for the ignoring of strain rate sensitivity of the instantaneous response. At any 
level of loading, the instantaneous response of the network is solely determined 
by the distribution of broken members.

Figure 7.17 shows the response of the network model at different 
applied strain rates. The response at all strain rates above a certain limit 
(1.65E-04) and below another limit (1.65E—07) becomes strain rate insensitive 
and identical to the response at these upper or lower limits respectively.

The presence of the damage evolution law will result in an overall rate 
sensitive response (figure 7.17) similar to that observed when the instantaneous 
response of individual members was taken to be rate sensitive. In contrast to the 
results presented in section 7—2—2, strain rate sensitivity is only observed along a 
limited range of strain rates.

Breakage of members is still rate sensitive as seen in the distribution of 
the centroids of broken members (figure 7.18).

The behaviour of the "revised" model is thus similar to that observed 
in the general case (section 7—2—1 to 7—2—5) except that strain rate sensitivity is 
only observed within a range of rales of applied deformations. Outside this range, 
the behaviour of the network becomes strain rate insensitive.

It might be more realistic to assume that the final equilibrium states of 
stress after relaxation tests are only dependent on the damage inflicted on the 
network prior to relaxation phase, and hence independent on the strain rate 
followed prior to relaxation (except in how this strain rate actually influences 
member breakage prior to relaxation phase). In other words, the relaxation locus 
is to be dependent only on the intensity of broken members and their distribution 
along the network.

In real material's testing, strain is normally applied "instantaneously" 
up to a certain value and kept constant thereafter. This instantaneous strain rate 
is usually taken to be the nominal "static" strain rate. It is thus justified to test 
the network model under conditions of rate independent instantaneous response.

Figure 7.19 shows the relaxation loci of a typical network model 
(4.1(c)) corresponding to two different strain rates (1.65E —04 and 1.65E—05). 
The two loci are almost identical except near failure. This confirms that the 
equilibrium stress state is only dependent on the form of (̂ r )  and the state of the
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network (in terms of broken members prior to relaxation tests). The state of the 
network, as measured by the intensity and distribution of broken members, is in 
turn a function of the strain applied prior to relaxation phase, and the time 
history of strain (the strain rate in this case). It should be noted that at any 
strain rate above 10“5, both the stress strain curve and the relaxation locus 
corresponding to it become insensitive to strain rate. Thus the instantaneous or 
static strain rate can be assigned any value above 10"5 without altering the 
resulting relaxation locus. Figure 7.20 shows the stress strain curve at a strain 
rate of 1.65E—04 and its corresponding relaxation locus. The behaviour is similar 
to that obtained when the strain rate was not ignored in the instantaneous 
response of the individual members (figure 7.8).

Again, it is interesting to note that creep behaviour obtained in these 
tests (figures 7.21—7.24) is qualitatively similar to that observed if the 
instantaneous response of the individual elements was assumed to be rate 
sensitive. If time delayed damage, as defined by the damage evolution law, is 
taken as the only source of time dependence, then an "instantaneous" strain rate 
can be defined (1.0E—05) and hence can be used as a reference "static" strain rate 
suitable for creep analysis.

The different modes of creep behaviour shown in figure 7.21 are similar 
to those in figure 7.11. The forms of the creep curves at different stress levels 
(figure 7.22) are similar to those obtained in figure 7.13. The network model 
failed in a manner similar to that, when strain rate sensitivity was not ignored in 
the instantaneous response, (figures 7.23 and 7.24 compared to 7.14 and 7.15).

These observations justify the use of a simplified analysis when creep is 
investigated. The same was found true in relaxation tests. Unless the effects of 
the strain rate, applied prior to creep and relaxation tests, are to be investigated, 
the behaviour of the network model under conditions of constant strain or stress 
can be fully understood by performing these tests with strain rate sensitivity of 
the instantaneous response completely ignored.



7—3 Behaviour of a system of fibre bundles held in a homogeneous strain field 
under conditions simulating strain controlled testing

In this section a system of fibre bundles, assembled in a homogeneous 
strain field, is studied, under conditions of applied strains at different rates. The 
theoretical formulation was derived in sections 6—3.

As has been noted in chapter VI, the use of fibre bundles, with a 
continuous distribution of properties within each bundle, should produce the 
same results as would be attained using several independent linear loading 
functions for the continuum theory of chapter V. More practically relevant to the 
type of computer experiments being undertaken, it can be expected that the 
adoption of this continuum description will eliminate the jumps in the material 
response observed with the network model and associated with induced member 
breakage.

A mesh of 16 fibre bundles having the same parametric properties, but 
each oriented at a certain angle 0, was tested. For each fibre bundle, the
instantaneous dissipated energy is expressed bv 6.3.21 with (3 and D assigned‘ f max
the values 0.001 and 0.75 respectively. The strain rate parameter T is of the form 
6.3.18 with x and c assigned the values of 10.0 and 10"05 respectively. The
orientations of the bundles were chosen from a set of random numbers between 
zero and ir. Table 7.2 gives the values of the angles 0 assigned for the 16 bundles.

Table 7.2-Orientation of the various bundles

Bundle Angle with axis nl"  0\

123
45
6789
10 11 
1213141516

0.1608015920 tt 0.0243762666 x  0.2335974714 x  0.1692959141 x  0.0202885629 tt 0.3628989579 x  0.8194429017 x  0.2558658581 tt 0.7680836334 tt 0.9843878061 tt 0.9579935822 tt 0.8030606378 tt 0.9908664627 tt 0.0912841771 tt 0.2906100824 x  0.1704511243 tt
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Thus in this model, heterogeneity is not introduced but there is a 
departure from isotropy due to the nonuniformity of the orientations of the fibre 
bundles which affects the directional properties. Figure 7.25 shows the orientation 
of the fibre bundles used in the following tests.

The damage evolution law was taken to be of the form 6.3.55 and 
6.3.57 with g , ĝ , ĝ  taken as 0.4, 0.005, and 0.6 respectively.

The response of the model to conditions simulating uniaxial extension 
tests prescribed and 6^=0), uniaxial tension tests (e^=0, e prescribed),
and biaxial extension tests (e = prescribed), is explored. In all tests shear
deformation is suppressed (c  = c =0) .12 21

7—3—1 Uniaxial extension tests

Figure 7.26 shows the stress strain curves for the system at different
applied strain rates for conditions simulating uniaxial extension tests. Rida [51]
adopted a fibre bundle system where the different, bundles are uniformly oriented
between 0 and w. For such a system an initially isotropic behaviour was observed
provided that an ample number of bundles was used. The random orientation of
the bundles in the present tests results in lack of symmetry or anisotropy. This
has resulted in the presence of shear stress, a  , under conditions of uniaxial12
extension tests (figure 7.26(c)). The magnitude of the different components of the
stress a  , a  , and a  is influenced bv the orientation of the bundles and if the 22 11 12
response is to simulate an idealized behaviour (such as that under isotropic plane 
strain conditions) the bundles should be oriented in such a way to result in that 
behaviour. The solid lines in figure 7.26 (as well as those in figures 7.27—7.30) 
represent the response of the bundle assembly if time and rate sensitivity are 
ignored, all other parameters kept the same. This response has no significance in 
the present discussion and is merely depicted as a reference test.

It is important to keep in mind that isotropy is not only affected by the 
orientation of the bundles but is also dependent on strain rate sensitivity in the 
sense that the components of the stiffness of the individual bundles are different 
for different values of strain rate.

The stress strain curves in figure 7.26 for the model material show that:
(i) an increase in the applied strain rate results in an increase in the
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peak stress experienced by the material,
(ii) the initial tangent moduli increase with increasing applied strain

rates,
(iii) the secant moduli, measured at the strain corresponding to peak 

stress, increase with increasing strain rates,
(iv) an increase in the applied strain rate results in a decrease in the 

strain at peak stress,
(v) and an increase in the slope of the post peak stress strain curve, 

indicating a more brittle response, results from increasing the applied strain rate.

7—3—2 Uniaxial tensile and biaxial extension tests

The response of the model under uniaxial tensile tests (figure 7.27) 
shows similar strain rate sensitivity to that obtained under the uniaxial extension 
tests. A reduction in the strength of the model material, as a result of the 
removal of the lateral constraint and the resistance associated with it, is noted.

These tests show some aspects of real materials behaviour other than 
strain rate sensitivity. At any strain rate, the material model exhibits a higher 
initial value of the tangent modulus, a higher secant modulus (at peak stress), a 
higher peak stress value, and a lower strain at peak stress when tested under 
equibiaxial extension conditions (figure 7.28(a)) than under uniaxial extension 
conditions (figure 7.26(a)). The behaviour is also more brittle.

This enhancement in the response, as a result of the increase in the 
lateral confinement, is more apparent if the stress strain curves of the uniaxial 
extension tests (figure 7.26(a)) and the equibiaxial tests (figure 7.28(a)) are 
compared to those obtained in the uniaxial tensile tests (figure 7.27). Conditions 
of uniaxial extension tests, and more adversely those of biaxial extension tests, 
serve as confinements (tensile) to the model material sample and hence the 
enhancement in the strength and stiffness.

7—3—3 Remarks on the model's strain rate sensitivity

The response of the material model to different applied strain rates 
suggests that the behaviour is influenced by different factors depending on the 
value of the applied strain rate.

At "high" strain rates, the response is mainly influenced by the rate
sensitivity of the instantaneous response with little effects from the time delayed
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damage manifested by the damage evolution law and the relaxation function <̂ (t) 
(expressions 6.3.55 and 6.3.57). This can be confirmed by comparing the actual 
response of the model material in figures 7.26, 7.27, and 7.28 to the instantaneous 
response (figures 7.29—7.31). The instantaneous response results by ignoring the 
relaxation of stress or the time delayed damage and can be obtained by running 
the tests on the model material with the function <p(t) allocated the value of 
unity at all times. Comparison of the actual response of the model material with 
the instantaneous response (figures 7.26-7.28 and 7.29—7.31) shows that at high 
levels of strain rates little, if any, differences between the actual and the 
instantaneous responses can be detected. This confirms that, at high strain rate 
levels, the contribution of the instantaneous strain rate sensitivity to the actual 
response overweighs the contribution of the time delayed damage.

On the other hand, at low strain rates, the actual response of the model 
material becomes less affected by the instantaneous strain rate sensitivity and 
more influenced by the damage evolution law that reflects a time delayed 
damage. The difference between the actual response (figures 7.26—7.28) and the 
instantaneous response (figures 7.29—7.31 )becomes significant at low strain rates. 
In this case, the only time dependence in the response of the model material is 
that due to the time delayed damage expressed as a damage evolution law.

It can hence be concluded that the rate dependent response of this 
model material is a result of two factors. The contribution of each of these two 
factors is dependent of the value of the strain rate. At high strain rates, the 
actual response does not differ much from the instantaneous response and hence 
any dependence on strain rate can be fully described by the instantaneous stress 
strain relationship. At low strain rates, strain rate dependence in the actual 
response of the model material is a result of the damage evolution law describing 
time delayed damage. At intermediate strain rates, the response is an interaction 
between these two factors.

The numerical values of strain rates, that determine the ranges within 
which strain rate is considered as "low", "intermediate", or "high", are 
dependent on:

(i) the form of the instantaneous stress strain law and the value 
allocated for the assumed reference strain rate below which the instantaneous 
response is taken as rate insensitive, and

(ii) the form of the relaxation function <̂ (t) and the values allocated to 
the parameters defining it.
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The results obtained in these tests illustrate the concepts of the 
"instantaneous fracture surface" and the "instantaneous response". At very high 
strain rates, strains are applied in a very short time so that

p(t) = ip{ 0) = 1.0 (7.3.1)
for all the duration of the test. Hence, the actual response and the instantaneous 
response become identical. The changes in the response of the model material 
with increasing applied strain rate become solely due to changes in the 
"instantaneous response" or, in other words, changes in the "instantaneous 
fracture surface" in strain space.

At low strain rates, the value of which are less than the reference static 
strain rate, the instantaneous response becomes strain rate insensitive and hence 
the instantaneous fracture surface becomes fixed in strain space. The actual 
response becomes dependent on the applied strain rate as a result of the function 
V?(t). In the limiting case when the strain rate is very low, the function ^(t) 
assumes the value

V ( t )  =  * > ( < » )  =  g  ( 7 . 3 . 2 )o
for all times. The response corresponding to such case is termed the "infinitely 
slow response".

All the tests undertaken are intended to study the time-dependent 
behaviour of ideally progressively fracturing solids with no intention to study the 
complex interaction between progressive fracture and the model's isotropy, 
symmetry, or state of stress (uniaxial or multiaxial). It was observed that under 
uniaxial tensile conditions, when the transverse stress is held zero, computer runs 
required many iterations before convergence was attained. As mentioned in 
chapter VI, if the stress components were to be held constant at values other that 
zero, to simulate creep tests, an iterative technique should also be adopted. Since 
creep and relaxation tests on real materials are normally intended to study the 
effects of time history of load in the simplest form possible, it is justified to test 
these conditions on a one dimensional model comprising two fibre bundles in 
series. Results of these tests are given in the next section. If the effects of the 
load time history are to be studied in conjunction with those due to material 
isotropy and stress state, then the present model of fibre bundles in a 
homogeneous strain field would be more appropriate.

The results of the strain controlled tests performed on this model 
material are in good qualitative agreement with those performed on the network 
model (section 7—2) under varying applied rales of deformation. The present
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model, being a particular case of the continuum formulation of chapter V, has a 
smooth response with no jumps in its stress strain curves. Its behaviour 
illustrates the capability of the general continuum theory to describe some modes 
of behaviour noted in real physical testing regarding sensitivity to applied strain 
rates.
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7-4 The response of a system of two fibre bundles held in series

The assembly of two fibre bundles held in series is shown in figure 6.5. 
The behaviour of the assembly is studied under monotonically increasing total 
displacement (û  in figure 6.5) at different rates. Tests, thus, simulate
displacement controlled uniaxial extension conditions and are one dimensional. 
Table 7.3 gives the values of the parameters allocated for the two fibre bundles. 

Table 7.3—Parameters allocated to the bundles

Fibre bundle Dmax B t L c“0 X

1 2.5 0.001 10. 1.0E-05 30.2 3.0 0.003 15. 1.0E—05 30.
where D , / ? , £ ,  and x are the parameters in equations 6.3.21 and 6.3.18 and Lmax f 0
is the length of the bundle.

In all tests the damage evolution law is of the form 6.3.55 with v>(t) 
given by 6.3.57. The parameters ĝ , g , and g in 6.3.57 are allocated the values
0.4, 0.005, and 0.6 respectively.

7-4—1 Extension tests

The response of the model material to strain controlled testing is shown 
in figure 7.32. The strain rate for each test is calculated by dividing the rate of 
applied deformations by the overall length of the assembly.

The results show similar strain rate sensitivity to that observed for the 
network model and for the fibre bundle model of section 7—3. An increase in the 
applied strain rate will result in an increase in the peak stress (figure 7.33), an 
increase in the initial tangent stiffness (figure 7.34). an increase in the strain 
softening slope indicating a more brittle behaviour, and an increase or decrease in 
the strain at peak stress (figure 7.35) depending on the value of the strain rate. A 
displacement controlled test was performed on the model material with the 
parameter x (equation 6.3.18) taken as 10,000.0 and ^(t) as 1.0 at all times. 
Values of the stiffness, peak stress, and st rain at peak stress of this test were used 
to normalize figures 7.33—7.35. The response under this test is insignificant in the 
present context. It resembles the behaviour of the model material if all time and 
rate dependent effects were ignored, all other parameters being the same. 
Another test, with the parameter x taken as 10,000.0 and ^(t) as ĝ  (0.6 in here),



was also performed. The results of these two tests are plotted in figure 7.32 (the 
solid lines) and are merely shown for comparison with the rate-dependent 
results.

As in the cases of the network model and the system of fibre bundles in 
a homogeneous strain field, the dependence of the response on strain rate is due 
to:

(i) the strain rate dependence of the instantaneous response. This 
comes into effect at all strain rates greater than the assumed reference strain rate 
(c in 6.3.18). It is thus justified to expect that the contribution of this factor to
the actual response of the material model becomes more dominant at high levels 
of strain rate.

(ii) the time delayed damage manifested by the damage evolution law. 
The forms of the damage evolution law and the relaxation function <p(t) (6.3.57) 
suggest that, at high strain rates, deformation occurs so quickly that <̂ (t) 
assumes the value of 1.0 at all times. Hence the contribution of this delayed 
damage to rate sensitivity is limited to a range of low strain rate levels in which 
V?(t) varies with time.

In summary, the model material exhibits time and rate sensitivity as a 
result of an instantaneous strain rate dependence and a delayed damage action. 
While the two mechanisms are theoretically effective at all strain rates, the 
effects of delayed damage will diminish at high strain rates and those due to 
instantaneous strain rate sensitivity will vanish at low strain rates. The ranges of 
strain rates within which these factors become effective are a function of the 
values allocated to the parameters defining the damage evolution law and the 
instantaneous stress strain law.

It is interesting to note the time histories of strain of the individual 
fibre bundles (figure 7.36). While one of the fibre bundles is strained 
monotonically at a constant strain rate (fibre bundle (2) in this case), the other 
bundle unloads at a decreasing strain rate when a certain strain is attained. This 
strain corresponds to the peak stress within the other fibre bundle as seen in 
figure 7.37 that depicts the stress strain behaviour of the individual bundles. It 
should be mentioned that this localized behaviour (in the sense that only one of 
the two bundles exhibit strain softening while the other one unloads 
viscoelastically) is a function of the parameters that describe the bundle. The 
parameters are directly related to strength, stiffness, damage capacity and load 
bearing capability.



7-4—2 Relaxation tests

If, following a certain strain rate, the overall strain across a system of 
two fibre bundles held in series is kept constant, then the resultant stress will 
decrease with time at a decreasing rate, and will approach asymptotically a 
residual value. To any point on a stress strain curve, corresponding to an applied 
strain rate, there would correspond an equilibrium stress value that the assembly 
would relax to if strain is held constant. Figure 7.38 shows the stress strain curve 
of the model material, with parameters allocated the same values as those in 
section 7—4—1, at a strain rate of 4.0E-04 together with the corresponding locus 
of residual points that are reached following relaxation tests. Relaxation is 
followed at any level of strain even in the post peak portion of the stress—strain 
curve.

The results obtained in the relaxation tests are similar to those of the 
network model if the response is smoothed (figure 7.12). The peak stress on the 
stress strain curve and that on the relaxation locus correspond to the same value 
of strain. This result was also observed for the network model. This is expected 
because of the use of the same relaxation function (̂t ) regardless of the level of 
stress prior to the relaxation phase.

Figure 7.39 shows the relaxation loci corresponding to two different 
applied strain rates. The final state of stress following a relaxation test is 
dependent on the value of stress prior to relaxation which in turn is dependent on 
the strain rate applied to reach that stress. The final state of damage of the 
model material at a given strain is hence dependent, on the past time history from 
the start of straining. Similar dependence was noted for the network model 
following relaxation tests.

7-4—3 Creep tests — Modes of behaviour

If stress is kept constant at any level, the model material will creep to 
complete failure or to an equilibrium state of strain depending on the level of 
stress. Figure 7.40 depicts this behaviour for stress values attained at a strain 
rate of 4.0E—04. At all stress levels below the peak stress in the corresponding 
locus of relaxation points, strain will increase with time, if stress is kept constant, 
and will approach that value of strain, corresponding to this stress, on the 
corresponding locus of relaxation points.

For all stress values above the peak stress in the corresponding locus of
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relaxation points but below the peak stress of the actual stress strain curve, 
strain will increase with time at a constant stress but will eventually result in 
complete unstable failure of the model material. At all stress levels in the strain 
softening portion of the stress strain curve, complete failure will be initiated 
instantaneously if stress is kept constant.

Results of both relaxation and creep tests compare well with those of 
the idealized/smoothed network model (figure 7.12). Apart from the vertically of 
the failure envelop, the results are also in good agreement with those reported for 
real materials (chapter III). The verticality of the failure envelop is a direct 
result of the use of a relaxation function which is independent on the level of 
sustained load. If the failure envelop was to be non vertical (for both the present 
model and the idealized/smoothed network model), the form of the function <̂ (t) 
should be such that it caters for the level of load applied prior to creep or 
relaxation phases.

The correspondence in behaviour between the present model and that 
of the idealized network model suggests that if the size of the network is reduced 
to a point, its behaviour will resemble that of a point in a continuum 
progressively fracturing solid.

7-4—4 Creep tests — Creep curves and time to failure

Figure 7.41 shows typical relaxation and creep curves. At any stage of 
loading, if the overall strain along the network is held constant, stress will 
decrease with time at a decreasing rate and will approach asymptotically a 
residual value. If stress is held constant, strain will increase with time. If the 
level of stress is low, strain will increase with time at a decreasing rate and will 
approach asymptotically the value of strain on the locus of relaxation points 
corresponding to the given constant stress. At. high levels of the applied stress 
(above the peak stress in the corresponding locus of relaxation points but below 
the actual peak stress (figure 7.40)), strain will initially increase with time at a 
decreasing rate but will then increase with an increasing rate up to complete 
failure. At failure, strain increases rapidly in an unstable fashion resulting in 
instantaneous failure. At any state in the post peak stress strain curve, failure is 
always instantaneous.

The time needed for complete failure as a function of applied stress in 
creep tests is shown in figure 7.42. As seen from the figure, the time to complete 
failure increases from vanishingly small durations at high levels of stress to
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infinitely large durations at low levels of stress. Similar variations were observed 
for the network model (figure 7.16) and for physical materials (figure 3.20(a)).

7-4—5 General remarks on creep and relaxation tests

Results from the creep and relaxation tests show an interdependence 
between the two modes of behaviour. The locus of relaxation points, 
corresponding to a given strain rate, serves as a reference curve, in conjunction 
with the actual stress strain curve, to distinguish between the different modes of 
creep behaviour (figures 7.38 and 7.40).

It should be noted that for this model material, the peak stress on the 
stress strain curve and that on the corresponding locus of relaxation points 
correspond to the same value of strain. The value of the creep strain, 
corresponding to any creep test at a stress level between these two peaks, 
corresponds also to the value of strain at peak stress on the stress strain curve.

The resulting residual points following relaxation tests and the 
resulting equilibrium and failure points following creep tests are primarily a 
result of the time delayed damage but are also dependent on the rate of 
application of strain prior to t hese tests. This is confirmed by the variation of the 
loci of equilibrium relaxation points with the strain rate applied prior to 
relaxation phases (figure 7.39).

It is interesting to look at the stability of the post peak response of the 
model material. This can be investigated by observing the response obtained 
when stress or strain are kept constant. The model material is stable in the post 
peak mode of behaviour under strain controlled conditions but is unstable under 
stress controlled conditions. At any level of loading, if strain is kept constant, 
stress will relax in a stable fashion down to an equilibrium state. On the other 
hand, if stress is kept constant or increased starting from an equilibrium state in 
the post peak portion of the behaviour, the model material will fail 
instantaneously in an unstable manner. The same observations were made 
regarding the post peak behaviour of the network model.

The results of creep and relaxation tests, as well as those of the uniaxial 
extension tests, show resemblance to the response obtained in real physical 
testing (chapter III). The present simple model illustrate how the general 
continuum theory can be deployed in a simple fashion to describe some aspects of 
material behaviour associated with progressive fracture and time—dependence.
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7-4—6 The role of gM  — Tests on a "revised" model

It was mentioned earlier that the effects on strain rate sensitivity of the 
damage evolution law, in the actual response of the model material, are only 
manifested at low strain rates. This can be confirmed by testing the material 
model with strain rate sensitivity of the instantaneous response completely 
ignored. This is achieved by assuming that the strain rate parameter T in 6.3.21 
is always 1.0 regardless of the strain rate. This "revised" model is easy to analyse 
and gives an insight on the role of the relaxation function ^(t).

Figure 7.43 shows the results from such tests. It was found that any 
strain rate above 4.0E—04 results in little if any changes in the stress response if 
compared to that obtained at a strain rate of 4.0E-04. The same is true for all 
tests at strain rates lower than 4.0E—09 if compared to results attained at a 
strain rate of 4.0E-09. This suggests the existence of an infinitely fast and an 
infinitely slow response that are fixed and are properties of the model material.

At high strain rates the relaxation modulus become insignificant and 
will always assume the value of 1.0. The model's response becomes instantaneous 
and time—independent. On the other hand, at slow strain rates the relaxation 
modulus will always assume the value of ip(oc) (0.6 in here). The response is 
termed the infinitely slow response and again is time—independent. Numerically, 
there exists two values of the strain rate that act as thresholds defining the range 
of applicable strain rates (upper and lower). Outside these limits, the response is 
either infinitely fast (instantaneous) or infinitely slow and is time and rate 
insensitive. At any intermediate strain rate, the function ip becomes effective and 
the response becomes time and rate sensitive (figure 7.43).

The behaviour of the individual fibre bundles following an infinitely 
fast, an infinitely slow and an intermediate strain rate is shown in (figure 7.44). 
While, in all tests, one of the bundles follows a complete stress strain curve of 
hardening and softening (fibre bundle (2)). the other bundle unloads when the 
stress across the assembly reaches its maximum values. In all tests, the fibre 
bundle that unloads (1) will assume a value of zero strain at zero stress. The 
suggestion that the responses following an infinitely fast and an infinitely slow 
strain rates are not time dependent is confirmed by the linearity of the unloading 
moduli of the fibre bundle (1) in o —i space indicating the non—presence of 
viscoelastic effects (^(t) being constant).

It is interesting to note that although the response of the model
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material is rate sensitive within a range of strain rates, damage is dependent on 
the strain and its path history only. Figure 7.45 shows the variation of the 
effective instantaneous secant moduli of the individual fibre bundles with applied 
strain. The variation is identical for all strain rates, and hence the conclusion 
that damage is dependent on time only in the form of delayed effects (evolution 
law) with the instantaneous stiffness, while path dependent, being time 
independent.

In real material testing, creep and relaxation tests normally follow 
loading at a reference "static" rate, assumed to be "instantaneous". It is thus 
more practical to perform these tests on the material model presented in here by 
neglecting all strain rate effects in the instantaneous response of the fibre 
bundles. Such tests have proved the existence of an infinitely fast and an 
infinitely slow response (figure 7.43) characteristics of the assembly.

Figure 7.46 shows that, if strain rate sensitivity is ignored in the 
instantaneous response, the locus of equilibrium relaxation points, corresponding 
to a stress strain curve obtained by applying the strain instantaneously (in here 
at a rate greater than 10"4) exists and is identical to the stress strain curve 
obtained if strain is applied at an infinitely small rate (in here at a rate less than 
1(T9).

The infinitely slow response of the model material, being identical to 
the locus of relaxation points, will serve as a reference to distinguish between 
different modes of creep behaviour (figure 7.47).

Results from creep and relaxation tests on this simplified material 
model (figures 7.46, 7.47, and 7.48) are qualitatively identical to those obtained 
in the general case when strain rate sensitivity was included in the instantaneous 
response of the individual fibre bundles (figures 7.38. 7.40, and 7.41). This 
justifies the use of this simplified version of the assembly w’hen the behaviour 
under creep and relaxation tests is to be modelled. The only difference between 
the general model (sections 7-4—1 to 7—4—5) and the simplified tests is that when 
strain rate sensitivity is ignored in the instantaneous response, the response to an 
infinitely slow strain controlled lest will be identical to the locus of relaxation 
points at any strain rate and not, only the ones causing an infinitely fast response.

Figure 7.49 shows that if relaxation tests follow loading at an 
intermediate strain rate, then the response at an infinitely slow applied strain 
rate will still coincide with the locus of the corresponding stress relaxation points.
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The response of this simplified model at different strain rates (figure 
7.43) shows that at any strain rate, the stress strain curve would never intersect 
that obtained at an infinitely high test but might cross that at an infinitely slow 
rate (the strain rate sensitivity in the instantaneous response being ignored). One 
unusual phenomena is observed in these tests. When the stress, prior to a 
relaxation test, is lower than the corresponding stress at the same strain on the 
stress strain curve following an infinitely slow strain rate, then the stress would 
increase with time at a decreasing rate up to the corresponding level on the 
infinitely slow response (figure 7.49).

Figure 7.50 shows that, in relaxation tests, the stress might increase or 
decrease depending on whether the initial value of stress is higher or lower than 
that on the stress strain curve following an infinitely slow rate at the same value 
of strain. In both cases behaviour is stable and would not result in failure.

This increase in stress has not been reported to exist in real materials. 
Nevertheless, relaxation tests are not only sparse but are also normally performed 
following strain rates that are considered infinitely fast or inst antaneous (nominal 
static rates). If the results obtained here are to be used to simulate real material 
behaviour then the possibility of stress, following an applied strain at a slow 
rates, being undervalued due to viscous effects should not be overruled. If due to 
these effects stress, at a given strain, is below stable equilibrium value, then if 
strain is kept constant stress should increase with time up to that value.

Creep tests (figures 7.51. 7.52) on the model material (with rate effects 
ignored in the instantaneous response) following a strain rate below that causing 
an infinitely fast response, will result in similar modes of behaviour to those 
obtained in the general case (figures 7.40 and 7.41) and when following an 
infinitely fast strain rate for the revised model (figures 7.47 and 7.^8).

Unlike the previous tests, at stress levels in the post peak portion of the 
stress strain curve, where the strain is less t han the corresponding strain on the 
stress strain curve following an infinitely slow loading, creep tests would not 
result in an instantaneous failure but, strain will increase with time at a 
decreasing rate in a stable fashion, until it approaches the corresponding value 
obtained in an infinitely slow test (figures 7.51 and 7.52).

In summary, the general behaviour of this simplified material model 
gives good qualitative resemblance to creep and relaxation tests performed on 
real materials. Results similar to those obtained for the general model (sections
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7-4—1 to 7-4—5) can be obtained if tests follow an infinitely fast loading.

Similar conclusions to those of the general model (sections 7-4—1 to 
7-4-5) are drawn if stability of the post peak behaviour is studied following an 
infinitely fast (static) loading. If the strain rate applied does not result in an 
infinitely fast response, then the possibility of stable creep starting from an 
equilibrium state in the post peak states arises. Stability under constant strains is 
still attained eventhough relaxation tests might result in an increase rather than 
a decrease in stress at constant strains.
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Fig. 7.24 Failure configuration of a typical network model under 
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Stress strain curves for a model of fibre bundles whose
damage law is rate sensitive . Uniaxial extension tests

Stress strain curves of a model of fibre bundles whose 
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Stress strain curves for a model of fibre bundles whose 
damage law is rate sensitive • Biaxial extension tests
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Stress strain curves for a model of fibre bundles whose 
damage law is rate sensitive . Biaxial extension tests



The instantaneous response of a model made of fibre bundles 
whose damage law is rate sensitive. Uniaxial extension tests
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Fig. 7.29 (contd)
The instantaneous response of a model made of fibre bundles 
whose damage law is rate sensitive. Uniaxial extension tests
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Fig. 7.30

The instantaneous response of a model of fibre bundles whose 
damage law is rate sensitive . Uniaxial tensile tests
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Fig. 7.31
The instantaneous response of a model of fibre bundles whose 
damage law is rate sensitive . Biaxial extension tests
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damage law is rate sensitive • Biaxial extension tests
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Fig. 7.34 Change of initial tangent stiffness with strain rate
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Fig. 7.38 Behaviour of a system of two rate sensitive fibre 
bundles in series under relaxation tests
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Fig. 7.41 Relaxation and creep curves at two levels of stress 
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Fig. 7.45 Change of the elastic moduli of the individual fibre bundles of the model



Fig. 7.46 Behaviour of a system of two fibre bundles in series 
under relaxation tests. Strain rate sensitivity of the 
instantaneous response ignored
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Fig. 7.47 Behaviour of a system of two fibre bundles in series 
under creep tests. Strain rate sensitivity of the 
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Fig. 7.52 Creep curves at different levels of stress ( strain rate =  4.0E—04 )



CHAPTER VIII

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

8—1 Introduction

The principal objective of the work described in this thesis is to extend 
the theory of progressively fracturing solids [1—6] to include time effects.

Although the theory of progressively fracturing solids has only a limited 
application to real physical materials, it has been used as a starting point or in 
conjunction with other idealizations to develop theories describing materials such 
as concrete, rocks, some clays, and fibrous composites [51,131,133]. These 
extensions have focused on irrecoverable strains which could be included using 
plasticity based theories, but have not included time and rate dependent effects 
which can be important when dealing with problems involving blast, impact, 
collision, and sustained loading.

In pursuing this objective, an approach similar to that used in 
developing and exploring the original progressively fracturing solids theory was 
adopted. This solid has the property that nonlinearity is taken to be entirely due 
to degradation of stiffness, a form of behaviour that could be reproduced in a 
simple network model or used as the basic postulate for a continuum theory. The 
procedure adopted in this thesis was to return to these concepts and introduce 
time dependence into the network model and use this to explore the effects of 
introducing time dependence into the continuum description.

In adopting this approach, attention was given to the phenomena 
involved rather than pursuing the description of any particular real material. 
Accordingly, in treating time dependence, a description was required which 
would bring together rate and load history dependence in one model with the 
prospect of particular behaviour being obtained by an appropriate choice of 
parameters. This has been achieved in models which take as the primary 
phenomena time dependence and time—dependent degradation of stiffness. In 
some applications, the model would have to be combined with other idealizations 
involving plasticity and irrecoverable deformations.

By exploring the behaviour of a material whose response to loading is 
governed by stiffness degradation, the following has been achieved:

(a) A more general theory, developed from the progressively fracturing
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solids theory, has been formulated. This theory allows the description of a full 
range of time effects coupled with stiffness degradation.

(b) Particular forms of the theory, namely those incorporating linear 
loading functions, have been developed and applied to simple loading situations 
to illustrate the applicability of the theory and the role of the descriptive 
parameters.

(c) The effects of time dependence have been explored using a network 
model. These studies provide a greater understanding of the range of applications 
of the continuum theory and suggest areas where work could be done to extend 
the theory further.

(d) The network model was used to investigate the effects of 
heterogeneity and lack of fit which may be considered to occur from loading other 
than imposed deformations. The results of this investigation provide a particular 
area where consideration might be given to extending the continuum theory.

(e) The exploration of time dependent behaviour in the network model 
was undertaken by computer simulation and so was not restricted to phenomena 
that are already known or understood from the results of physical testing.

(f) It was found that, by the appropriate choice of parameters, the 
model can provide a description of time dependent behaviour over the range 
normally covered by experiments. In some instances, these results suggest areas 
where further experimental studies of real material behaviour would be of 
particular interest.

Before considering possible applications and further developments in 
the theory, it is useful to develop these points in some detail.
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8—2 The general time—dependent progressively fracturing solids theory

The continuum theory developed by Dougill [1—6] to describe the 
behaviour of an ideal progressively fracturing solid is based on certain concepts 
some of which are normally used in the incremental theory of plasticity. As for 
any other theoretical formulation, the behaviour of a material, whose response to 
loading is governed by the adopted concepts, is explored within a range of 
situations.

The theory of progressively fracturing solids does not take into account 
irrecoverable deformations in the sense that when the solid unloads it returns to a 
compatible state of zero stress and zero strain. On the other hand, formulations 
based on the incremental theory of plasticity are limited to a class of ideal 
materials for which irrecoverable deformations are the only source of nonlinearity 
and for which degradation of stiffness and strain softening are considered non 
existent or unstable. A more general approach would be to assume that the 
material behaviour involves both progressive fracture and irrecoverable 
deformations at the same time.

The extension of this theory to include time and rate effects coupled 
with stiffness degradation was presented in chapter V. The concepts adopted in 
the formulation of this general theory are similar to those adopted in the 
formulation of the viscoelastic/ plastic theory proposed by Naghdi and Murch 
[120].

While Naghdi and Murch described the behaviour of a solid whose 
response is governed by the occurrence of plastic irrecoverable deformations 
coupled with viscous time effects, the present theory considers a solid whose 
behaviour is a result of progressive fracture coupled with time and rate effects. 
Figure 8.1 illustrates the parallelism between these two theories and suggests 
that a more general description would be attained if both concepts are 
implemented to formulate one general theory.

The time dependent progressively fracturing solids theory provides a 
description of time effects over the full range of strain rates. With a particular 
choice of parameters, the different phenomena associated with time dependence 
can be explored across the whole range of strain rates, from those for which the 
long term response of the material is observed up to those for which strain rate 
sensitivity becomes an important factor in the material response.
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Although the proposed theory is applicable over a wide range of strain 
rates, it is easy to use and can be easily formulated for applications involving 
finite elements. The parameters involved in the description are easily identified. 
This has been illustrated by exploring the behaviour of a particular form of the 
continuum theory, namely that for which linear loading functions are adopted. 
The resulting model, termed the "fibre bundle model" was tested under a variety 
of situations and proved to be both easy to handle and very illustrative of the 
behaviour of an ideal time-dependent progressively fracturing solid.

As an alternative way to illustrate the prediction of the behaviour of an 
ideal progressively fracturing solid, a network model was devised and tested 
under different loading conditions. This model provides an ideal material whose 
response to applied deformations results from the coupled effects of degradation 
and time dependence. The model proved to be easy to analyse and required 
moderate time and storage on the computer. Results from these tests are 
discussed next.

8—2—1 The network model

Burt and Dougill [3] has used the same model, simplified to exclude all 
time effects, to illustrate the behaviour of an ideal progressively fracturing solid. 
The behaviour of this model not only illustrates the different phenomena 
associated with the continuum description but also suggests different aspects 
where theoretical developments are needed.

The usefulness of the model lies not only in its simplicity but in its 
flexibility as well. It can be easily adapted to various forms of tests involving 
different types of loading and boundary conditions.

Tests simulating strain controlled uniaxial tensile conditions at 
different strain rates were performed. Loading was achieved by applying 
controlled deformations at a certain rate to boundary zones. Tests, similar to 
creep and relaxation tests performed on real materials, were also performed.

Results from these tests have shown good qualitative resemblance to 
those obtained for real materials and are in accordance with predictions from the 
time—dependent theory of progressively fracturing solids. Failure of the network 
model is a result of the interrelated effects of degradation resulting from breakage 
of members, and time dependent damage resulting from the relaxation of stress 
with time within individual members. The overall process of fracture hence
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exhibits time—dependent progressive fracture.

The behaviour of the network model provides good qualitative 
agreement with that of a class of engineering materials that include concrete and 
rock. The model did exhibit strain rate sensitivity in a manner similar to that in 
real materials. It also exhibited the different modes of creep behaviour 
encountered in physical creep tests. Relaxation of the network model, under 
constant applied stress, was found to be stable at all stages of loading.

It was noted that the distribution of broken members is well dispersed 
at early stages of loading but becomes localized at high levels of strains especially 
when the peak stress is attained. This mode of behaviour, while observed for real 
materials, is unaccounted for in the continuum idealization.

Another phenomenon observed for the network model which is not 
directly foreseen from the continuum formulation (chapter V) is that of the 
unstable instantaneous failure under creep conditions at high levels of sustained 
stress. This phenomenon is characteristic of real material behaviour under creep 
tests.

The ease of testing the network model (using the computer) has made 
possible the investigation of some aspects of material behaviour that have rarely 
or ever been tackled in physical testing of materials. These aspects include creep 
and relaxation tests in the strain softening regime as well as strain rate 
sensitivity in all modes of behaviour (hardening and softening) at a strictly 
constant strain rate. If these tests are to be possibly performed on real materials, 
advanced new testing techniques should be used. This suggests devising testing 
apparatus that can provide a constant strain rate to the sample material as well 
as the capability of both instantaneously dropping the strain rate to maintain a 
constant level of strain (6=0) and continuously adjusting the strain rate to 
provide a constant stress (<r=0).

This makes the use of such a model, to investigate other aspects of the 
time dependent behaviour of real materials, justified.

8—2—2 The fibre bundle model

This model is a particular case of the general continuum theory 
describing an ideal time—dependent progressively fracturing material. Its 
response to loading illustrates the applicability of the theory and suggests means
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from which the descriptive parameters can be deduced.

As for the network model, the fibre bundle model has been utilized to 
investigate some modes of behaviour encountered in real materials as well as to 
assess the predictions expected from the continuum formulation in chapter V. It 
should be always kept in mind that the fibre bundle idealization is a particular 
simplified case of the general continuum formulation.

Each individual fibre bundle is treated as a continuum while the overall 
model is a discrete assembly of these individual continuum units. This makes it 
easier to implement this model in finite element analysis of real material 
behaviour because the overall response of the model can always be expressed as a 
set of constitutive laws the forms of which depend on the form of the assembly 
adopted.

Since, for this model, it is assumed that degradation and the 
consequential strain softening are processes that occur at a point, all 
considerations of localization are unaccounted for. This does not mean that 
localization is ruled out. If a sample of material is assumed to be formed of points 
whose mechanical behaviour is idealized by a fibre bundle assembly, then all 
points on the sample that exhibit strain softening can be thought of as cracks. 
Localization will follow if size effects are introduced by controlling the size of 
these units (or points) with respect to the size of the sample. This suggests that 
further work need to be done to include localization either by the introduction of 
size effects in the continuum description or by devising means by which a finite 
element assembly will take such behaviour into account.

In contrast to the network model, the response of an assembly of fibre 
bundles is a smooth one. No jumps in the stress strain curves were observed.

It is to be noted that the behaviour of the system of fibre bundles in a 
homogeneous strain field has given an insight on the multidimensional behaviour 
expected for a time dependent progressively fracturing solid. Tests on such an 
assembly under different combinations of longitudinal and transverse 
deformations have shown that strain rate sensitivity encountered in real 
materials under such conditions can be investigated and simulated to a certain 
extent.

The simplicity of the system of series fibre bundles has made possible 
the investigation of not only strain rate sensitivity but the response to creep and
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relaxation tests as well.

Results of all these tests have been in satisfactorily qualitative 
agreement with some aspects of real material behaviour, with those of the 
network model, and with those expected from the continuum idealization 
presented in chapter V.

8—2—3 General remarks on the proposed time dependent progressively 
fracturing description

As in any other continuum formulation, the assumptions about the 
material behaviour simplify the theory and make its analytical and 
computational application possible. On the other hand, these simplifying 
assumptions limit the descriptive capacity of the theory to a particular class of 
materials.

The ideal model materials presented in chapters VI and VII do not 
employ the full range of facilities deployed in the continuum formulation. Still, 
the theory is capable of predicting some aspects of the mechanical behaviour of 
the model materials. On the other hand, these model materials exhibit some 
modes of behaviour that are not accounted for in the continuum description but 
still experience time-dependent progressive fracture.

In the same sense, when using the continuum theory to describe 
phenomena encountered for physical materials that do not comply precisely with 
the theoretical assumptions, some deviations from the behaviour predicted by the 
theory might be encountered. The descriptive capacity of the theory is limited to 
some aspects of real material behaviour and hence the usefulness of the theory 
should be assessed by the significance of these modes of behaviour in the 
particular real situation under consideration.

The behaviour of the model materials, presented in chapter VII, not 
only simulates some modes of the mechanical behaviour encountered in real 
materials but also gives an insight on the scope of application of the continuum 
theory and on the possibility of future extensions.
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8—3 Scope of application of the continuum theory

The suitability of the continuum theory for the description of real 
material behaviour should be appraised in view of past experience of material 
behaviour and of previous applications of the theory, or other theories, to similar 
situations.

The assessment of the usefulness of the theory must be based on the 
actual application under consideration. The theory, being analytically similar to 
the incremental theory of plasticity, is simple to analyse and apply, especially 
with the current advancements in numerical and computational techniques. If 
this or any other theory is to be applied to real materials then the validity of the 
assumptions behind the theoretical formulation should be assessed. This can be 
achieved by comparison with results from experimental tests on the behaviour of 
the particular material under consideration.

The main limitation of the theory is that it considers strain softening as 
a general continuum behaviour rather than a localized one. Size effects in this 
class of materials are completely excluded. This exclusion of localized failure and 
size effects is inherent in the consideration of progressive fracture to be occurring 
at a point in a continuum.

The theory of progressively fracturing solids considers that stiffness 
degradation and hence strain softening occur at a point within a continuum. This 
assumption does not exclude local effects when the continuum theory is applied 
to a real physical conditions. When a sample of a material is assumed to be 
composed of points (or units), the behaviour of which is described by the 
progressively fracturing solids theory, then localized failure might be thought of 
to happen as a result of strain softening occurring in units within a certain region 
of the sample with the rest of the sample undergoing elastic unloading. Size 
effects are hence introduced by the size of this region and the relative size of 
these units compared to the size of the sample.

As mentioned earlier, the application of this theory, or any other 
theory, to the behaviour of real materials is faced by some limitations imposed by 
the assumptions adopted to formulate the theory. Model materials, (like the 
network model investigated in chapters IV and VII) used to investigate the 
behaviour of progressively fracturing solids, do not satisfy all the assumptions in 
the continuum theory and yet provide a description of the behaviour assumed or 
predicted by the theory. In the same sense, some modes of behaviour of real
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physical materials can be predicted by the theory eventhough the material does 
not fully satisfy the assumptions inherent in the continuum formulation.

Results from experimental testing on real physical materials can hence 
be used to calibrate the continuum theory (alone or in conjunction with other 
theories) so that a more practical assessment of the behaviour of real materials 
becomes possible.

Bazant and Kim [131] proposed a continuum model that combines 
plasticity and progressive fracture to describe the behaviour of concrete. They 
based their model on observations that the inelastic behaviour of concrete is a 
result of both microcracking (resulting in degradation and progressive fracture) 
and plastic slip (resulting in irrecoverable deformations). They assumed that if 
the material is subjected to a strain increment de, the corresponding stress 
increment comprises three components, an elastic stress increment, a plastic 
stress increment, and a fracture stress increment. The two inelastic components 
of the stress are derived from the incremental theory of plasticity and the 
progressively fracturing solids theory respectively with interdependence between 
the corresponding loading functions. Calibration of the model was possible and 
the model's response was found to be in good agreement with experimental 
results.

Rida [51] suggested an alternative way of using the progressively 
fracturing solids theory to describe real material behaviour in conjunction with 
the incremental theory of plasticity. Inspired by the concept of the "overlay" 
model suggested by Zienkiewicz et al [132], Rida used a parallel arrangement of 
an elastoplastic material and a progressively fracturing one. The system hence 
shares the same total strain and its total stress is the combined effect involving 
the contributions from each material. A weighting factor was introduced to 
control the ratio by which each constituent model contributes to the total 
behaviour. The model provides a more realistic description of the behaviour of 
concrete-like materials than that obtained by each of its constituents alone. This 
model can hence be easily calibrated against results from experimental tests.

Resende and Martin [133] developed a constitutive model for the 
description of the mechanical behaviour of granular materials like rock and 
concrete. Their model is based on Dougill's progressively fracturing theory for the 
description of shear behaviour and a plasticity model, involving cap yield 
surfaces, to describe the volumetric response. By expressing progressive fracture 
and the consequential stiffness degradation in terms of an internal damage
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parameter, and by linking the same parameter to the inelastic (or plastic) 
component of the volumetric strain, coupling between plastic slip and progressive 
fracture was achieved. Simple tests were suggested to calibrate the proposed 
constitutive law. Results of numerical tests were in good qualitative agreement 
with experimental results for cyclic uniaxial compression tests on rocks.

The choice of the theory of progressively fracturing solids, or any other 
continuum theory, to describe certain modes of real material behaviour should be 
based on the ease of the parameters involved in the formulation and the 
correspondence to the range of experiments and problems. A good material model 
should be both easy to implement and capable of describing the material 
behaviour with good agreement with experimental results.

The before—mentioned models have combined the continuum 
progressively fracturing solids theory with plasticity based theories for a more 
realistic and practical description of material behaviour. Further applications of 
the theory in conjunction with other existing continuum or damage theories is 
hence justified and may prove both useful and practical. It should always be kept 
in mind that the relevance of these applications is dependent on the actual 
situation under consideration.

As for the time—independent progressively fracturing solids theory, the 
application of the time—dependent progressively fracturing solids theory to 
predict the exact behaviour of a certain material is only possible if that material 
satisfies precisely all the assumptions inherent in the continuum formulation.

The theory provides good predictions for some modes of behaviour in a 
class of engineering materials whose failure is both time dependent and exhibits 
progressive fracture as a result of material degradation. This class of materials 
includes concrete and rock.

For the predictions of these aspects of behaviour to be sound, both 
qualitatively and quantitatively, the forms of the various laws incorporated in 
the continuum formulation should be chosen in accordance with experimental 
evidence and past experience. The forms of these laws might vary depending on 
the application under consideration. These include the law relating damage to the 
increments of stress and strain at the time of fracture, and the damage evolution 
law that incorporates a stress relaxation function.

Because of the concentration on time-dependent progressive fracture in
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the continuum idealization and the exclusion of other important aspects of the 
mechanical behaviour, it might be more realistic to use this theory in conjunction 
with other theories when real materials are investigated.

One way of achieving this is to extend Bazant and Kim's approach 
[131] to incorporate time effects. In this case the material description would be 
based on the assumption that if, a representative sample is subjected to a strain 
increment then the corresponding stress increment, would comprise three 
components, a viscoelastic, a fracturing, and a plastic stress increment. The two 
inelastic stress increments can be derived from the proposed time dependent 
progressively fracturing solids theory (chapter V) and the viscoelastic/ plastic 
theory of Naghdi and Murch [120] respectively. Coupling between the two forms 
of inelastic behaviour can be achieved by choosing the corresponding loading 
functions to be interdependent or related by some internal variables.

An alternative way of achieving a description incorporating progressive 
fracture and plastic deformations together with time effects is to adopt an 
overlay concept in which a viscoelastic/ fracturing solid and a viscoelastic /  
plastic one are superimposed to occupy the same space. If a representative sample 
of the solid is subjected to an increment of strain then the response is assumed to 
be the sum of the two individual responses. The total stress is taken to be the 
sum of the two components while the strain is assumed to be the same for both 
constituents. It should be noted that the two inodes of behaviour are completely 
independent of each other. This parallel arrangement in space of two solids can 
be refined by allocating weighing factors to the different solids when the 
summation of stresses is performed.

Various combinations between the time-dependent progressively 
fracturing solids theory ancl other elastoplastic, viscoelastic/ plastic, elastic/ 
viscoplastic theories can be performed and calibrated against real material 
behaviour. The choice of the way to combine these theories, and whether or not 
coupling between the modes of behaviour that they resemble is assumed to take 
place, is dependent on the particular material and the particular situation under 
consideration.
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8-4 Possible developments to the idealization of progressively 
fracturing solids

It was mentioned earlier that the theory of progressively fracturing 
solids, in its time—independent and time dependent formulations, has limitations 
in its applicability due to the adoption of particular assumptions on the material 
behaviour. These limitations can be assessed by exploring the mechanical 
behaviour of progressively fracturing materials whether these materials are real 
physical materials or idealized ones. This suggests some areas in the continuum 
theory as well as the ideal model materials that may need further advancements:

(i) Tests performed on the network model (chapter IV) have shown 
that the response of this heterogeneous progressively fracturing solid is affected 
by any type of internal incompatibilities. For this mode of behaviour to simulate 
real material behaviour, further work is needed regarding the allocation of these 
incompatibilities to members. For example, if temperature loading, which is an 
important type of loading that causes such incompatibilities, is to be investigated 
for a composite material, it might be more profitable to choose the members from 
more than one set each having a different average value of the coefficient of linear 
expansion.

(ii) Although internal incompatibilities cause permanent irrecoverable 
strains in the network model, these are not the only cause of irrecoverable 
deformations in real materials. Plastic slip is an important cause of these 
irrecoverable deformations and can be resembled in the behaviour of the network 
model by assuming, for example, that some members exhibit permanent plastic 
deformations upon failure. Alternatively, some of the broken members can be 
assumed to "heal" upon unloading causing an increase in the unloading elastic 
moduli and consequential permanent, overall deformations.

(iii) Tests on the behaviour of the network model under temperature 
loading, or other loading that causes internal stresses, suggest that the extension 
of the theory of progressively fracturing solids to include these effects might 
prove profitable. One way of achieving this is to assume that these effects are 
measured by some internal variables that are linked to the damage vector which 
measures the past history of strain. This would require a temperature evolution 
law that links damage to the past, history of temperature (or any other stress 
inducing load). Alternatively, it can be assumed that, the loading function, and 
hence the material response, can be expressed in terms of strain, strain path 
history, and temperature history expressed as an individual damage vector. The
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interrelation between vectors defining strain history and temperature history 
should be explored if coupling between the two factors is to be attained.

(hr) It might prove worthwhile to investigate the behaviour of the 
time-dependent models (chapter VI and VII) with the effects of internal 
incompatibilities and those due to permanent plastic deformations taken into 
consideration. This investigation should provide some guide lines to formulate or 
assess a general time and temperature dependent progressively fracturing solids 
theory incorporating plastic deformations.

While the effects of plast ic deformations can be incorporated in one of 
many ways discussed in section 8—2—3, those due to temperature or other internal 
stress inducing factors can be included in fashions similar to those suggested in
(iii) above.

(v) Localization of failure has been ignored in the formulation of the 
continuum theory both in its time independent and time dependent versions. 
This is an area which requires further investigation because localized failure is a 
characteristic of real physical materials as well as the proposed network model.

Theoretical work to incorporate localization in the theory of 
time—dependent progressively fracturing solids can be guided by research done on 
the localization of failure for solids described by time—dependent plasticity 
theories. For example the work done to link localization to the neucleation and 
growth of voids in metals (Needleman and Tvegaard [134], Pan, Serge, and 
Needleman [135]) can form the basis of possible extensions to the time dependent 
theory of progressively fracturing solids to include localization and size effects.

(vi) In the study of the application of the continuum theory to real 
materials or practical situations, there is a need to investigate the possible forms 
of the loading function F, the damage vector Ĥ , and the vector describing past
time history and rate sensitivity T . This investigation should be performed inq
the light of physical testing on materials to provide appropriate forms for these 
functions.

(vii) In the theoretical formulation of the continuum theory, 
expressions describing the instantaneous response of the material rather than its 
actual response were derived. It was suggested to link the instantaneous response 
to the actual one by a stress relaxation function. This has resulted in the
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formulation of a damage evolution law describing time—delayed damage.

The validity of this theoretical "link" should be investigated in view of 
real material behaviour. Tests on the network model and the fibre bundle model 
suggest ways by which the link between the instantaneous response and the 
actual one can be investigated for real physical materials. Tests on real materials 
might suggest alternative ways by which this "link" can be achieved and would 
help to derive appropriate forms for the assumed relaxation moduli and the 
damage evolution law.

(viii) As an improvement to the descriptive capacity of the network 
model and the fibre bundle model, limits on the compressive capacity of the 
individual elements or fibres can be imposed and varied to give a more realistic 
description. This might suggest the use of different functions (loading functions, 
relaxation functions, or damage functions) for tensile and compressive behaviour 
when the continuum theory is used to simulate progressive fracture in real 
materials.

(ix) It might be useful to study the behaviour of the fibre bundle model 
with the inclusion of elastoplastic or viscoelastic/plastic fibres. This might 
suggest alternative ways by which the continuum theory can be extended to 
describe plastic deformations.

(x) One limitation resulting from the adoption of linear loading 
functions of the form suggested in chapter VI, is that strain rate sensitivity of the 
instantaneous behaviour is effective only during loading. During unloading, time 
dependence is only manifested by the damage evolution law while the 
instantaneous behaviour is affected by the strain history prior to unloading. This 
aspect must be investigated in conjunction with results from real material testing 
involving complex strain histories.

(xi) It would be more convenient, if the continuum theory is to be 
implemented in finite element studies, to adopt a single loading function rather 
than using several independent loading functions as in the case of a fibre bundle 
assembly. This requires some research on the fibre bundle model from which a 
single non-linear loading function, giving the same or a similar response as that 
of the various independent ones, can be deduced.

Finally, it should be stressed that the more advanced the theory is the 
more difficult to implement it becomes. Any developments or advancements in
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the descriptive ability of the present theory or the proposed model materials 
should be sought in light of the need imposed by real physical material 
behaviour.
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APPENDIX A

BEHAVIOUR OF FIBRE SYSTEMS UNDER TEMPERATURE

Consider an elastic spring with a modulus of elasticity E, area A, and 
length L. Let its thermal coefficient of expansion be denoted by a .  Under a 
temperature T and deformation u the force in the above fibre is given by

F = ^ ± (u -o L T ) A.l
so that the stress becomes

a  =  E ( e —aT) A.2
where F is the force in the spring, a  is the stress given by F/A, and e is the strain 
given by u/L.

Consider a system of n such fibres in series. The force F in the system
due to a deformation un and a temperature T is given by

A E F ------ 1 A E= — H - (U -CV L T) = — (u -u  - a  L T)JLi 1 1 1  1* 2 1 2 21 A E
— f — -  (u —u -a  L T)n-l n n A.3

where A , E , a  , and L represent the area, elastic modulus, coefficient of i i i i
thermal expansion, and length of the ith fibre. The term u —u represent thei i-1
elongation of the fibre. Thusr L

F T + WET1 1  2 2
+ ...+ L

i r kn n
u —T(ft L L To L -K..+& Ln 1 1 2 2 3 3 n n A.4

The system is thus equivalent to one spring with the following 
constitutive law

F = ^ E ( u - oLT) A.5
where

AE = LK A.6

1/K = 1/k + l/ko +...+ 1/k A.7
1 A E

k, = “ P  A'8i
L = L T L L1 2
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and A.10a  L To L + ...+» L_  t 1 2 2 _n__nL

given by
Consider a system of n fibres in parallel. The force in the assembly F is

A E A EF = - j - ±  (u-aLT) + - f y 2 (u—a LT) + ...1 2 A ET -f-Q -fu -n  LT)n A.ll
The system is thus equivalent to one spring with the following 

constitutive law
F = (u-ftLT) A.12

where

and
AE = A E + AE +...+ A E1 1  2 2 n n

A E a  -F A E a  +.. . + A E a
a  = i i i o o oA E + A E + . A E1 1  2 2 n n

A.13

A.14

It is interesting to note that the equivalent thermal expansion
coefficient a of a system of fibres in series is insensitive to changes in the
individual fibre's stiffness moduli. Equation A TO suggests that a  is a weighted
average of the individual fibres' a. with the fibres lengths as the weightingi
factors. As long as no member completely fails, resulting in the complete 
reduction of its stiffness to zero, any change in the values of the individual 
member stiffness k. leaves the value of a unchanged.

The case of parallel arrangement is quite different. Equation A—13 
suggests that the average coefficient of thermal expansion a  is a weighted average 
of all the individual values, a., with the fibres stiffness moduli as the weighting
factors.

Thus a change of the stiffness of an individual fibre might result in a 
change in the assembly coefficient of thermal expansion a .  The complete 
reduction of a member stiffness to zero is possible here since the assembly will 
still hold. It should be noted that a change of individual fibre stiffness might 
result in an increase or decrease in the average value of the assembly's coefficient 
of linear expansion. It might also have little or no effect on the averaging process. 
The change is purely statistical and is dependent on the way the averaging
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process is altered by the changes of the weighting factors.
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APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS STEPS FOR THE NETWORK MODEL -TIME 
EFFECTS INCLUDED-EDGE DISPLACEMENTS ALWAYS PRESCRIBED

If nodal displacements are prescribed for all nodes within the edge zone 
(2) (figure 4.2) at all times (section 6—2—9), then the analysis of the behaviour of 
the network model is performed as follows

(i) For each member, assume that the instantaneous strain rate is 
identical to that in the previous time step. t(ii) Calculate the assumed value of the instantaneous stiffness S (t), fori
each member, using the expressions in 6.2.6.

OH) Assemble the element's stiffness matrix k (from the matrix
equation 6.2.26) in the global network stiffness matrix K.

(iv) Assemble the previous time equivalent nodal force b (from the 
matrix equation 6.2.25), in the global force vector, B, of the network.

(v) Repeat (iii) and (iv) for all members.
(vi) Reduce the network's total structural stiffness matrix K for

restrained and prescribed displacements. Transform known incremental nodal 
displacements into equivalent nodal forces. Assemble these forces into the 
reduced global force vector F.

(vii) Solve the reduced form of the matrix problem
F — B = K Au B.l
AJ AJ AJ AJ

for unknown increments of nodal displacements Au at time t.
(viii) Using Au(t), the strain rate in each member can be calculated

using expression 6.2.22. M(ix) Calculate the updated value of the instantaneous stiffness S. (t),i
for each member, using expression 6.2.6 and the strain rate calculated in (viii).

(x) Check the convergence by testing that
S. ( t )
- r ---------- 1.0
s.(t)

< 0.001 B.2

If condition B.2 is not satisfied for all members, then replace theI I !assumed values of S.(t) by the updated values S. (t) and repeat (iii) to (x) until
convergence.
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(xi) Calculate the stress <r.(t) within the ith member (expression 6.2.29) 
and the work done by the member during deformation W.(t) (expression 6.2.28).

(xii) Check failure of the members by ensuring that
W (t) < W B.3i if
if member has been deforming in tension 

or
W (t) < f M  B.4i if
if member has been deforming in compression

(xiii) Repeat (xi) and (xii) for all members.
(xiv) If any member has failed (B.3 and B.4 not satisfied) set its 

instantaneous stiffness modulus S.(r) to zero at all times, 0 < t  < t, and repeat (i)
to (xiii) for the same time increment.

(xv) Calculate all nodal forces, at time t, from the unreduced matrix 
form of B.l.

(xvi) Calculate stress along the network , using the nodal forces 
calculated in (xv).

(xvii) From the current displacements of the nodes, represented by
u (t), calculate strain across the network, i

(xviii) Calculate the nodal displacements at time t+At by
u (t-t-At) = u (t)+Au (t) B.5i i i

(xix) Repeat (i) to (xviii) for the next increment of time associated 
with the next boundary displacements.
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APPENDIX C

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE FOR THE BEHAVIOUR OF A SYSTEM OF 
FIBRE BUNDLES IN A HOMOGENEOUS STRAIN FIELD 

-STRAIN ALWAYS PRESCRIBED

The procedure presented in here describes the steps followed to analyse 
the behaviour of a system of several fibre bundles held in a homogeneous strain 
field with strain in all directions prescribed.

At any time t, the values of the instantaneous secant relaxation
modulus Sn(r), the loading function Fn(r), the strain tensor c (r), and theij
damage parameter hn(r) are known for all fibre bundles (n=l, N) at all times 
7*<t. The nth fibre bundle is oriented at an angle 9 with the corresponding
directional parameters, given by An (expressions 2.4.3). Analysis is followedij
incrementally along time so that for the next increment of time dt, associated
with de (t), analysis proceeds as follows ij

(i) Calculate the strain rate en(t) along the nth fibre bundle (expression
r

6.3.19).
(ii) Calculate the strain rate parameter Tn(t) using 6.3.18.
(iii) Calculate the change in the strain rate parameter dTn(t) using

6.3.28.
(iv) Calculate the scalar quantity An de (t).ij U
(v) Allocate Cn(t)=0 or 1 according to 6.3.24.
(vi) Calculate dhn(t) and dFn(t) according to 6.3.25, 6.3.26, and 6.3.27.
(vii) Calculate dDn(t) by 6.3.22.

__n(viii) Calculate dS (t) according to 6.3.51.
(ix) Repeat (i) to (viii) for all N bundles.
(x) Calculate the change in the total instantaneous stiffness of the 

assembly dS^ (t) by 6.3.59.i jkm
(xi) Calculate the change in the instantaneous response of the assembly

d<r..(t) by u
dor (t) = ij ST (t) + dST (t)ijkm ijkrn

- S T.l (t) < (t)ljkm km

f (t) + dc (t)km km
C.l

(xii) Calculate the actual stress a  (t) at time t by 6.3.56.ij
•323-



(xiii) For each Fibre bundle increment the state variables by 
Fn(t + dt)= Fn(t) + dFn(t) C.2

and
hn(t + dt) = hn(t) + dhn(t) C.3

(xiv) Increment the total strain and total instantaneous stiffness 
modulus by

C.4
and

€ (t +dt) =  e (t) -f de (t) ij d ij
ST (t + dt) = ST (t) + dST (t)i j km ijkm ijkm C.5

(xv) Repeat (i) to (xiv) for the next increment of time associated with 
the next increment of prescribed strains.
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APPENDIX D

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE FOR A SYSTEM OF FIBRE BUNDLES HELD 
IN A HOMOGENEOUS STRAIN FIELD 

-STRAIN NOT PRESCRIBED AT ALL TIMES

For a system of fibre bundles in a homogeneous strain field when strain 
in one or more directions is not prescribed but is such that stresses along these 
directions are always zero, the analysis procedure is different than that described 
in Appendix C. For such a system the analysis procedure is performed as 
described in here.

At all times r<t, the values of the instantaneous secant relaxation
modulus S n(r), the loading function Fn(r), and the damage parameter hn(r) are
known for all fibre bundles (n=l, N). The strain tensor at time r, e (r), is alsoij
known. For the next increment of time dt, the response of the assembly is 
evaluated as follows

(i) If Fn(t) < 0 allocate Cn(t) = 0,
If Fn(t) = 0 allocate Cn(t) = 1.

(ii) Assume that dTn(t) = 0, so that Tn(t) has the same value as
Tn(t—dt).

(Hi) Calculate Mn(t) using 6.3.53 and 6.3.35 and Mn (t) using 6.3.52.ijkm
(iv) Repeat (i) to (iii) for all fibre bundles. T(v) Formulate the system’s instantaneous tangential stiffness M (t)i jkm

using 6.3.60.
(vi) Solve the total equation 6.3.38 in its matrix form 

dcr..(t) = MT., (t) de (t)ij 11km kmN
I_ n = l(h " )2 km #Tn

opn nnnZvy dTn
f  ( t )km D.l

for the unknown components of dr (t). This can be achieved since thekm *corresponding components of the instantaneous stress increment (t) are allij
zeros.

(vii) Update the value of Tn(t) using 6.3.19 and 6.3.18.
(viii) Calculate dTn(t) using 6.3.28.
(ix) Repeat (vii) and (viii) for all fibre bundles.
(x) For each bundle check if
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< 0.001 D.2r -1 .0n
where r is the ratio of the updated value of Tn(t) to that assumed. If thisn
condition is not satisfied for each bundle, repeat (i) to (x) with Tn(t) and dTn(t) 
in (ii) as those calculated in (viii) of the previous iteration.

(xi) Calculate the scalar quantitv d e n= An de (t). Check the validityij fi
of the value of Cn(t) allocated in (i) by ensuring that if Cn(t) = 1, then the scalar
An de (t) is greater than zero. If this is satisfied then the allocation in (i) was ij U
justified. Otherwise reallocate Cn(t) = 0.

(xii) Repeat (xi) for all bundles. If reallocation of Cn(t) was performed 
for any bundle repeat (i) to (xii), with the reallocated values of Cn(t), until all 
allocated values are justified.

(xiii) Calculate the approximate value of the change in the
instantaneous scalar stress dcrn(t) by 6.3.54

7 "( t)
t

D.3
with d e n(t) =An de (t) ij ij D.4
and 7 n(t) = An e (t) u d D.5

(xiv) Calculate dhn(t) and dF(t) using 6.3.25, 6.3.26, and 6.3.27.
(xv) Calculate dDn(t) using 6.3.22.

dcrn(t) = Mn(t) d e n(t) 2Cn dDn 
(hn)2 dTn dTn

(xvi) Calculate dSn(t) using 6.3.51.
(xvii) Update the value of the change in the instantaneous scalar stress

d(7n(t) by
d<rn(t) = Sn(t) + dSn(t) 6 n(t) + d e n(t)

— Sn(t) en(t) D.6
(xviii) Check that

r -1 .0  <0.001 D.7n
where r is the the ratio of the updated stress increment in D.6 to then
approximate one in D.3.

(xix) Repeat (xiii) to (xviii) for all bundles.
(xx) If (xviii) is not satisfied for all fibre bundles, calculate Mn(t) by

2Cn dDnMn(t) = dan(t) + dTnJt 6n(t)
L(hn )2
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*
for all fibre bundles using the updated value of dan(t) calculated in (xvii). Repeat
(v) to (xx) (skipping (xi) and (xii)) until (xviii) is satisfied for all fibre bundles.

(xxi) Calculate the actual stress a  (t) at time t by 6.3.56.ij
(xxii) For each fibre bundle increment the state variables Fn and hn by

C.2 and C.3.
(xxiii) Increment the total strain t mm and total instantaneous stiffness
T limodulus SA by C.4 and C.5.ijkm
(xxiv) Repeat (i) to (xxiii) for the next increment of time dt.

D.8
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APPENDIX E

A SYSTEM OF TWO FIBRE BUNDLES IN SERIES 
-TOTAL DEFORMATION ALWAYS PRESCRIBED

The procedure described in this appendix describes the analysis steps 
followed to evaluate the response of a system of two fibre bundles in series when 
the total deformation of the assembly is prescribed at all times.

For all times r<t, the values of the instantaneous loading function 
Fn(r), the damage parameter hn(r), strain c (r), and the instantaneous stiffness

n

Sn(r) for both bundles (n=l, 2) are known. For the calculation of the response in 
the next increment of time dt associated with du (t), analysis proceeds as follows.

t-dt(i) Calculate I by 6.3.69.
(ii) For both bundles assume that dTn(t)=0 and Tn(t)= Tn(t—dt).
(iii) If Fn(t) < 0 allocate Cn(t) = 0,

If Fn(t) = 0 allocate Cn(t) = 1.
(iv) Calculate Mn(t) using 6.3.53 and 6.3.35.
(v) Repeat (iii) and (iv) for both bundles.
(vi) Calculate de (̂t) and de (̂t) by solving the equation

Ml(t)de (t) - M 2(t)dfo(t) = I
9

t-dt

+ ln=l
2Cn 0 D n dTn 6 (h n )2 <9T n n E.l

simultaneously with 6.3.66. It should be noted that E.l is formulated by 
substituting 6.3.54 in 6.3.69.

(vii) Calculate the new values of T1(t) and T2(t) using 6.3.18 and
6.3.19.

(viii) Calculate the new values dT*(t) and dT2(t) using 6.3.28.
(ix) For each bundle c leek that 

-1 .0 < 0.001 E.2
where r is the ratio of the new value of Tn(t) to the old value. If this check fails,

n

use the new values of Tn(t) and dTn(t.) and repeat (iii) to (ix).
(x) Check the validity of the allocated value of Cn(t) by ensuring that 

if Cn(t) = 1, then d e  (t) is greater than zero. If this is satisfied, then then
allocation in (iii) was justified. Otherwise, reallocate Cn(t) = 0.

(xi) Repeat (x) for both fibre bundles.
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(xii) If reallocation of Cn(t) was performed for any bundle then repeat 
(ii) to (xii) using new allocated values of Cn(t).

(xiii) For each Fibre bundle find dFn(t) and dhn(t) using 6.3.25, 6.3.26, 
and 6.3.27.

(xiv) Calculate dDn(t) using 6.3.22 for both bundles.
(xv) Calculate dSn(t) using 6.3.51 for both bundles. ♦(xvi) For each bundle calculate the approximate value of dan(t) by 

6.3.54 using the value of Mn(t) last calculated. *(xvii) For each fibre calculate the exact value of d<rn(t) by using
dcr"(t) = Sn(t) + dSn(t) ( (t) + dr (t) -S"(t) e (t)n

E.3
(xviii) Check convergence by ensuring that

< 0.001r -1 .0n E.4
where r is the the ratio of the approximate value of the instantaneous stressn
increment (in xvi) to the exact value (in xvii).

(xix) Repeat (xviii) for both Fibre bundles.
(xx) If E.4 is not satisFied for both Fibre bundles then update the values*of Mn(t) by using 6.3.54 with the updated value of dcrn(r) calculated in (xvii). 

Hence,
Mn(t) = dcrn( t ) + 9 f ’ n  > ) D nf dTnL(h n \ 2 n d r r n

/df (t)

E.5
Repeat (vi) to (xx) until (xviii) is satisfied for both bundles.

(xxi) Increment Fn(t), hn(t), e (t), and Sn(t) byn
Fn(t + dt) = Fn(t) + dFn(t) 
hn(t + dt) = hn(t) + dhn(t)
Sn(t + dt) = Sn(t) + dSn(t) 
e (t + dt) = t  (t) + d e  (t) E.6n n n

(xxii) Calculate the total stress in the assembly by 6.3.67.
(xxiii) Calculate the total strain in the assembly byT u (t) + du (t) .

( (t + dt) = ■ - L- ■+ - L- 3— E.7
1 2

(xxiv) Repeat (i) to (xxiii) for the next increment of time.
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APPENDIX F

A SYSTEM OF TWO FIBRE BUNDLES IN SERIES 
-TOTAL DEFORMATION PRESCRIBED UP TO TIME tc

For a system of two fibre bundles in series when, after a time t , stressc
is held constant across the assembly, the analysis procedure follows a different 
path than that prescribed in Appendix E.

For all times r < t, the values of the instantaneous loading function 
Fn(r), the damage parameter hn(r), strain e (r), and the instantaneous stiffnessn
Sn(r) for both bundles (n=l, 2) are known. For all times less that t the analysisc
procedure is the same as that given in Appendix E. For all times t>t analysisc
proceeds as follows.

(i) For each bundle assume dTn(t) = 0 and Tn(t) = Tn(t—dt).
(ii) Calculate d ^ t)  and d<7̂ (t) by 6.3.70 and 6.3.71.
(iii) Allocate Cn(t) = 0 if Fn(t) < 0

and Cn(t) = 1 if Fn(t) = 1.
(iv) Calculate Mn(t) using 6.3.53 and 6.3.35.
(v) Repeat (iii) and (iv) for both bundles.
(vi) Calculate de (t) by

de (t) =n
n

d<7 (t) + 2C" f dT „l
n ( h n )2 n 9 T n J t

/  Mn(t)
F.l

(vii) Repeat vi for both bundles.
(viii) Calculate the new value of Tn(t) and dTn(t), using 6.3.18, 6.3.19, 

and 6.3.28, for both bundles.
(ix) Check that

|r -  1| < 0.001 F.2n
where r is the ratio of the new value of Tn( r) to the old value.n

(x) Repeat (ix) for both bundles.
(xi) If (ix) is not satisfied for both bundles repeat (iii) to (x) with the 

new values of Tn(t) and dTn(t) for both bundles.
(xii) If de (t) > 0 and Cn(t) = 1 then the allocation in (iii) is justified.n

Otherwise, allocate Cn(t) = 0. Repeat for both bundles.
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(xiii) If allocation of Cn(t) is not justified, repeat (iii) to (xii) with the 
new allocated values of Cn(t) until all allocations are justified.

(xiv) For each bundle calculate dFn(t), dhn(t), dDn(t), and dSn(t) 
using 6.3.25, 6.3.26, 6.3.27, 6.3.22,and 6.3.51.

(xv) Update the values of de (t) to
df (t) = da (t) — dSn(t) c (t) / Sn(t) + dSn(t)

F.3
(xvi) For each bundle calculate r the ratio of the new value of £ (t) ton n

the old value. Convergence is tested by
| r -  1| < 0.001 F.4n

(xvii) If F.4 is not satisfied for both bundles then do steps (xviii) to 
(xix). Otherwise do steps (xx) onward.

(xviii) Calculate Tn(t) and dTn(r) using the new values of df (t)
6.3.18, 6.3.19, 6.3.28. Repeat for both fibre bundles.

with

(xix) Repeat (xiv) to (xvi) until F.4 is satisfied for both bundles.*(xx) Increment Fn, hn, t  , a  and Sn byn a
Fn(t+dt) = Fn(t) + dFn(t) 
hn(t+dt) = hn(t) + dhn(t)
£ (t+dt) = £ (t) + df (t)n a n

(7  (t+dt) = <7 (t) + 6.(7 (t) n a n
Sn(t+dt) = Sn(t) + dSn(t) F.5

dcr (t) = n S"(t) + dS"(t) f (t) + de (t) n n sn(t) t (t)n
F.6

(xxi) Calculate du (̂t) bu 6.3.66 and increment û  by
u (t+dt) = u (t) + du (t) F.7

TCalculate the total strain c (t+dt) byT ii ( t +dt)£ (t+dt) == — — F.8 1 2
(xxii) Repeat (i) to (xxi) for next time increment.
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